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Abstract

The heart is the central organ of the body and its condition determines life and death. A healthy
heart is thus fundamental and medicine is further developing its potential towards highly person-
alized health care. Computer simulations are becoming an important aspect of modern medicine
and play an increasing role in identifying the cause of disease and support clinicians in deciding
for the most promising treatment. Fast growing knowledge and precise equipment together with
simulations can provide a powerful tool to improve the therapy of heart diseases, e.g. cardiac
arrhythmia. Our goal is to compute realistic simulations of healthy and pathological hearts to
better understand cardiac functions and to improve the performance of surgery.

The aim of this thesis is to build a computational model to simulate patient-specific cardiac
performance in healthy and pathological cases. Cardiac function is determined by three main
physiological aspects, namely electrical propagation, active tissue contraction, and hemodynam-
ical feedback. In this thesis a framework for a coupled electro-mechano-hemodynamic model
based on biophysical principles is build to simulate realistic cardiac contraction.

The clinical importance of this model is demonstrated for the treatment of atrial fibrillation,
which is the most common cardiac arrhythmia. Radiofrequency ablation is applied to the stan-
dard ablation sides without considering the loss on contraction ability. With the model, the im-
pact of standard ablation concepts on the mechanical performance of the atria are investigated.
This provides new insights, as different ablation combinations cannot be applied in practice to
the same patient. The computational model is able to detect the differences in atrial contraction
and ejection fractions for various electrical activation sequences resulting from different ablation
combinations. This thesis shows that multiphysics modeling has the potential to quantify cardiac
performance, which could be used as additional pre-operative clinical information.

However, in order to make cardiac computations more valuable for clinical application their
computational demand needs to be drastically reduced. Electrophysiological simulations are es-
pecially numerically challenging due to the propagation of a steep electrochemical wave front.
Using standard continuous Galerkin methods discretizations with small mesh sizes would be
required to obtain accurate results. Therefore, the numerical framework is improved by imple-
menting the Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method. This method allows a straight for-
ward implementation of high-order discretizations. In this thesis, a p-adaptive strategy to accu-
rately track the wave front is presented, using the advantage of the discontinuous function space.
It is shown that the high-order p-adaptive Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method is an
efficient way of computing the electrophysiological problem.

The patient-specific geometrical model is important for improving simulations, especially
knowledge about the fiber direction is a necessary step. An accurate shape of the patient’s car-
diac muscle can be obtained from medical imaging devices. However, until now in-vivo mea-
surements of the fibers, i.e. the alignment myocytes, are difficult in the ventricle and not possible
in the atria. In this thesis, a method is presented which defines the fiber architecture in arbitrarily
shaped atria using image registration and reorientation methods based on atlas atria with fibers
predefined from detailed histological observations. With this method, it is possible to generate
detailed fiber families in every new patient-specific geometry in an automated, time-efficient
process.

Using the methods presented in this thesis, realistic simulations of cardiac contraction can
be performed. The geometry is equipped with physiological fiber orientations in an automated
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way. Electrophysiological computations are performed with a high-order p-adaptive Hybridiz-
able Discontinuous Galerkin method and, thus, represent correct electrical propagation. Addi-
tionally, mechanical contraction, which is coupled to the electrical signal, can be computed to-
gether with the hemodynamical influence of the blood pressure. Thus, the framework presented
in this thesis allows the computation of efficient patient-specific healthy and pathological hearts
in order to investigate treatment options and support clinicians.
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Zusammenfassung

Das Herz ist das zentrale Organ des Menschen und sein Zustand bestimmt über Leben und
Tod. Ein gesundes Herz ist daher grundlegend für ein normales Leben. Deswegen suchen Wis-
senschaftler in der Medizin ständig nach besseren und erfolgversprechenderen Therapien um
den Patienten zu helfen. Bereits heute stellen Computersimulationen einem wichtigen Faktor
der modernen Medizin dar und in Zukunft werden sie eine essenzielle Rolle in der Identi-
fizierung der Krankheitsursache und in der Entscheidung für die vielversprechendste Behand-
lung übernehmen. Schnell wachsendes Wissen und präzises Equipment bilden zusammen mit
Simulationen ein mächtiges Instrument um die Therapie von Herzerkrankungen zu verbessern.
Durch realistische Simulationen von gesunden und pathologischen Herzen nähert man sich dem
Ziel, die einzelnen Funktionen des Herzens genau zu verstehen und die Erfolge der klinischen
Eingriffe zu vergrößern.

Das Bestreben dieser Arbeit ist es, ein Modell zu bauen, um in gesunden und pathologis-
chen Fällen patientenspezifische Simulationen der Herzleistung zu erstellen. Die erfolgreiche
Aktivität des Herzens wird bestimmt durch drei Hauptaspekte nämlich die elektrische Ausbrei-
tung, die Gewebekontraktion und die Hämodynamik. Im Laufe dieser Arbeit wurde ein Sys-
tem für ein gekoppeltes elektro-mechano-hämodynamisches Modell entwickelt, das auf bio-
physikalischen Prinzipien basiert, um eine möglichst realitätsnahe Kontraktion des Herzmuskels
zu simulieren. Für klinische Fragestellungen ist dieses Modell von großer Bedeutung. Am Bei-
spiel der Therapie von Vorhofflimmern, das die häufigste Art von Herzrhythmusstörungen ist,
wird das Simulationsmodell angewendet und dadurch erfolgreich gezeigt, welches Potential
das Modell für die klinische Anwendung bietet. Angewendet auf Vorhöfe von Ablationspatien-
ten erlaubt das Modell Untersuchungen des Einflusses von Ablationskonzepten auf die mecha-
nische Leistung der Vorhöfe. Diese Untersuchungen führen zu neuen Erkenntnissen, da ver-
schiedene Linienkombinationen in der Praxis nicht an einem einzelnen Patienten verglichen
werden können. Das Computermodell ist in der Lage Unterschiede in der Vorhofskontraktion
und der Auswurfleistung zwischen verschiedenen elektrischen Anregungen aufzuzeigen, die von
unterschiedlichen Ablationslinienkombinationen herrühren. Durch die vorliegende Arbeit wird
gezeigt, dass Mehrphysikmodelle das Potential haben die Herzleistung unter verschiedensten
Bedingungen zu quantifizieren, was als zusätzliche präoperative Information in der Klinik ver-
wendet werden kann.

Um Herzsimulationen für die klinische Anwendung noch wertvoller zu machen, müssen sie
in Sinne der Effizienz verbessert werden. Vor allem Elektrophysiologiesimulationen stellen nu-
merisch eine große Herausforderung dar, da sich der Impuls mit einer sehr steilen elektroche-
mischen Wellenfront ausbreitet. Um genaue Ergebnisse zu erzielen sind Diskretisierungen mit
sehr kleinen Netzgrößen notwendig. Um dies zu vermeiden wurde die numerische Berechnung
durch die Implementierung der Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin Methode verbessert, da
diese Methode eine effiziente Implementierung von Ansatzfunktionen mit höheren Ordnungen
erlaubt und somit gröbere Diskretisierungen ermöglicht. Zusätzlich wird in der vorliegenden
Arbeit eine p-adaptive Strategie präsentiert, die die Wellenfront genau verfolgt und durch Aus-
nutzen der Vorteile des diskontinuierlichen Funktionenraumes sich zu einer sehr effizienten
Methode entwickelt. Es wird gezeigt, dass die höhergradige p-adaptive Hybridizable Discontin-
uous Galerkin Methode einen effizienten Weg darstellt um das elektrophysiologische Problem
zu berechnen.
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In der Verbesserung und Optimierung von Simulationen für individuelle Patienten spielt der
geometrische Aspekt auch eine sehr wichtige Rolle. Eine genaue Form des Herzmuskels und
seiner Zu- und Abflüsse des Patienten kann durch die Verwendung von medizinischen bild-
gebenden Verfahren erzeugt werden. Bis heute jedoch ist es schwer in-vivo Messungen der
Muskelfaserrichtungen, d.h. die Ausrichtung der Myozyten, in den Herzkammern durchzuführen
und nahezu unmöglich in den Vorhöfen. Dennoch ist für Elektrophysiologie- und Kontrak-
tionssimulationen das Wissen über die Faserrichtung ein essenzieller Faktor. In dieser Arbeit
wird deswegen eine Methode vorgestellt, welche die Faserarchitektur für beliebig geformte
Vorhöfe bestimmt. Dies erfolgt durch die Verwendung von Bildregistrierungs- und Reorien-
tierungsmethoden basierend auf einer Atlasvorhofsgeometrie, die mit vordefinierten Fasern aus
detaillierten histologischen Untersuchungen ausgestattet ist. Mithilfe des in dieser Arbeit ent-
wickelten Prozesses ist es möglich automatisiert und zeit-effizient detaillierte Faserfamilien in
jeder neuen patientenspezifischen Geometrie zu erzeugen.

Unter Verwendung der in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten Methoden können realistische Simulatio-
nen der Herzkontraktion erstellt werden. Die Geometrie wird in einem automatisierten Verfahren
mit physiologisch sinnvollen Faserorientierungen ausgestattet. Die Elektrophysiologiesimulatio-
nen werden mit einer höhergradigen p-adaptiven Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin Methode
durchgeführt und bilden so die korrekte elektrische Ausbreitung ab. Die mechanische Kontrak-
tion, welche mit der Elektrophysiologie gekoppelt ist, kann zusammen mit dem hämodynamis-
chen Einfluss des Blutdruckes berechnet werden. Die gesamten präsimulativen Prozesse und das
vollständige numerisch und biophysikalische Modell, die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellt werden,
erlauben eine effiziente Berechnung von patientenspezifischen gesunden und pathologischen
Herzen, um verschiedene Therapiemöglichkeiten und postoperative Szenarios zu untersuchen
und mit diesen Informationen die Ärzte zu unterstützen.
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Nomenclature

Mathematical Operators

∂·
∂t
, ∂t· partial time derivative

∂·
∂x

partial derivative with respect to the quantity x
d·
dx

total derivative with respect to the quantity x
ḟ , f̈ first, second time derivative of f∫

Ω
integral over the domain Ω

det determinant
d·e ceiling function
ln(·) natural logarithm
exp(·) exponential function
const constant function
∇ gradient operator
∇· divergence operator
∆ Laplace operator
× operator for the product of spaces
α multi-index α = (α1, α2, ..., αn) for derivatives
Dα· high-order partial derivative
tr trace operator
lim limit
arg min argument of the minimum
{{·}} operator for the mean value of discontinuous functions at the

interface
J·K operator for the jump of discontinuous functions at the inter-

face
·|K function restricted to the domain K
αl, ql quadrature weights, quadrature points
H(·) Heaviside step function
tanh hyperbolic tangent
1 indicator function
SO(d) group of all rotations in Rd

⊗, · outer, inner product between tensors
R2 correlation coefficient
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Nomenclature

Physics

µk chemical potential for the substance k
µ̃k electrochemical potential for the substance k
G Gibbs energy
Gk molar Gibbs energy for the pure substance k
xk mole fraction of substance k
nk amount of substance k
R molar gas constant (8.314 47 J mol−1 K−1)
T temperature
p pressure
z, zk charge number, charge number of substance k
F Faraday constant
ck concentration of substance k
fk production density for substance k
Jk flux density for substance k
ϕ electrical potential
κ conductivity
Dk diffusivity tensor for substance k
[·] concentration of a substance
I, Ik current density, current density for substance k
C capacitance
Q charge

Electrophysiology

i index for intracellular domain
e index for extracellular domain
Φi interior, exterior electrical potential
Φe exterior electrical potential
Φ electrical potential difference
ΦN Nernst potential
ΦGHK Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz potential
σ diffusion coefficient
D diffusivity tensor
ψk current-voltage relationship for substance k
gk, gk membrane permeability, maximal conductance of substance k
mp state of the channel p
α(·), β(·) voltage dependent rate constants
χ ratio of membrane area per tissue volume
Cm membrane capacitance
Icap, Im, Iion, Istim capacitive, membrane, ionic, and stimulus current density
u(x, t) action potential (transmembrane potential)
w(x, t) gating variables w = (w1(x, t), w2(x, t), ..., wn(x, t))
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Nomenclature

Domains and Boundaries

Ω domain
Ω0 domain in reference configuration
d spatial dimension of the domain
∂Ω boundary of domain Ω
Γi subdomain of Γi ⊂ ∂Ω
Γ0 boundary of domain Ω0 in reference configuration

Function Spaces and Weak Forms

W k,p Sobolev space up to order k based on Lp(U) semi-norms on U
Hm standard Sobolev space of order m ∈ R in U
L2 Sobolev space of order m = 0 in U
|| · ||L2(U) norm associated with L2(U)
p maximal degree of polynomials
mi dimension of the space i
Pp(U) set of polynomials of maximal degree p
ϕ, ϕh test function, finite dimensional test function
ψ finite dimensional test function ψ = (ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψd)
V, Vh, V

p
h test function space, finite dimensional test function space, fi-

nite dimensional test function space of polynomial up to de-
gree p

W p
h , [W

p
h ]d,Mp

h finite dimensional test function spaces

Time and Space Discretization

T time interval
t, T time, final time
x space
λh, q̂h numerical traces
(·)h index indicating the discretized version
∆t time step length
h element size
τ stabilization parameter

Mesh and other Geometry

Th finite element mesh
K a finite element
εh set of interior and boundary faces
γ a face of an element
Aγ surface area of the face γ
n outward pointing unit normal vector
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Nomenclature

Continuum Mechanics

R real numbers
ϕ mapping from reference configuration to current configuration
u,w,u,w scalar quantities, vector valued quantities
X position of a point in reference configuration
x position of a point in current configuration
d displacement field between reference and current configuration
F deformation gradient tensor
∇X gradient operator with respect to reference configuration
∇x gradient operator with respect to current configuration
dx, dX infinitesimal long line element in reference, current configura-

tion
I second order identity tensor
R,U rigid body rotation, stretch from the polar decomposition of F
C right Cauchy-Green tensor
E Green-Lagrange strain
e Euler-Almansi strain
t traction vector
N ,n normal vector in reference, current configuration
σ Cauchy stress tensor
S second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
ρ0, ρ mass density in reference, current configuration
B0,B domain in reference, current configuration
m(B, t) mass of domain B at time t
b body forces
J determinant of the deformation gradient F
Sp,Sτ passive, active stress component
Ψelast hyperelastic potential
Ψvisco viscous pseudo-potential
Ψvol volume penalty term
I1, I2, I1, I2 invariants, modified invariants of the Cauchy-Green tensor
τ(t) time depending stress
f0 fiber direction in reference configuration
z(t) control variable for the transmembrane potential
pA blood pressure acting on the endocardium
P first Piola-Krichhoff stress tensor

Hemodynamics

q(t) current density
p(t) pressure
R,R1, R2 resistances
C compliance
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Registration

S, T set of landmarks in source, target image
si, ti landmark positions in source, target image
ni number of points or nodes
ñ,nrt,n original mesh nodes, nodes after rigid transformation, nodes

after rigid and affine transformation
R, b rigid body rotation, translation
xi,yi translated landmark points (centroid of geometry to origin)
s, t weighted mean of all landmark points (weighted centroid)
S covariance matrix form the matrices of the landmarks and

weights
U ,Σ,V orthogonal and scaling matrices of the singular value decom-

position of S
I0, Ik initial source image, image at iteration step k
p transformation and rotation parameters
f(p) objective function depending on parameters p
A(p), s(p) functions for the transformation and translation depending on

the parameters p
A, s transformation matrix, translation vector
Is, It binary voxel representation of the source, target geometry
Ia, Ip binary voxel representation of the atlas, patient geometry
ϕ transformation of the source image
u,uh,u∗ displacement field, discretized displacement field, optimal dis-

placement field
D,D distance measure, discretized distance measure
S,Sh regularization, discretized regularization
B differential operator
J ,Jh objective function, discretized objective function
α regularization parameter
λ, µ Lamé constants
∇h,∇h·,∆h discretized gradient, divergence operator, Laplace operator
B Navier-Lamé operator
H Hessian matrix
F deformation gradient
R,U rotational component, scaling component of F
f ,f ′ source fiber orientation, transformed source fiber orientation
f̃ target fiber orienta-
tion
f̃tan target fiber orientation projected onto the tangential plane
g, g̃ target fiber field, normalized target fiber field
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Abbreviations

AF atrial fibrillation
AL anterior line
ATP adenosine triphosphate
BL posterior box lesion
Ca2+ calcium
CFAE complex fractionated atrial electrograms on both sites
CFAE-ant CFAE on the anterior site
CFAE-post CFAE on the posterior site
CG Continuous Galerkin
Cl- chloride
CT computed tomography
CRT cardiac resyncronization therapy
cv conduction velocity
EF ejection fraction
FS finite strain
HDG Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin
hex hexahedral element
ICP Iterative Clostest Point
IVC inferior vena cava
K+ potassium
LA left atrium
LAA left atrial appendage
L-BFGS limited memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno algo-

rithm
LBBB left bundle branch block
LDG Local Discontinuous Galerkin
L-type Ca2+ channel long lasting or high voltage activated calcium channel
Mg2+ magnesium
MIL Mitral isthmus line
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
Na+ sodium
ndof number of degrees of freedom
nnz number of non-zeros in system matrix
PPD preservation of principal directions
PV pulmonary vein
PVI PV isolation
RL roofline
SSD sum of squared differences
SVC superior vena cava
tet tetrahedral element
t-tubules transverse tubules
T-type Ca2+ channel transient or low voltage activated calcium channel
WACA wide area circumferential ablation
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1 Introduction

The hearts ability to pump blood through the body determines life and death. Thus, knowledge
of the cardiac function is of utmost importance for surgical interventions. Computer simulations
can be a valuable tool to increase the understanding and the investigation of individual heart
functions before surgery, in order to determine the optimal intervention with reduced impacts
and side effects.

1.1 Motivation

The main function of the heart is to provide a blood flow through the body. This occurs at a
macroscopic level, but the processes responsible for, and those which enable contractions to take
place, occur at a nanoscopic level: ion fluxes through the cell membrane allow the excitation
of myocardial cells, a surplus of calcium ions in excited cells promotes a molecule conforma-
tion change, which in turn enables macromolecules to shorten the cell. Events at nanoscopic
scale lead to occurrences at microscopic scale, which in turn lead to actions on the macroscopic
scale. Due to this complexity, it is not possible to foresee the influence of an action taking place
at nanoscopic scale on the macroscopic scale. However, mathematical modeling can solve this
issue. Using multiscale models, it is possible to describe nanoscopic events using physical prin-
ciples and investigate the macroscopic consequences. Furthermore, models provide additional
insights and allow a deeper understanding of the system to be gained. To improve therapy, simu-
lations enable comparisons between different treatment options under the same conditions. The
long term goal of simulations in the medical sector is to help clinicians by providing additional
information. Models are adapted so that they agree with patient-specific assumptions and differ-
ent treatment options are simulated. The result is then a comparison between these options for
each individual patient.

To model the periodic contraction of the heart and maintenance of the blood flow different
fields have to be investigated. The functional interaction of three major components enables the
processes that occur during a heartbeat. The electrophysiology describes the activation and con-
duction of the electrical signal through cardiac myocytes. Mechanical contraction is defined as
the contraction of the cardiac chambers: when triggered by an electrical signal, the myocardial
cell contracts. This can be described as a shortening of the myocyte along the long axis. The
synchronized contraction of the myocytes results in a decreasing of the cardiac volume, and
thus, an ejection of intercardiac blood. This process maintains the blood flow through the body.
Hemodynamic is the term used for the interaction of the blood flow and the contraction of the
heart. These three domains are the major ingredients for mathematical modeling. However, an
additional input for the model is necessary and should not be underestimated: the geometry of
the heart. For patient-specific simulation, the geometry of the patient’s heart is the first step,
since the shape of the geometry can always be acquired without surgery. The three domains for
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the simulation can be described and simulated separately, but only the interaction of all of them
allows a realistic simulation of the heart. However, it must be noted that computational cost in-
creases with increasing complexity. Because of the reasons state thus far, numerical methods that
facilitate accuracy at low computational cost and time are necessary. Additionally, automaticity
during patient-specific model quantities and geometry adaption is unavoidable for usage under
clinical conditions. With accurate, fast and automatic computations, simulations can be used for
diagnostic purposes before and during clinical surgeries.

1.2 Background

Simulations and computational modeling are becoming promising tools for medical investiga-
tions and treatments in the clinic [65]. In the last few years, cardiac modeling has made a huge
progress, from simple cell models describing electrical activation in a single cell to coupled three
dimensional whole heart simulations, incorporating various physical phenomena. This was also
enabled by increased computational resources. However, the research questions remains the key
factor when developing a new computational model. Because many possibilities exist to compute
action potential, the electrical propagation and the mechanical deformation, including different
material formulations, a careful decision has to be made to choose the best model in accordance
with the research interest.

Cardiac modeling can be divided into three main topics: electrophysiology, contraction, and
blood flow. Under electrophysiology, we include all topics describing the electrochemical reac-
tion on micro- and macroscopic scales. Contraction includes the continuum mechanical descrip-
tion of the deformation of the heart muscle, which contains the constitutive equations, describing
the material properties, and external tractions, describing the surrounding tissue. The blood flow
and blood pressure can be described with fluid mechanical principles or in a lumped version with
a windkessel model. Now a more detailed description of each topic is given.

The first electrophysiology model, developed from Hodgkin and Huxley, described the action
potential of the single nerve cell of a squid [165]. The development of more detailed models went
hand in hand with experimental work, and together led to a deeper understanding of the physical
principles [255]. Throughout the years, many improvements to the Hodgkin and Huxley model
have been made [120, 252, 253]. With the development of better experiments, new ion currents
were detected [62, 95, 178, 256, 257, 296], which led to an improvement of the cardiac cell mod-
els [28, 99, 222–224, 229]. A detailed review on the development of experiments and ventricular
cell models from 1960 to 2001 can be found in [255]. Atrial cell models were first presented for
rabbit [106, 154, 215] and canine [293]. The first human atrial cell model was published in 1998
by Courtemanche [91] and Nygren [262]. A comparison between these two models can be found
in [72, 76, 263]. Later, improvements of these atrial models were published [133, 134, 200] and
models of the sinoatrial node were developed [19, 316]. In [365] a comprehensive comparison
between the atrial cell models in healthy and remolded state is presented. All these models try to
describe the action potential based on electrochemical principles, e.g. ion flow due to an electro-
chemical gradient, varying membrane permeability depending on the transmembrane potential
etc. However, depending on the purpose of a simulation it may not be necessary to describe sin-
gle ion type fluxes and specific channels explicitly. Phenomenological models describe the ac-
tion potential correctly, without describing the interactions of single ions types, i.e. the variables
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of the phenomenological models represent multiple channel properties. A prominent example
hereof is the FitzHugh-Nagumo model [121, 242]. In 2008, Bueno-Orovio developed a phe-
nomenological model for the human ventricular action potential [52]. An adaption of this model
was done by Lenk et al. [212] to describe the action potential of atrial cells. These models are
only some examples of cardiac cell models, many more are available and are continuously being
improved to describe additional effects, e.g., metabolic activity [69], excitation-contraction cou-
pling [297], drug-receptor interactions [258], genetic modifications [146], instabilities in action
potential duration [334, 335], influence of special currents [117, 134] and other latest findings
[266].

Single cell models are fundamental when investigating alternations in channel properties.
However, to simulate the excitation wave traveling over cardiac muscle tissue, thousands of
cells have to be modeled side by side. Only this facilitates to model macroscopic phenomena
like disturbed excitation such as re-entrant waves. First, phenomenological models are used to
simulate propagation in multi-dimensional tissue [138, 170, 277, 277, 350] and later more com-
plex models [41, 59, 367, 377]. Furthermore, electrophysiology was then computed at individual
patient-specific heart geometries [19, 207, 230, 287, 294, 345]. A summary of the nonlinear and
stochastic dynamics of the heart can be found in [290].

First models describing the mechanical properties of the heart used simple geometries, like
cylinders or spheres, which were symmetric [98, 371]. Later, more complex linear elastic Finite
Element models were used to study stress and strain distribution in cardiac walls [132], which
were then replaced by non-linear models [183]. Streeter et al. investigated myocardial fiber ori-
entation in the ventricular wall [331, 332]. In 1991 the first model with detailed fiber orientations
in the ventricle was computed [250], which was then improved [89, 177]. Many models were
developed which provide new insight into cardiac tissue mechanics [136, 137, 139, 176, 249,
274, 353].

On pathological functions such as arrhythmia many studies were carried out. First studies on
whole heart simulations were performed [135, 275, 276] and later with reconstructed real heart
geometries [366, 368]. Further simulation on arrhythmia were addressing various fields, such as
the role of a complex geometry [373], presence of cardiac micro-structure [348], wave and rotor
dynamics [23, 81, 310, 344] and also real human hearts [333, 343]. All these simulations make
an important contribution to understanding cardiac arrhythmia [33, 73, 108, 127, 191, 192].

A detailed review of the beginning of cardiac modeling development in both electrophysiology
and mechanics, can be found in [199], a review of cardiac mechanical modeling in [260], whole
heart modeling in [339], electromechanical modeling in [340] and atrial computational models
in [101].

To calculate blood flow and pressure in the cardiovascular system, either a full fluid mechan-
ical simulation has to be performed, or a lumped version of blood flow such as a windkessel
model can be used. In 1899 Frank developed the first lumped model for blood flow [123], which
was then improved by Westerhof [361]. Adding additional resistances and compliances many
new windkessel models were developed. The most important ones are the three-element wind-
kessel [286, 362] and the four-element windkessel models [55, 209, 327]. A review about fluid
mechanical simulation in the ventricle can be found in [260].

The numerical method plays an important role for the computation of the electrophysiological
problem, since this happens to be numerically challenging [248]. Thus, different spatial dis-
cretizations have been reported to solve the electrical propagation problem, in particular Finite
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Difference Method (FDM) [53, 114, 243, 299, 309, 342, 379], Finite Volume Method (FVM) [32,
90, 147, 181, 282, 341], and Finite Element Method (FEM) [86, 119, 131, 203, 218, 280, 355].
The FDM is intuitive and easy to implement, but becomes very unhandy when using complex
geometries and unstructured grids, which are favorable in the reaction-diffusion electrophysiol-
ogy equations. The FVM is able to calculate complex geometries for low order approximations,
but lacks the feature when using higher order elements. However, in the FVM the definition of
the flux has a physical significance. From these discretization methods only FEM allows a sim-
ple usage of complex geometries and high order approximations. The time discretization in the
electrophysiology problem can be done implicitly, explicitly or semi-implicitly. Since the imple-
mentation of explicit methods is comparatively easy, they are used often (see [80] and references
therein). However, to guarantee stability explicit approaches require the usage of very small time
steps, which compensates the benefit of the fast computations of each time step. Implicit meth-
ods are also stable with larger time steps [237]. However, with implicit methods it is necessary to
solve a nonlinear system in each time step. Semi-implicit approaches avoid to solve a non-linear
system through a different treatment of linear and nonlinear terms. Nonlinear terms are treated
explicitly, while linear terms are solved implicitly. This improves the stability for larger time
steps and is therefore popular for electrophysiology computations [80, 113, 190].

1.3 Research Objective

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a realistic computational model to describe cardiac
contraction. The model needs to be applied to clinical relevant aspects regarding cardiac dis-
eases. For research purpose an accurate model is of high priority, however, for clinical relevance
additionally efficiency and automaticity are very important.

1.3.1 Why Modeling Atrial Performance?

Until now, the main focus of cardiac computations was on ventricular actions, since ventricles
are life determining. Despite the minor role of the atria, their impact on the quality of life should
therefore not be underestimated. Atrial fibrillation is the most common cardiac arrhythmia and
roughly estimated of around 0.5 % of human population are suffering from this disease with a
rising trend [78, 126].

Atrial fibrillation is the most common sustained cardiac arrhythmia and a leading cause of
thromboembolic cerebral insults [148]. In general, atrial fibrillation is described by chaotic elec-
trical waves traveling along myocardial tissue, preventing a regular contraction of the atrium
[145]. Patients suffering from atrial fibrillation are additionally exposed to an increased risk of
stroke, cardiac failure, and mortality [370]. Due to the limited success rate of drug therapy [60]
interventional treatments in terms of radiofrequency catheter ablation are the methods of choice.

Pulmonary vein isolation is the standard ablation approach of paroxysmal atrial fibrillation
[15]. However, in the case of persistent atrial fibrillation, several additional ablation concepts are
established, comprising ablation of complex fractionated atrial electrograms, ablation of atrial
lines [352] or rotor-ablation [144, 318]. By now the effect of these ablation concepts on atrial
contractility and atrial ejection fraction remains unclear.
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Atrial contribution to ventricular filling is known to be as 10–40 % and increases with age [6].
Hence, choosing the most suitable ablation concept also considering the hemodynamic perfor-
mance of the left atrium after the procedure may improve the postoperative cardiac performance,
especially in older patients [202].

In clinical studies, the effect of different ablation strategies can hardly be examined without
having patient-dependent conditions. Moreover, in clinical trials only a single ablation concept
can be applied in one patient and thus a direct comparison is not possible.

In the last decade various simulation approaches were reported examining the impact of dif-
ferent ablation techniques on the excitation sequence and during fibrillation in atrial models
[206, 295, 302] in order to investigate whether atrial fibrillation terminates under the setup of
different atrial fibrillation initiation [295] and incomplete ablation lines [302]. To the best of
our knowledge, the only work considering electromechanical coupling (without hemodynamic
effects) in the atria is the one of [2].

However, none of these works analyzed the impact of the ablation concepts on the atrial me-
chanics and its contribution to ventricular filling, since the mechanics of the tissue and the fluid
were not taking into account. Hence, the aim of the present study is to fill this gap and to assess
the ablation approaches with regard not only to the electrical activation sequence of the atria but
in particular to the activation triggered contraction and hemodynamic performance.

For this purpose, we present a computational model bridging all three main physical phe-
nomena: the electrophysiological wave propagation, myocardial contraction and blood pressure
development. We simulated the atrial function for two different patient-specific geometries, non-
pathological, and dilated, to investigate the influence of the different ablation concepts on the
activation sequences and mechanical performance in terms of ejection fraction.

1.3.2 Efficiency
Biophysical and computational modeling of the heart has been pursued as a tool for accelerat-
ing cardiovascular research. Translation to clinic to personalize the care is very promising [65].
One of the challenges modelers have to face is the high cost of the computations, in particular
when moving towards whole heart modeling and coupling different physics and scales. To de-
velop methods that reduce the computing time while keeping numerical accuracy is essential for
speeding-up fundamental research but most importantly the translation of modeling into clinical
practice.

Cardiac electrophysiology simulations are classically based on monodomain or bidomain
reaction-diffusion equations for the transmembrane electrical potential, which are coupled to
a model for the gating dynamics of the ionic channels on the cell membrane. Due to the fast
upstroke of the action potential, which is caused by voltage-dependent sodium channels, a nu-
merically robust calculation of the propagation of the wave across the tissue is well known to
be computationally challenging. This rapid increase of the transmembrane potential in one cell
over a few milliseconds results also in a steep wave front in space [290], requiring high resolution
temporal and spatial discretizations [248].

Galerkin methods are popular in cardiac electrophysiology due to their simple applicability
to complex geometries and higher-order discretizations [86, 119, 131, 203, 218, 279, 280, 284,
355]. Attempts have been made to improve the performance of the numerical method by using
h-adaptivity in space [31, 217, 338], adaptivity in time [86, 149, 291] and in both space and
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time [74, 75, 96, 124, 364]. Adaptivity in space based on low order elements requires remesh-
ing during the calculation, which involves a considerable computational effort. Furthermore, this
approach has to couple the numerical solver with a mesh generator. Therefore, studies about effi-
cient simulations with high-order elements and high-order p-adaptive elements were performed
for continuous Galerkin (CG) in [16, 17]. High-order discretizations have been shown to be
more efficient than low-order ones for a variety of contexts, i.e. they achieve better accuracy
with fewer degrees of freedom and less computational cost [16, 317]. However, the adaption of
the polynomial degree in CG faces additional challenges, e.g. for preserving continuity between
the elements [130].

To our best knowledge, discontinuous Galerkin (DG) approaches have not received any atten-
tion yet for the electrophysiology problem. The discontinuous setting allows a straightforward
implementation of global or local high-order discretizations and/or local mesh refinement.

The hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) method [84] is a special case of the DG
family of methods that allows a reduction of the degrees of freedom that appear in the final linear
system by static condensation on the element to those defined on the faces between the elements.
The goal of this work is to present a suitable HDG formulation for cardiac electrophysiology,
study the numerical performance of HDG in this context and to compare it against standard CG
approaches.

1.3.3 Automaticity
Patient-specific mathematical and computational models can contribute to understand the (patho-)
physiological function of the heart. These models require not only an accurate geometrical rep-
resentation of the heart, usually obtained from computed tomography (CT) or from magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), but also a description of the fiber directions. The term fiber is re-
ferred to myofiber bundles, which are similarly oriented myocytes running along a certain direc-
tion denoted as fiber direction. For a correct representation of the electrophysiological behavior
knowledge about the fiber direction is necessary, since the electrical signal travels faster in fiber
direction than perpendicular to it [82] and this anisotropy influences the electrical activation
[378]. But a correct fiber representation is obviously also important from the mechanical point
of view, e.g. studies of the left ventricle show that different fiber architecture lead to different
results in the mechanical contraction due to active and passive anisotropy [110, 251].

The fiber architecture of the atria differs from the one of the ventricles. While in the ventricles
the fibers are aligned in an almost regular way [109, 332], the fibers in the atria are aligned in
individual bundles which run in different directions through the left and right atrial wall [160].
Due to individual fiber bundles running in different directions it is not straight-forward to use
rule-based approaches, as it can be done in the ventricles [25, 372]. Besides rule-based methods,
another promising approach to define the fiber direction in ventricles is to use diffusion tensor
MRI (DTMRI), which is capable to measure non-invasively the fiber architecture of the left ven-
tricular myocardium [174]. This technology is often used ex-vivo [150, 239, 283], since in-vivo
measurements are challenging [322, 329] and only few slices can be acquired. Furthermore, it
requires sophisticated reconstructions of the fibers for the whole ventricles [241, 337]. However,
until now it is not possible to obtain in-vivo fiber directions in the atria since their thickness
is smaller than current DTMRI voxel size. Precisely, the atrial wall is around 2 mm thick [29],
while in comparison the left ventricle is around 8 mm thick [184]. Only recently, ex-vivo fiber
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orientation in eight different atria could be analyzed with submillimeter DTMRI [278], which
could be used as additional information for fiber definitions in the future.

Until now, only few methods have been proposed to create fiber directions in patient-specific
atria [151, 205, 308]. The approach in [205] is a first step towards realistic atrial models. The
importance of fiber orientations for patient-specific simulations is demonstrated with different
geometrical models, to which the semi-automatic method is applied and additional electrophys-
iological simulations are performed. The method uses voxel based atrial images and manually
defined seed points to specify different fiber bundles using marching level sets methods. It is
shown that this method works very robust and the results correspond well with reported litera-
ture. However, the semi-automatic approach is strongly depending on user input of the 22 seed
points, which have to be set in an accurate way. Variation of the seed points can lead to different
results. Strong shape variations, which are common in human atria, are difficult to handle with
this algorithm, since it depends on shortest paths between seed and auxiliary points and subdivi-
sions at fixed relations. For example to incorporate absent or additional pulmonary vein orifices
an adaption of the algorithm is necessary. Additionally, these models are limited to the informa-
tion about anatomical fiber orientations known at the time of the development of the methods.
New information can be only incorporated into the model by changing the methodology, which
in turn would lead to more user interaction by defining additional seed points.

To the authors’ best knowledge until now image registration techniques are not yet used for
fiber estimation in the atria. We propose a method to map atlas atria to a patient’s atria using
image registration techniques. Using the computed deformation map, the fiber directions are re-
oriented and then transferred to the patient’s atria. The initial user input of seed point is reduced
in comparison to rule-based models and is only needed for a first general alignment of the ge-
ometries. The influence of user variations is therefore greatly decreased. Additionally, the benefit
of using registration methods is that the accuracy of the fiber orientation can be easily improved
by adapting only the atlas model. More complex data and details have to be included only in the
atlas model without changing the registration algorithm. Additionally, geometry variations as the
number of pulmonary orifices, which is a challenge for the rule based models, can be handled
by the usage of different atlas atria. Another benefit is the possibility of using ex-vivo measured
DTMRI atria with fiber data as atlas atria, thus, improving the accuracy of the model. In [347]
a method has been proposed to register an atlas ventricle to the patient’s ventricle using large
deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping. The goal is to propose an image registration and
reorientation method for atrial geometries and fibers and to demonstrate its performance solving
an electromechanical problem of patient-specific atria using our fiber definition.

1.4 Contribution of this Work

This thesis describes the developed computational model to simulate patient-specific cardiac
performance. This coupled electro-mechano-hemodynamic model can be used to compute the
function of the atria under different healthy and pathological conditions. To emphasize its im-
portance in this thesis the computational model is used to investigate the treatment of atrial
fibrillation, which is the most common cardiac arrhythmia. Different radiofrequency ablation
sites are evaluated using results of the simulations, which are on one hand the electrical activa-
tion sequence and on the other hand the mechanical performance. Until now, in clinical purpose
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it was not possible to compare different ablation strategies for the same patient. With the coupled
model it is done in a realistic way considering the three main pyhsiological aspects determining
cardiac function, namely electrical propagation, active tissue contraction, and hemodynamical
feedback. Furthermore, throughout this thesis the computational model is improved to meet the
requirements for clinical application. For the first time high-order p-adaptive Hybridizable Dis-
continuous Galerkin methods are used to solve the electrophysiological problem. This is shown
to be an efficient way to compute accurately the electrical propagation. Additionally, to further
personalize the model it is necessary to use the patient-specific shape of the atria. Because in-
vivo measurements of the fiber direction in the atria are not possible until now, an automated,
time-efficient method is developed to define fiber orientation in arbitrarily shaped geometries.
Using registration and reorientation techniques the fiber architecture is mapped from a highly
accurate atlas model to the patient-specific geometry. Thus, the methods presented in this the-
sis allow automated, efficient and accurate computation of cardiac function that can be used as
support for clinicians investigating treatment options.

1.5 Outline

The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 describes the biological theory behind the
work in this thesis. There, the cardiac structure and functions are described. First a general
overview of the anatomy and the morphology of the heart and the circulatory system is given.
Then, the structure and the fiber architecture and the heart is explained, with the main focus on
the atria. In more detail the conduction system is described. The processes are explained from the
nanoscopic level until macroscopic level to provide a solid background on the actions happening
during cardiac contraction. Indeed, it is the molecular action that enables the propagation of the
electrical signal and the contraction of the cardiac muscle on macroscopic scale. Thus, also for
the modeling purpose it is very important to have a good knowledge on the biology.

Chapter 3 describes the modeling. Here it is explained how the chemical and physical pro-
cesses are translated into mathematical models. The main focus therefore lays on the electro-
physiological processes, which describe the conduction and the action potential. First, some ba-
sic principles and the electrical properties of the membrane are shown. For that, two definition of
the membrane potential are derived, which define the membrane potential in a single-ion system
and a multi-ion system. Then the electrical circuit model of the cell membrane is explained and
different modeling approaches of the ion transportation are shown. Last, the conduction equa-
tions, referred to as bi- and monodomain equations, for a three dimensional system are derived.

The next three chapters describe the development of the cardiac model and improvements in
terms of efficiency and automaticity. These chapters are designed to be self-contained and de-
scribe different modeling aspects and improvements. Chapter 4 describes the electro-mechano-
hemodynamical model that we developed for human atria. To show the relevance of our simula-
tion model to clinical practice, we used our model to simulate atrial activation. In particular, we
compare the impact of atrial ablation strategies on the mechanical performance of the atria.

In Chapter 5 we explain the improvements we made for computing efficiently electrophys-
iology. In this chapter the derivation of the numerical methods is shown, which are the Con-
tinuous Galerkin and Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method. Additionally, the method
for discretizing the ionic current are explained, which is very important when using high-order
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methods. Comparison between Continuous Galerkin and Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin
are made and at last the performance of the high-order p-adaptive method is shown.

The next chapter, Chapter 6, describes the method to define the fiber architecture in atria.
This is done using image registration and reorientation methods based on atlas atria with fibers
predefined from detailed histological observations. Thus, first the registration theory is explained
together with the reorientation methods. Second, the performance of our method is shown on dif-
ferent shaped atria and with electro-mechano-hemodynamical computations using the previously
defined fiber models.

Finally, the last chapter summarizes the work done in this project and provides the perspective
for future work.
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2 Biological Basics of the Human
Heart

The heart is a hollow muscular organ and its condition determines about life and death. The main
function of the heart is to supply all body cells with oxygen and nutrients. This is guaranteed by
a continuous flow of blood through different sized blood vessels in every part of the body. The
flow, however, is maintained by continuous pumping of the heart. Throughout the whole life the
heart contracts and relaxes in general once in each second.

The heart is located in the inferior part of the mediastinum, protected from the thoracic cage.
It is bordered on both sides by the lung, the inferior boarder is defined by the diaphragm on
which the heart partially rests (see Figure 2.2a). The sternum is located anterior and the organs
of the mediastinum, primarily the esophagus, are located posterior to the heart. The size of an
adult human heart is around the the size of a fist and its weight is around 280 g for a women and
320 g for a man, respectively [238, 360].

2.1 Fundamentals

2.1.1 Morphology

The heart consists of four hollow and distinct chambers: the left atrium and left ventricle and the
right atrium and right ventricle. Th atria are the smaller chambers compared to the ventricles. All
lumina are surrounded by muscular tissue with varying thickness. The lumen of the right heart
(right atrium and ventricle) and the left heart (left atrium and ventricle) are distinct, i.e. there
does not exist any direct interluminal connection between the left and the right heart. The left
and right atrium are separated by the interatrial septum and the ventricles by the interventricular
septum (see Figure 2.1a). At the atrio-ventricular junctions between the atrium and the ventricle
the mitral and the tricuspid valve are located in the left and right heart, respectively (see Figure
2.1a). Between the atria and the ventricles is the cardiac skeleton located (see Figure 2.1b).
The skeleton has different functions. It consists of a dense tissue which forms a connection
between the atrial and the ventricular tissue. The skeleton forms a union of four rings to which
the valves are attached. The skeleton supports the valves during contraction and high pressures.
Additionally, the skeleton acts as an electrical insulator, which prohibits the electrical signal to
travel from the atria to the ventricle. At the orifices of the ventricles the aortic and the pulmonary
valves are situated, which separate the left and right ventricular volume from the aorta and the
pulmonary artery, respectively. Two major veins are connected to the right atrium: the superior
vena cava (SVC) and the inferior vena cava (IVC). A third inflow connection to the right atrium
is the sinus coronarius, which is a conflux of different cardiac veins. Commonly there are four
pulmonary veins (PV) which are connected to the left atrium: the left inferior, the left superior,
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Anatomy of the heart (adapted from [43]). (b) Skeleton of the heart with valves
(adapted from [43]).

the right inferior and the right superior pulmonary vein. Though, it often occurs that the number
of PVs is unequal to four, depending if the veins join already before entering the left atrium.
Thus, it is possible could be that there is one PV inlet less or one more [161]. No valves exist at
the inlets of the veins to the atria .

2.1.2 Pericardium

The heart is surrounded by the pericardium, which on one hand protects the cardiac muscle and
on the other hand keeps the heart in place and limits acute excessive dilation. Additionally the
pericardium effects strongly the cardiac contraction process [326]. The pericardial fluid, which is
produced by the pericardium, reduces friction during heart movements. The pericardium consists
of two components: the visceral pericardium and the parietal pericardium (see Figure 2.3). Both
parts build a continuous layer in which the pericardial fluid is enclosed. The visceral pericardium
is attached to the heart surface while the parietal pericardium forms the outer boarder [298].
The parietal pericardium is attached anteriorly by ligaments to the sternum and more firmly
to the diaphragm. Laterally, the pericardium is in contact with the covers lung. The visceral
pericardium is sometimes referred also as epicardium and the parietal pericardium simply as the
pericardium [326, 359].

2.1.3 Circulatory System

The flow of the blood through the body is driven by the periodic pumping of the heart. Taking a
closer look on the heart, it actually consists of two pumps: one is the left heart and one the right
heart, which maintain two closed loops of blood flow (see Figure 2.2b). The right heart pump
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(a)
(b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Blood flow thought the cardiac system (adapted from [43]). (b) Position of the
heart in the thoracic cavity (adapted from [43]).

is responsible for the smaller pulmonary circulation, which runs through the lung. The blood
enters the right atrium through the IVC and SVC. The tricuspid valve is closed. When the right
atrium contracts at a certain point the pressure in the right atrium exceeds the pressure in the right
ventricle and the valve opens and blood flows into the ventricle. When the right atrium relaxes the
valve closes and the ventricle starts its contraction, which results in a higher ventricular pressure
than pulmonary artery pressure. The pulmonary valve opens and the blood flows towards the
lung. After carbon dioxide and oxygen exchange in the capillaries in the lung the oxygenated
blood flows back to the left heart, entering the left atrium through the PVs. Contraction of the
left atrium forces the blood to flow through the mitral valve into the left ventricle. Contraction
of the left ventricle pumps the blood into the aortic artery through the aortic valve. Oxygenated
blood is then distributed to all cells of the body. In the capillaries exchange in the blood takes
place, now, oxygen for carbon dioxide. Afterwards the blood returns to the right atrium. This
back flow to the right heart is enabled due to a very low pressure in the atria and valves in the
veins, which prevent back flow. The pressure difference between right atrium and veins, which
is necessary for the return of the oxygen-poor blood to the right heart, is increased due to two
additional factors, besides the cardiac contraction. The first one is the contraction of skeletal
muscles, which decreases the size of the veins and thus increases venous pressure (see Figure
2.4). The second one is due to respiratory activity, which helps decreasing the atrial pressure
while increasing the volume of the thorax [195]. The cardiac cycle is divided into two phases, one
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Pericardial sac with visceral and parietal pericardium enclosing the pericardial
fluid (adapted from [179]). (b) Section of the heart wall showing its three layers:
endocardium, myocardium and epicardium (adapted from [43]).

is the contraction phase of the ventricles, the so called systole, and the second is the relaxation
phase of the ventricle, the so called diastole (see Figure 2.5).

2.1.4 Functions of the Heart

Different components of the heart are responsible for different tasks. The two smaller chambers,
the so called atria, have three main functions during the cardiac cycle. Firstly, they serve during
systole as a reservoir. Secondly, during early diastole they act as a passive tube and allow the
blood to flow through them into the ventricle. Thirdly, during late diastole the help filling the
ventricle as they contract [236]. The ventricles have mainly one task, to pump the blood through
the body and to the lung. The left ventricle is responsible for the systemic circulation, while

Figure 2.4: Pressure increase in the veins due to skeletal muscle contraction supports blood flow
back to the heart [270]).
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Figure 2.5: Pressure curves (adapted from [272]).

the right ventricle is responsible for the pulmonary circulation. Valves between the atria and the
ventricle prevent the blood from flowing back to the atria during contraction of the ventricle. And
the valves at the orifice of the ventricle prevent the blood from flowing back into the ventricle
after ventricular contraction.

2.1.5 Internal Anatomy

The heart walls including the pericardium are composed of five different layers (see Figure 2.3b).
The parietal pericardium is the outermost layer. The epicardium is the third layer and between
the parietal pericardium and the epicardium is the pericardial cavity. These three layers belong to
the pericardium. The epicardium is connected with the myocardium, which is the thickest layer.
It contains the muscular tissue of the cardiac wall and it is responsible for the contraction. The
innermost layer is the endocardium, which is the internal lining of the cardiac chambers (see
Figure 2.3b) [104, 359]. The heart walls have a varying thickness depending on their muscular
bulk. The thin walls of the atria have only a thickness of 2 mm [29], since they serve more
as a reservoir and contribute only little to the filling of the ventricle. The right ventricle has a
thickness between 2 mm and 7 mm [122] and the left ventricle is around 8 mm thick [184].

2.2 Gross Structure and Fiber Architecture of the Atria

The cavities of the right and the left atrium are positioned right of the ventricular chambers.
When viewed from the front, the right atrium is anterior, and the left atrium posterior. The left
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atrium is slightly shifted leftward relative to the right atrium. The atrial septum is oblique to
the sagittal plane at an angle of around 65◦ [156, 160]. The two atrial chambers differ in their
morphology as well as in the fiber organization. However, both atria have the same basic com-
ponents: a venous part, an appendage, a vestibule and a septum, which is shared by the two atria.
Each chamber begins at the venoatrial junctions and ends at the vestibule and the valves, which
mark the intersection between the ventricles. The venoatrial junctions are the entrances of the
caval veins and the pulmonary veins in the right atrium and in the left atrium, respectively [156].

2.2.1 Right Atrium
The right atrium has three mayor components, which belong exclusively to the wall of the right
atrium (see Figure 2.6). The fourth component, the atrial septum, is shared by both atria. One
part of the right atrium is the venous component, which expands between the orifices of the supe-
rior and inferior caval vein. At the front it is separated from the rest of the atrium by the terminal
groove outside, which equates to the terminal crest, or the crista terminalis inside. Dorsal the
venous component boarders the atrial septum. The interior of the venous component is charac-
terized by its smooth walls (see Figure 2.7) [156]. The terminal crest forms a discrete ridge on
the endocardial surface and thus it is readily identifiable. It is the most prominent bundle in the
right atrium. The crest curves in front of the superior vein almost in a C-shape inferiorly to the
inferior caval vein (see Figure 2.7). After passing rightward to the inferior caval vein it ramifies
and enters the posterior region of the inferior isthmus. In the terminal crest the myocytes tend to
run longitudinally along the long axis of the muscle bundle [156, 160]. The sinus node is located
in the terminal groove close to the orifice of the superior caval vein [160].

The dominant feature of the right atrium is its appendage (see Figures 2.6 and 2.7). The ap-
pendage is easily distinguished from the rest of the atrium because of its ridged walls (see Figure
2.7). These ridges are known as the pectine muscle bundles, which originate perpendicularly
from the terminal crest and fan out over the entire wall of the appendage. Along the ridges of the
pectine muscles the myocytes are arranged longitudinally [156]. The pectine muscles run nearly
in a parallel fashion over the entire wall of the appendage. In most hearts fine muscular strands
cross over the parallel arranged pectine muscles [311]. The space between the ridges is almost
lacking in musculature. The pectine muscles along with the appendage form the entirety of the
anterior wall of the chamber [160].

A prominent pectine muscle is the sagittal bundle. It originates in the terminal crest and runs
along the edge of the appendage to the tip of the appendage (see Figure 2.6). This bundle divides
the appendage into a anteromedial and posterolateral part [156]. On the tip of the appendage the
muscle bundles are not arranged regularly. Most of them originating from the sagittal bundle run
palm leave or frond like or are arranged in whorls [160, 311].

The vestibule forms the leftward margin of the right atrium. It is a smooth muscular rim,
which surrounds the valvar tricuspid orifice to the right ventricle. The myocytes in the vestibule
run circumferentially around the outlet, perpendicular to the pectine muscles. The vestibule thins
out toward the valve [156, 160].

On the posterior atrial wall the triangle of Koch forms a portion of the vestibule (see Figure
2.8a). The inferior border of the triangle is the septal isthmus. The septal isthmus is located be-
tween orifice of the cornary sinus and the attachment of the septal leaflet of the tricuspid valve.
The posterior boarder of the triangle consists of the tendron of Todaro. The tendron of Todaro is
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Figure 2.6: Diagrammatic representation of the right anterior oblique view of the right atrium
with the mayor components: venous part (red), crista terminalis (blue), appendage
(green) and sagittal bundle (purple). IVC inferior vena cava; SCV superior vena cava.

Figure 2.7: View of the right atrium. The points mark the terminal crest. On the left image the
rough surface due to the pectine muscles is visible and the smooth surface between
the superior and inferior caval vein. The oval fossa and the rim of the oval fossa are
shown, together with the smooth surface of the vestibulum.The arrow points to the
location of the sinoatrial node. IVC inferior vena cava; SCV superior vena cava; OF
oval fossa; TV tricuspid valve; CS coronary sinus. (adapted form [159])
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: Diagrammatic representation of the vestibule with the triangle of Koch: Tendron of
Todaro (red), Septal isthmus (blue), inferior isthmus (green).

formed by a tendinous continuation of the Eustachian valve. The Eustachian valve is a variably
developed remnant of the fetal circulation [314]. The triangle of Koch is the anatomical land-
mark for the location of the antrioventricular node. The node lies in the apex of the triangle. At
this point exists the only electrical connection between atria and ventricles. The atrioventricu-
lar conduction system penetrates the insulation plane between the atria and the ventricles. The
connecting bundle is called the bundle of His [160].

The second isthmus, known as the inferior isthmus, lies between the inferior caval vein and the
tricuspid valve (see Figure 2.8b). It can be divided into three morphologic zones. The posterior
part receives an array of finer bundles from the terminal crest and thus is, fibrous. The middle
zone is trabeculated from extensions of the pectine muscles and the anterior zone is the smooth
wall of the vestibule [156, 160, 311].

It is common to find sleeve like extensions of the myocardium on the superior and inferior
caval vein. The fibers were arranged predominantly circulatory around the veins [193]. The
posterior right atrial wall is dominated from the oval fossa, which belongs to the atrial septum
(see Figure 2.9). The rim around the oval fossa is an important part in the atrial conduction
system. Myocytes in the rim are arranged circumferentially around the fossa. The anterior rim
joins with the triangle of Koch and the Eustachian ridge. The fibers of the rim extend superiorly
towards the origin of the terminal crest and posterioly towards the intercaval region [12, 156,
160].

2.2.2 Left Atrium

The left atrium has the same basic components as the right atrium, but they differ in shape and
morphology. The most important components are the appendage, the venous component and the
vestibule (see Figure 2.10). The appendage of the left atrium is smaller than the right appendage,
and thus, not highly dominant. It has a tubular shape with several bends so that it looks like little
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Figure 2.9: Diagrammatic representation of the oval fossa (turquoise) and the rim of the oval
fossa (orange).

(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: Diagrammatic representation of the anterior (left) and posterior (right) view of the
left atrium with the major components: vestibulum (yellow), venous part (red) and
appendage (green).

fingers. However, the morphology of the left atrial appendage varies significantly in size, shape
and volume between different humans [3, 111, 330, 351]. Due to its tubular shape it has a well-
defined junction with rest of the left atrium [156]. On the endocardial surface of the appendage
the pectine muscles appear less extensive than they do in the right atrium. In contrast to pectine
muscles in the right atrium, in the left atrium they are also not arranged regularly and could
appear like whorls. Between the ridges the wall is very thin. The terminal crest is also missing
in the left atrium. Instead, the division between the rough wall of the pectine muscles and the
smooth wall of the venous component is around the mouth of the appendage [156, 160–162].
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Like in the right atrium, the vestibule surrounds the outlet of the atrium. It is a smooth zone,
with myocardium overlapping the atrial surfaces of the mitral leaflets [12, 156, 160, 161]. The
venous component forms the posterior part of the left atrium, where the orifices of the pulmonary
veins are located. It is directly confluent with the body of the left atrium. Commonly the venous
component has four entrances for the left superior and left inferior and right superior and right
inferior pulmonary vein. However there exist more variations in the number of venous entrances.
It is possible that the left or right superior and inferior veins already join before entering the
atrium [235]. The wall of the pulmonary venous component is mainly smooth. There are no
clear distinctions between the veins and the atrium, especially if the vein has a funnel shape
[156]. Atrial musculature extends over the walls of the pulmonary veins for various distances
[12, 161, 164].

The walls of the left atrium are smooth. However, they are not uniform in thickness or myoar-
chitecture. They are composed of diverse layers with different oriented fibers. One to three (and
sometimes even more) layers form the wall. Thus, regionally varying thickness of the the left
atrial walls is common [160]. A layer is defined as bundles with the same gross orientation.
Different layer describe overlapping bundles, but between the layers no separating fibrous tissue
exists. Mainly the smooth part of the left atrium has different layers. The interatrial Bachmann
bundle is the most important bundle on the epicardium (see Figure 2.11). It runs parallel with
the circularly arranged left atrial fibers. They arise from the anterior margin of the atrial septum,
then they go leftward, joining with the interatrial bundle. Before the appendage they bifurcate,
encircle it and rejoin in the lateral wall and thereby form a broad band. This broad band in the
inferior wall enters the septal raphe [160].

The septopulmonary bundle runs one layer below the circular fibers. This bundle arises obliquely
from the antero-superior septal raphe. It then fans out and passes in front, between and behind
the orifices of the pulmonary veins. The strands also join with the muscular sleeves around the
veins. In the posterior wall the septopulmonary bundle in most hearts bifurcates into two oblique
bundles. Then, the branches fuse with the circularly arranged fibers. In other hearts the septopul-
monary bundle becomes an area of mixed fibers [160].

The subendocardium is mainly formed by the septoatrial bundle. The fibers arise in the an-
terior septal raphe. Running obliquely the bundle fans out into three major bundles. One broad
bundle joins with the septopulmonary bundle and reaches between the left and right pulmonary
veins the posterior wall. Another band turns laterally, joining with the leftward fibers of the
septopulmonary bundle to run toward the insertions of the left pulmonary veins. Between the
branches on the posterior wall there exist areas of mixed fibers. The third branch surrounds the
mouth of the appendage and merge in the inferior wall with the circular fibers. Sometimes the
fibers of the septoatrial bundle encircle the orifices of the pulmonary veins, running in the same
direction as the muscular sleeves. However, in other hearts the fibers of the septoatrial bundle
run perpendicular to the muscular sleeves, which makes the orifices a nonuniform anisotropic
region, and thus, is maybe substrate for ectopic stimuli [156, 160].

2.2.3 The Atrial Septum
The atrial septum is limited to the oval fossa. The oval fossa is surrounded by an extensive
muscular rim. Although the rim seems to be part of the septum, the main part is an infolding of
the right and left atrial wall between the superior caval vein of the right atrium and the pulmonary
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Figure 2.11: Diagrammatic view of the atria with the Bachmann bundle (yellow)

veins of the left atrium. The true septum is limited to the flap valve with its anchorage. The
groove between the infoldings, which is also known as septal raphe, is filled with fat tissue
[156, 160].

2.2.4 Interatrial Connections

One muscular connection between the right and left atrium is through the septum. More pre-
cisely, the muscular rim of the oval fossa connects the two atria. However, there are more con-
nections, mostly in form of muscular bridges on the subepicardium. These bridges are com-
posed of ordinary working myocardium [156]. They vary in thickness and width [160]. The
most prominent muscle bundle is the interatrial bundle, which is also known as Bachmann bun-
dle. It originates at the apex of the terminal crest close to the sinus node (see Figure 2.11). While
the terminal crest descends inferiorly, the Bachmann bundle turns to the posterior wall of the
right atrium (see Figure 2.11). It bifurcates on both atria. On the right atrium one branch runs to
the sinus node and the other branch runs in the direction of the vestibule, so that the Bachmann
bundle encircles the right appendage. In the left atrium the bifurcation of the Bachmann bundle
encircles the left appendage. While crossing the septal raphe it is a discrete bundle. However, the
Bachmann bundle is not a cable-like structure, but rather a flat band or several parallel bundles.
On the walls of the atria the bundles joins with adjacent musculature. In the anterior left atrial
wall the Bachmann bundle joins with the circular fibers of the subepicardium. Then they bifur-
cate to encircle the appendage and rejoin again and continue in the lateral and posteroinferior
wall [156, 160]. There also exist other bridges posteriorly, establishing connections between the
left atrium and intercaval area on the right atrium or between the left atrium and the region of
the inferior caval vein. Muscular bridges between the muscular wall of the coronary sinus and
the remnant of the vein of Marshall to the left atrium can also be found [68, 160, 161].
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Figure 2.12: Dissection of the left ventricle. The asterix marks the atrioventricular conduction
bundle at the membranous septum. The arrow points to the tip of the apex (adapted
from [158]).

2.3 Gross Structure and Fiber Architecture of the
Ventricle

The ventricle can be dividend into three main parts: the inlet portion, the outlet portion and
the apical portion. The apical portion contains fine trabeculations, which are round muscular
columns that are connected as an irregular network on the endocardial side of the ventricles (see
Figure 2.12). The shape of the left ventricle can be seen roughly as a cone with the triangular
shape of the right ventricle curving over it. Thus, the ventricular septum is convex, warping into
the right ventricle. The walls of the ventricle have a varying thickness. The left ventricle is in
general thicker than the right ventricle. However, the thickness of the left ventricular free wall
varies. From base to apex the thickness decreases gradually. The maximal thickness of an adult
heart is 12–15 mm [157]. Nevertheless, at the tip of the apex the muscular wall is only 1–2 mm
[157] (see Figure 2.12). The wall of the right ventricle measures only 2–7 mm [122]. The outlet
region of the septum is relatively smooth. The muscular trabeculations in the right ventricle are
coarser than the trabeculations in the left ventricle, which are characterized by a crisscrossing
pattern [157, 163].

While the fibers in the atria are aligned in individual bundles which run in different directions
through the left and right atrial wall [160], in the ventricle the fibers are aligned in a almost reg-
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ular way. Roughly, the left ventricular myoarchitecture is composed of three layers and the right
ventricle of two layers. Superficially the fibers are arranged in the right ventricle mostly circum-
ferentially. They turn slightly towards the apex and the base near the interventricular groove to
continue with the left ventricular fibers. Towards the apex the fibers of the left and right ventricle
run in spiral fashion. Since the wall of the right atrium is relatively thin compared to the wall
of the left atrium the right atrium lacks a middle layer. The fibers of the middle layer of the left
atrium are arranged in a circumferentially fashion parallel to the atrioventricular groove. There
exist a continuity between the fiber orientation of the different layers. On the subendocardium in
both ventricles the fibers are arranged longitudinally form apex to base. They join with the tra-
beculations, the papillary muscles and the valvar insertion [116, 157, 163]. However, the myoar-
chitecture in the ventricles is not completely understood until now and still under investigation.
In a study the change of the fiber directions through the left ventricular wall is analyzed in more
detail. The fiber angle between the subepicardium and the subendocardium changes smoothly,
but the change is larger towards the endocardial and epicardial surfaces [332], which coincides
with Ho et al. [157]. More recently a study in ovine hearts also showed the smooth transitions of
the fiber angle through the wall of the left ventricle [109].

2.4 Conduction System

The process of the contraction is triggered by an electrical impulse, which travels through the
heart and activates the muscle cells. A network of modified cardiac muscle cells together with
the normal working myocardium initiate and transport the electrical signal throughout the heart
(see Figure 2.13). The so called conduction system, which is composed of several specialized
cell types, is located between the working myocardium and cannot be dissected easily. Thus,
new findings about special conduction cells are still ongoing [13, 45].

The electrical signal is initiated from the sinoatrial node, which lies in the right atrium at the
junction of the SVC with the atrium [13]. It is situated around 1 mm deep in the subepicardium
and has a length between 10 mm to 20 mm and a thickness up to 5 mm. It consists of sponta-
neous self depolarizing cells which have poorly developed contractile properties. Although the
sinoatrial node is an autonomous pacemaker, i.e. it could depolarize without external stimuli, the
frequency of the depolarization is influenced from innervation. Thereby the heart rhythm can be
adapted to physical requirements [104]. The depolarization of the sinoatrial node cells results in
a depolarization of neighboring cells of the right atrial myocardium. It was believed for a long
time that special pathways exist in the atrial myocardium like they do in the ventricles. However,
special insulated pathways are not found in the atria [11]. The signal is spread only over the nor-
mal working myocardium, but with the important property that propagation along fiber direction
is faster than perpendicular to it [82]. Special alignment of the fiber bundles in the right atrium
result in fast pathways from the sinoatrial node to the atrioventricular node. The main conduct-
ing pathways are the terminal crest and the rims of the oval fossa. From the right atrium to the
left atrium the preferred conducting paths are muscular interatrial bridges, from which the most
prominent one is the Bachmann bundle. The sinoatrial node lays near the origin of the terminal
crest and the Bachmann bundle, and thus, perfectly located to rapidly activate them [11, 210].
When the electrical signal reaches the atrioventricular node it gets delayed. The purpose of this
delay is to have a time difference between the contraction of the atria and the ventricles. This
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Figure 2.13: Conduction system and specialized cells types with the action potential curves of
the heart. Additionally, also the action potential curves of the normal working my-
ocardium of the atria and the ventricle are shown (adapted from [325]).

results in an efficient maximization of blood filling of the ventricle before systole due to a pre-
vious contraction of the atria. Additionally, the atrioventricular node has the property to protect
the ventricle from rapid atrial arrhythmia and can act as a pacemaker if the sinoatrial node fails
or the signal is blocked before reaching the atrioventricular node [24]. Although, the conduction
is spread out over both atria, it does not reach the myocardial cells of the ventricle directly. This
is due to the heart skeleton, which electrically separates the atria form the ventricles. The only
electrical connection is the atrioventricular conduction axis, which consist of the atrioventricular
node, the atrioventricular bundle and the bundle branches (see Figure 2.13). The atrioventricu-
lar bundle is also referred to as bundle of His [24, 104]. The atrioventricular bundle divides in
the ventricular septum into left and right branch. The bundle and the branches are electrically
insulated from the surrounding tissue until the ventricular apex. Thereby only the branches are
activated, until the signal reaches the apex. The branches ramify as purkinje fibers, which are
first also surrounded by an connective tissue sheaths insulating the fibers. Later the purkinje
fibers form connections with the normal working myocardial cells to spread the signal to the
myocardium [14, 21]. Both, ventricular branches and purkinje fibers, provide a fast conduction
of the electrical signal, so that the activation of the ventricles occurs rapidly [104]. The overall
activation of the atria takes around 110 ms [100] and the ventricle less then 100 ms [292].
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Figure 2.14: Cardiac muscle cell (adapted from [51]).

2.5 Myocardial Cell and Cellular Structures

The human heart exists of different cell types . Roughly the cell types can be classified in two
categories the contractile cells and the conductile cells. The conductile cells belong to the cardiac
conduction system. As explained previously, the conduction system is composed of cell clusters
and special pathways, e.g. the sinoatrial node, the atrioventricular bundle, the purkinje fibers
etc. Each of this components of the conduction system has specialized cell types. To the second
category, the contractile cells, belong to cells of the working myocardium, which form most of
the heart’s tissue [102]. In the following the contractile cells are explained. Subsequently the
characteristics of the conductile cells and the differences between them and the contractile cells
are described. Cardiomyocytes belong to the striated muscle, to which also the skeletal muscle
belongs. The mechanism of the contraction in cardiac cells and skeletal cells is similar, however,
the electrical properties of the cells are different. Contraction of cardiac cells is not initiated from
neuronal activity, as it is for the skeletal muscle. Instead, special cardiac cells in the sinoatrial
node exist, which autonomously and spontaneously depolarize, and thus, initiate the activation.
The activation in the heart continuous along the neighboring cells, which is not possible in the
skeletal muscle, where the cells are insulated from each other. Additionally, the duration of the
action potential is much longer in the cardiac muscle than in the skeletal muscle [102].

Cardiac muscle cells are connected through intercalated discs and form thereby fibers and fiber
bundles (see Figure 2.14). The intercalated discs serve two main reasons. First, in the transverse
parts of the discs the adhering junctions are located, which are used for tension transmission.
Second, in the longitudinal part the gap junctions are located. The gap junctions facilitate ionic
exchange between neighboring cells. The location of the gap junctions in the longitudinal part
protects them from forces during contraction. Due to the intercalated discs and the thereby fa-
cilitated junctions the cardiac muscle arises as a functional syncytium, which can be seen as a
three dimensional network [103, 281]. The length of a ventricular myocyte is around 72 µm and
the diameter around 12 µm. However, the diameter varies for the myocytes of the left and right
ventricle, the subepicardial and the subendocardial tissue and the atria [104]. Each myocyte of
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Figure 2.15: Sarcomere with actin and mysosin filaments in a cardiac muscle cell (adapted from
[269]).

the heart is surrounded by fibrocollagenous connective tissue, which forms a fine network. This
network support the myocytes, while transmitting force and prohibiting slippage. Additionally,
a thicker network surrounds groups of myocytes bearing the sharing forces and prohibiting bad
alignment of fiber bundles [157].

The myocyte is enclosed by the cell membrane, the so called sarcolemma, which separates the
extracellular from the intracellular space. The extracellular space surrounds the cell and contains
collagen fibers, water and electrolytes. The interior of the cell is filled up with cytoplasm, which
contains water, lipids, carbon hydrates, salts and proteins. The liquid of the cytoplasm is called
cytosol. Additionally, in the intracellular space the nucleus, the mitochondria, the myofibrils, the
sarcoplasmatic reticulum and the cytoskeleton are located [306].

The membrane is formed by a thin lipid bilayer, which has a thickness of around 5 nm (see
Figure 2.17a). It is almost impermeable for the most water soluble molecules. The membrane
contains proteins, which span over the membrane or are attached to the surface of the membrane.
The transmembrane proteins are responsible for the transportation of molecules, which allows
the interaction between the cell and the environment (see e.g. Figure 2.17b) [306]. Additionally,
the membrane of the myocyte has deep invaginations, the so called transverse tubules (t-tubules).
The t-tubules are opened to the external environment and extend inwardly around each myofibril,
to allow fast ionic exchanges deep in the myocyte. Within the cell and in close association with
the t-tubules lies the sarcoplasmatic reticulum. This is a branching tubular network that surrounds
the myofibril and its main function is to regulate the intracellular calcium concentration [195,
306]. Atrial cells have fewer t-tubules then ventricular cells and the specialized cells of the
conduction system lack almost all t-tubules [36, 97, 300].

The mitochondria are surrounded by a doubled-layered membrane and are found near the
sarcolemma and between myofibrils. They provide the energy for the myofilaments and the
transmembrane pumps in the sarcolemma, due to generation of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
via oxygenation of nutrients. In the ventricular cells the mitochondria account for 25 % to 36 %
of the volume and in the atria for 14 % to 20 % [306]. The myofibril has a cylindrical shape
and consists of a long chain of repeating contractile units, the sarcomeres (see Figure 2.15).
It takes about 45 % to 54 % of the ventricular cell volume and 41 % to 53 % of the atrial cell
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Figure 2.16: Sliding of a filament (adapted from [269]).

volume [306]. At both ends of the sarcomere the Z discs divides neighboring sarcomeres. Each
sarcomere has a length of 1.6 µm to 2.2 µm [195]. The sarcomeres together with the Z discs give
the muscle the striated appearance. The sarcomere contain precisely ordered arrays of thin and
thick filaments, the myofilaments. Additionally, the sarcomere contains the elongated proteins
titin and nebulin. The thin myofilaments consist of actin, whereas the thick filaments consist of
myosin. The nebulin protein is weaved around the actin filament and thus helps to stabilize it
during contraction and determines the length. The titin protein lies parallel to the myofilaments
and is attached to one end to the Z disc and on the other hand to the myosin filament and thus
holds the myosin filament in place [4].

The actin filament is closely associated with a set of accessory proteins. One of these proteins
is tropomyosin. It is a long molecule that is attached along the groove of the actin helix. The
other protein is troponin, which is a complex consisting of troponin T, troponin I and troponin
C. Troponin I binds to actin and troponin T and thus inhibits actin binding to myosin. Troponin
C serves as binding site for Ca2+ ions. During high cytosolic Ca2+ concentrations, Ca2+ bind to
troponin C and leads thus to a conformation change in the troponin complex allowing actin-
myosin binding. This process is reversed when cytosolic Ca2+ concentration decreases [195].

Thin filaments are attached to the Z disc and extends toward the middle of the sarcomere. The
thick filaments overlap with the thin filaments in the middle of the sarcomere. The shortening
of the sarcomere is caused by the sliding of myosin filaments past the actin filaments. During
this process the length of the myosin and actin filaments does not change. The thick myosin
filaments walk toward the Z disc driven by independent myosin heads which interact with the
actin filaments (see Figure 2.16). Every myosin filament has around 300 heads and every head
cycles about 5 times per second during a rapid contraction. Thus the actin and myosin filaments
slides past each other in rate up to 15 µm s−1 and the sarcomere shortens in less than 1/50th of a
second about 10 % of its length. The rapid and synchronous shortening of many sarcomeres in a
myofibril enables the contraction of the heart [4].
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(a) Lipid bilayer (b) Ion channel

Figure 2.17: (a) The phospholipid bilayer consists of hydrophobic tails and hydrophilic heads.
The hydrophobic tails are pointing inside, which makes the membrane impermeable
for polar molecules. (b) The ion channel is a transmembrane protein, which allows
specific ions to pass in open state (adapted from [269]).

2.6 Molecular Functions of the Heart

2.6.1 Ionic Transportation

The cell membrane consists of a lipid bilayer with the hydrophobic tails pointing inside (see
Figure 2.17a). Due to the hydrophobic inside, it is almost impossible for polar molecules to pass
through. This is important for the cell to maintain the concentration of solutions if a concentra-
tion gradient exist towards the outside. However, it is necessary for the cell that certain polar
molecules can pass through the membrane, for example to ingest essential nutrient, to excrete
metabolism end-products, and to regulate the intracellular concentration of different ions. The
transport of inorganic ions and small water soluble organic molecules is performed through dif-
ferent transmembrane proteins [4]. Transmembrane proteins are present in different forms in
all cell membranes and they are defined by the ion type that is able to pass through. The most
important categories of transmembrane proteins are ionic channels and transporter. In cardiac
cells the most important transmembrane proteins are the sodium channel, calcium channel and
potassium channel, the Na+-Ca2+ exchanger, the Na+-K+ pump and the calcium pump [306].

Transporter bind the solute and undergo conformational changes to transport the solute through
the membrane. In contrary, the channel interact hardly or not at all with the solute and in open
state it allows the passage through the membrane as through pores (see Figure 2.17b). While
transporter could be involved actively or passively in the transportation of molecules, the trans-
portation through channels is always passive. The passive passage through channels is much
faster. However, the passive transportation is limited by the concentration gradient and, addi-
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tionally, in case of charged molecules it is also limited by the membrane potential. This means
that the probability is high that a molecule moves to the other side if there prevails a lower
concentration or a different charge. Active transporters, also called pumps, can be coupled to
an energy source or make use of the ionic gradient for the transportation. Pumps are able to
transport the molecules also against the electrochemical gradient [4].

2.6.1.1 Ion channel

Channel proteins form in contrast to transporter hydrophilic pores through the membrane (see
Figure 2.17b). One important group of channel proteins for cardiac cells are the gap junctions,
which build permeable connections between two adjacent cells. Gap junctions are relatively
large permeable pores, which only connect cell interiors. Such large sized pores would pose a
problem if they connect the cell interior with the extracellular space. Hence, the channel proteins
that connect the interior of the cell with the extracellular space are narrow, highly selective and
able to rapidly change their state between open and close. These proteins are mainly involved
in the transport of ions and therefore called ion channels. It is possible for around 100 million
ions to pass through open ion channels in one second. This is 105 times faster than in the fastest
transporter protein. The channels do not have the ability to interact with an energy source to
perform active transport. Hence, the passage through the channel is always in direction of the
electrochemical gradient.

The main function of channels is to allow fast diffusion of inorganic ions through the mem-
brane in the direction of the electrochemical gradient. An important property of channels is the
ion selectivity; only a few inorganic ions are able to pass. This is due to the shape of the channel.
The channel is narrow and the ions almost have to touch the walls of the pore, so that only ions
of a specific size and charge can flow through (see Figure 2.17b). The ions also have to release
all their bounded water molecules when passing through. An important property of the channels
is the controlled change between open and closed state. This change is triggered by an electrical
or chemical stimulus. Most channels have three states: the closed state, the open state and the
inactive state. In the inactive state the channel is closed, but unable to open. These states are
important for the propagation of the electrical signal in cardiac muscle cells [4].

The channels can be divided into two different types depending if they respond to an electrical
or a chemical signal. The voltage-gated channel change their state in response to an electrical
signal. Most of the channels responsible for the action potential are voltage-gated channels in-
cluding the fast Na+ channel, the slow Na+ channel, the L-type Ca2+ channel, the T-type Ca2+

channel, the inward rectifier K+ channel, the transient outward K+ channel and the delayed recti-
fier K+ channel. The sodium channels are responsible for the initiation and propagation of action
potentials in cardiac cells [63]. Calcium channels are involved in different processes in the heart.
They are for example responsible for automaticity in the sinoatrial and atrioventricular node but
also for excitation contraction coupling [301]. Different types of potassium channels are respon-
sible for the action potential amplitude, waveform and duration [246].

The second type of channels are the receptor-gated ones, which change their state in response
to chemical signals. One important receptor-gated channel is the calcium activated channel,
which gets activated by high cytosolic calcium [195]. The calcium channel in the sarcoplas-
matic reticulum plays an important role in the contraction of the myocyte. Induced by a small
increase of calcium concentration in the cytoplasm, the channel releases the calcium from the
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Figure 2.18: Gap junctions (adapted from [305]).

sarcoplasmatic reticulum into the cytoplasm. Due to this activation process, this channel is called
calcium induced calcium release channel [307]. The contribution of the channels to the action
potential is described in paragraph 2.6.2 in more detail.

2.6.1.2 Gap Junctions

Gap junctions are direct passages from the cytoplasma of one cell to the cytoplasma of a neigh-
boring cell. They are located at the intercalated discs (see Figure 2.14). This intercellular con-
nections allow neighboring cells to exchange molecules, and thus, to communicate. Between
two adjacent cells is a small gap of around 2 nm to 4 nm width (see Figure 2.18). This gap is
crossed by channel building proteins. These channels establish and electric connection between
cells. Thus, if an electric impulse is injected into a cell, the neighboring cell is also immediately
electrically stimulated. This is possible via the fast flux of ions through the gap junctions that
transport electric charge.

2.6.1.3 Transporter and Active Transportation

Every transporter has one or more specific binding sites for the solute. It transports the solute
through the lipid bilayer by changing its conformation. The modification of the conformation
is reversible and independent whether the solute binding site is occupied or not. An important
group of transporter are the ATP driven pumps, which transports solutes uphill by performing
hydrolysis of ATP, i.e. releasing energy, which was stored in the high-energy bonds of ATP. For
the cell the P-type pumps are the most important ATP driven pumps. The name derives from
phosphorylization (couple with a phosphoryl group) during the pumping cycle. They are mainly
responsible for maintaining the gradients of Na+ , K+ , H+ and Ca2+ across cell membranes.

In the cytosol of the cells a very low concentration of Ca2+ is prevailed in contrast to the much
higher concentration in the extracellular space. Thus, even a small influx of Ca2+ increases signif-
icantly the concentration of free Ca2+ in the cytosol. The fast flow down the steep concentration
gradient of Ca2+ ions is used to transmit signals fast over the cell membrane. Thus, it is important
for the cell to maintain the low concentration in the cytosol. This is done by Ca2+ transporters,
which actively pump Ca2+ out of the cell. One of these transporters is the P-type Ca2+ ATPase.
The Ca2+ pump is found in the membrane of sarcoplasmatic reticulum of the muscle cell. The
Ca2+ pump accounts for about 90 % of the proteins in this organelle. The sarcoplasmatic retic-
ulum forms a network of tubular sacs in the cytoplasm and serves as an intracellular storage of
Ca2+ ions. If an action potential depolarizes the plasma membrane of a muscle cell, Ca2+ flows
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Figure 2.19: Pump Na+-K+ P-type ATPase(adapted from [269]).

through the Ca2+ releasing channels from the sarcoplasmatic reticulum in the cytosol and stimu-
lates the contraction of the muscle cell. The Ca2+ ATPase pumps the Ca2+ from the cytosol back
into the sarcoplasmatic reticulum [4].

Another pump which can be found in the sarcolemma in almost all vertebrates cells is the Na+-
K+ P-type ATPase (see Figure 2.19). This pump is responsible for the maintenance of the high
concentration of K+ inside the cell and the low concentration outside and the low concentration
of Na+ ions inside and the high concentration outside [4, 173]. In one transportation step three
sodium ions are transported outside and two potassium ions are transported inside. The activity
of the pump depends on the sodium and potassium concentrations, the transmembrane voltage
and the temperature [307]. The Na+-Ca2+ exchanger is the primary transporter responsible for the
removal of intercellular Ca2+ [173]. In one transportation step three sodium ions are transported
inside the cell and one singe calcium ion is transported outside. This exchange can also work in
opposite direction, and thus, serve as calcium entry mechanism [173, 307].

2.6.2 Action Potential

An electrical impulse which exceeds a certain threshold triggers an explosion of electrical activ-
ity. This results in a depolarization of the cell membrane and a subsequent repolarization back
to the resting potential. This process is referred to as action potential. In cardiac cells different
types of action potential occur. The biggest difference between nonpacemaker and pacemaker
cells is their action potentials. Pacemaker cells are able to depolarize spontaneously, while non-
pacemaker cells need a stimulus from adjacent cells to depolarize. Action potential of cardiac
cells differ from action potential in nerve cells and skeletal muscle cells. The main difference
is in the duration of the action potentials. A cardiac muscle cell of the ventricle has an action
potential which lasts from 200 ms to 400 ms, while the action potential duration in nerve cells is
about only 1 ms to 2 ms and in skeletal muscle cells about 2 ms to 5 ms [195].
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.20: Action potential curve. The five phases during the cycle are the rapid depolarization,
the plateau and the repolarization phase, which are caused by in- and outflux of
different ions. The tension development in cardiac muscle cell is depending on the
action potential and Ca2+ ions in the cytosol of the cell (adapted from [269]).

Figure 2.21: Action potential of the sinus node (adapted from [271]).

2.6.2.1 Nonpacemaker Action Potential

The plasma membrane of a muscle cell contains voltage-gated channels and transporter, which
are the fundamental elements for the formation of an action potential. An action potential is
triggered by a depolarization of the plasma membrane, i.e. a shift of the membrane potential
to a less negative value. Repolarizations is the inverse process, thus, a shift of the membrane
potential from a positive value back to the negative value. The action potential cycle in cardiac
cells depends mostly on three ions: Ca2+, Na+ and K+ (see Figure 2.20). Controlled by channels
and transporter and these three ions the action potential cycle can be described in five phases.

In resting state (phase 4) nonpacemaker cells have a potential difference between 80 mV to
90 mV across the cell membrane. By convention, the outside of the cell is set as zero potential,
and thus, the inside is negative with respect to the outside [357].

Phase 0 is the fast depolarization of the action potential. To initiate this steep increase ions
enter the cell through gap junctions from a depolarized adjacent cells. Reaching a threshold
of approximately −70 mV, fast Na+ channels begin to open and cause small Na+ flows
into the cell in direction of their electrochemical gradient. This channels are called fast,
because they activate and inactivate very fast. The influx of Na+ ions further depolarizes the
membrane which leads to the opening of additional fast Na+ channels. Thus, once initiated
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the process becomes self-amplified and causes the membrane to depolarize rapidly. In a
fraction of a millisecond the electrical potential of the membrane moves form the resting
potential of 80 mV to 90 mV towards the the Na+ equilibrium potential of approximately
60 mV. Nevertheless, the Na+ equilibrium potential is never reached due to fast closure of
the channels after opening, the weaker driving force of the electrochemical gradient and
the begin of repolarization fluxes in the late upstroke phase. The maximum potential which
is reached is around 35 mV [357].

Phase 1 is the first repolarization following the fast depolarization of the action potential. This
phase varies between different cell types of the heart and in nodal cells it is almost absent
[220]. Voltage-gated channels open at approximately−30 mV. The current responsible for
the depolarization phase is the transient outward current. It is composed of two currents in-
cluding the larger K+ outward current, which is mainly responsible for the depolarization,
and the smaller Ca2+ current, which is more important during Ca2+ overload conditions.

Phase 2 is the so called plateau phase after the first repolarization phase. During this phase the
membrane potential remains almost constant. This long plateau phase in cardiac cells is a
major difference to nerve and skeletal muscle cells, where no such phase exists. Responsi-
ble for this plateau are the Ca2+ inward current and the K+ outward current. Additionally,
a small amount of fast Na+ channels inactivates slowly which allows a small flux of Na+

ions to contribute to the inward currents. The Ca2+ channel, which activates at −40 mV,
results in a maximum current at approximately 0 mV. This current is called the L-type
Ca2+ current. The L-type Ca2+ current is the central aspect for many functions. The influx
of Ca2+ ions during plateau phase triggers the opening of the calcium induced calcium
released channels in the sarcoplasmatic reticulum, which in turn releases Ca2+ from the
sarcoplasmatic reticulum into the cell. This Ca2+ ions initiates the mechanical contraction.
L-type Ca2+ channel takes a few hundred milliseconds to inactivate.

Phase 3 follows the plateau phase and is the final repolarization phase. The L-type Ca2+ chan-
nel inactivates. Thus, the Ca2+ influx decreases. Additionally, the delayed rectifier K+ cur-
rent increases resulting in a repolarization of the membrane potential towards resting po-
tential.

Phase 4 is the resting potential. It is near the equilibrium potential of K+, since the cell mem-
brane has a high permeability for K+ ions in comparison to other ions. The resting potential
is maintained by the Na+-K+ pump. The membrane potential stays at the resting potential
until a new stimulus from a neighboring cell arrives and depolarizes the membrane, which
would lead to the opening of the Na+ channels [357].

The action potential in atrial cells is similar to the ventricular action potential. The major
difference is the brief or almost absent plateau phase, due to a junctions of phase 1, 2 and 3. Cells
in the purkinje fibers have an action potential similar to the ventricular cells. However, they have
a more prominent phase 1 and a longer plateau phase and additionally they may feature also
automaticity, i.e. spontaneous phase 4 depolarization (see Figure 2.13) [357].
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2.6.2.2 Pacemaker Action Potential

The action potential in the pacemaker differs from the one of the nonpacemaker cells in the ab-
sence of a true resting potential. This is caused due to the unstable membrane potential between
two action potentials and spontaneous depolarization. The spontaneous depolarization is also
called phase 4 depolarization. The maximum diastolic potential in pacemaker cells is less nega-
tive (approximately−55 mV) in comparison to nonpacemaker cells, due to the lower permeabil-
ity for K+ ions [357]. Once the spontaneous depolarization reaches a threshold (approximately
−40 mV) an action potential occurs. The phase 0 of the action potential is dependent from Ca2+

ions (through L-type Ca2+ channels) rather than Na+ ions, which are negligible. T-type Ca2+

channels, which are absent in ventricular cells, activate at more negative potential of approx-
imately −60 mV and thus provide inward currents during phase 4 depolarization [143, 225].
However, the contribution of the T-type channels in pacemaker activity is not yet fully under-
stood [301]. Nevertheless, T-type channels have been shown to play an important role in cardiac
remodeling and arrhythmiogenesis [112, 261]. In the muscular sleeves of the pulmonary veins
they potentially trigger spontaneous activation [71]. The upstroke in phase 0 is also less steep,
which results in a slow conduction between nodal cells. Phase 1 is absent and phase 2 is very
small. During phase 3 the membrane potential repolarizes to maximum diastolic potential. The
difference between sinoatrial and atrioventricular nodal cells is that in atrioventricular nodal cells
the phase 4 depolarization rate is slower. Therefore, the sinoatrial node is the primary pacemaker
of the heart, but in case of failure or signal blockade the atrioventricular node is able to initiate
activation in the ventricle.

Here are the main currents and channels responsible for the action potential. However, many
more currents and channels contribute to the action potential. More details about various currents
and channels can be found in [47, 54, 63, 198, 221, 246, 264, 301, 349, 357].

2.6.2.3 Stretch Activated Channels

Beside the important process of excitation-contraction coupling also mechano-electric coupling
is possible. Most of the channel in cardiac myocyte are voltage-gated. However, a few channels
are activated by mechanical stimulation. Mechanical stimulation could lead to changes in the
transmembrane potential and in action potential morphology [198]. Stretch could contribute to
depolarization, which triggers ectopic excitation. Persistent stretch could lead to arrhythmia,
due to heterogeneities in membrane potentials, activation possibilities and refractory times [155,
198].

2.6.3 Modulation of Automaticity

The currents responsible for depolarization in pacemaker cells are influenced by neurotransmit-
ter. Neurotransmitter are able to increase or decrease the slope of phase 4 depolarization, which
leads to a shorter or longer time to reach the threshold. Neurotransmitter can activate K+ chan-
nel that leads to hyperpolarization of the cell, i.e. the maximum diastolic potential gets more
negative. This causes an increase of the time to reach the threshold and a decrease in the slope
of phase 4 depolarization. The longer it takes to reach the threshold the more the heart rate is
decreased. An increase of the slope in phase 4 depolarization leads to a faster heart rate.
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2.6.4 Excitation-Contraction Coupling

Cardiac excitation-contraction coupling is the process which leads to a contraction of cardiac
myocytes due to an electrical activation. The key ingredient for the contraction process are Ca2+

ions [35]. An increase of the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration triggers actin and myosin filaments to
slide over each other. The increase in cytosolic Ca2+ occurs due to Ca2+ influx from the extracel-
lular space and due to release of ions from intracellular pools [105].

As explained previously membrane depolarization leads to an opening of L-type Ca2+ chan-
nels which results in a small influx of Ca2+ ions into the cell from the extracellular space. This
influx starts during phase 2, but has its importance during plateau phase. L-type Ca2+ chan-
nels are located primarily near the ryanodine receptors at the junctions of the sarcolemma with
the sarcoplasmatic reticulum in the t-tubules [315]. The sarcoplasmatic reticulum is a extensive
branching network surrounding the myofilaments [195]. Since the t-tubules are deep invagina-
tions into cardiac myocytes but belong to the external sarcolemma, they allow the influx of ex-
ternal Ca2+ ions to occur deep in the myocyte. One end of the sarcoplasmatic reticulum reaches
to the t-tubules. Pouches are located at this end of the sarcoplasmatic reticulum, which are called
terminal cisternae. Terminal cisternae contain ryanodine receptors, which are Ca2+ gated Ca2+

channels. Additionally, to the L-type Ca2+ channels also the reversible Na+-Ca2+ exchanger can
contribute to the influx of Ca2+ depending on the Ca2+ and Na+ concentrations [35].

Only a small influx of Ca2+ ions is sufficient to activate the release process in the ryanodine
receptors [35]. Ca2+ ions enter the cytosol mainly through ryanodine receptors from the sar-
coplasmatic reticulum and marginally from the extracellular space. However, without the Ca2+

ions entering from the extracellular space no contraction would occur [197]. The Ca2+ ions that
are stored in the terminal cisternae of the sarcoplasmatic reticulum increase the concentration
10-fold when they enter the cytosol [210, 227]. At low Ca2+ concentration the troponin complex
pulls tropomyosin out of its binding groove to the actin filament in such a way that it inhibits
actin binding to myosin heads, and thus, preventing any force generating interactions. An in-
crease in Ca2+ concentration leads to troponin C binding to Ca2+ ions, which in turn is followed
by a conformational change in the troponin-tropomyosin complex. This conformational change
leads to a movement towards the groove of the actin filament, and thus, a freeing of the binding
sites of the actin molecule to the myosin heads [320]. Thus, the myosin heads are now able to
walk along the actin filament leading to a shortening of the sarcomere (see Figure 2.16). The re-
laxation of the muscle cell follows the Ca2+ removal from the cytosol. This removal is performed
from the P-type Ca2+ ATPase in the membrane of sarcoplasmatic reticulum and the sarcolemma
and the Na+-Ca2+ exchanger in the sarcolemma. The P-type Ca2+ ATPase in the membrane of
sarcoplasmatic reticulum moves the intercellular Ca2+ back into the reservoirs of the sarcoplas-
matic reticulum. With decreasing cytosolic Ca2+ concentration the myosin heads detach from the
actin molecule and the conformational change in the troponin-tropomyosin complex reverses re-
leasing its bound with Ca2+.

2.6.4.1 Walking of Myosin Heads

The contraction of the sarcomere and thus the contraction of the muscle, is possible due to the
power stroke of the myosin head and the walking of the head along the actin molecule. The
contraction occurs if the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration is high (see Figure 2.22). The myosin
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Figure 2.22: Cycle of molecular mechanism of contraction (adapted from [50]).
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filaments are motor proteins which use the conformational changes in their ATP binding sites
to establish a cyclic interaction with the actin filament. The cycle contains ATP binding, ATP
hydrolysis and ADP release and the propelling of a filament in a single direction to a new binding
site on the actin filament. The motor protein responsible for such a movement uses energy gained
from ATP binding and hydrolysis to force a large movement in a part of the protein. Every
walking step of the myosin on the actin filament is generated due to the swinging of the lever
arm.

The cycle of binding, release and power stroke can be subdivided into 4 steps:

Attached In the attached state the myosin head is locked tightly to the actin filament without
any bound nucleotide. This configuration is also called the rigor configuration, named so
because it is responsible for the rigor mortis, i.e. the stiffening of the muscles after death.
In a contracting muscle this state is very short, because it is rapidly terminated by the
binding of ATP and the release of myosin actin binding.

Released In the released state the myosin head binds to an ATP molecule. When an ATP
molecule binds on the back of the myosin head it produces immediately a slight confor-
mation change in the regions of the actin binding sites. Thereby the affinity of the head to
actin is reduced and the myosin can move along the actin filament.

Cocked During the cocked state the myosin head encloses the ATP molecule and thereby per-
forms a conformational change in the liver arm so that the head is displaced by a distance
of about 5 nm. The ATP molecule is hydrolysed, but ADP and the inorganic phosphate P
stay tightly bound to the protein.

Force-generating The next state is the force generating state. The myosin head binds weakly
to a new binding site on the actin filament. This causes the release of the inorganic phos-
phate produced by the ATP hydrolysis and simultaneously to a strong bound of the myosin
head to the actin filament. This again triggers the power stroke, which is the force generat-
ing conformation change. Afterwards the myosin head regains its original conformation.
The head loses the bound ADP during the power stroke.

Attached At the end of the cycle the myosin head is again in the rigor conformation, tightly
bound to the actin filament. However, the important difference is that now the head is
bound to a new site of the actin filament [4, 197].
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3 Electrophysiology
The mathematical model of the electrophysiology is based on the electrical principles at the
level of single cells as well as the electrical principles of the whole heart described in Section
2. Changes of electrical load is the fundamental property that enables the excitation of the heart
muscle and, hence, the contraction of the heart muscle cells. Thus, without electrical fields life
as we know today would not be possible.

In this section, first some basic principles are described, which are necessary to model elec-
trophysiology. Afterward, the electrical principles of the cell membrane are explained. Then
the definition of the membrane potential is derived for the simpler Nernst potential and the more
complex Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz potential, which is needed if different types of ions are present.
Finally, the electrical circuit model for the cell membrane is explained and the conduction over
a three dimensional heart wall is derived.

3.1 Basic Principles
Electrochemical Potential The Gibbs energy is a thermodynamical potential. The chemi-
cal potential is the partial molar Gibbs energy of a substrate, i.e. the chemical potential µk of the
component k in a mixture is defined as the change of the Gibbs energy of the system, if an in-
finitesimal amount of substance of this component is added and the temperature and the pressure
remain constant:

µk =

(
∂G

∂nk

)
p,T,nj 6=k

(3.1)

with the molar Gibbs energyG, nk the amount of substance k, the pressure p, and the temperature
T .

For an ideal mixture the chemical potential µk for the component k is defined as

µk = Gk(p, T ) +RT ln(xk) (3.2)

and the molar Gibbs energy G for an ideal homogeneous mixture as

G =
∑
k

nkµk, (3.3)

with R the molar gas constant, xk = nk∑
k nk

the mole fraction of substance k, and Gk the molar
Gibbs energy for the pure substance k [20, 185].

If, additionally to the chemical potential, an electrical potential is present, i.e. the substances
are not electrically neutral, the resulting potential is called the electrochemical potential µ̃k and
can be calculated as

µ̃k = µk + zFΦ (3.4)
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with µk the chemical potential of the substance k without electrical potential, z the charge num-
ber, F the Faraday constant, and Φ the electrical potential. In case that Gk is defined as the
chemical potential of the concentration 1 mol l−1, this can also be expressed in terms of concen-
trations. as

µ̃k = Gk +RT ln(ck) + zFΦ . (3.5)

Conservation Law The conservation law for the concentrations (or another entity) in a re-
gion can be written as

d

dt

∫
Ω

ck dV =

∫
Ω

fk(ck) dV −
∫
∂Ω

Jk · n dA (3.6)

with ck : Rd → R the concentration of the substance k, fk(ck) the source term, i.e. the production
density for the substance k, Jk the flux density, n the outward pointing normal, and ∂Ω the
boundary of the region Ω. Applying the divergence theorem

∫
Ω
∇ · J dV =

∫
∂Ω
J · n dA, also

known as Gauss’s theorem, and assuming an arbitrary region Ω, thus, omitting the integrals, the
equation becomes

d

dt
ck = fk(ck)−∇ · Jk . (3.7)

This conservation law contains a flux term Jk and a source term fk. Their definitions are de-
pending of the model [186].

Fick’s Law of Diffusion The flux of an entity is proportional to the concentration gradient
of this entity

Jk = −Dk∇ck . (3.8)

The negative sign is due to the matter flowing in direction to the concentration gradient, that
means when the gradient is negative Jk should be positive. The diffusion coefficient Dk is de-
pending on the properties of the matter. The equations can also be applied to thermal energy
when ck describes a temperature [20, 186]. Analogous to the Fick’s law of diffusion Ohm’s law
describes the charge transport as

J = −κ∇ϕ , (3.9)

with J the current density, κ the conductivity, and ϕ the electric potential.
With Fick’s law the conservation law (Equation (3.7)) can be written as

d

dt
ck = fk(ck) +∇ ·Dk∇ck . (3.10)
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3.2 Electrical Properties of the Membrane

The cell membrane separates the interior of a cell from the exterior environment. The mem-
brane has the property that some molecules are able to pass freely, while for other molecules
the passage is restricted. The restricted passage is very important to maintain concentration dif-
ferences between cytosol and extracellular space. Due to transmembrane proteins in the plasma
membrane transport of molecules through the membrane is variable and changes over time. De-
pending on the surrounding conditions transmembrane proteins can open or close, i.e. be active
or inactive. Different types of transmembrane proteins including passive channels and active
transporters, enable passage through the membrane. The channels allow ions to flow only in the
direction of their electrochemical gradient, while the active transporters are able to use energy
to transport the ions also against their electrochemical gradient. The difference in the ion con-
centration between the exterior and the interior of a cell due to the selective transport through
the membrane allows the formation of a potential difference across the plasma membrane. The
electrical properties of the cell membrane are an indispensable attribute for the propagation of
an electrical signal. The electrical signal consists of a depolarization of the cell membrane and
propagation occurs through a depolarization wave spreading over tissue. Hence, without a mem-
brane which is selective depending on the environment that would not be possible. The bilayer
of the membrane forms a medium for a highly electrical resistor that separates two solutes with
electrolytes. The membrane together with the electrolyte solution near the membrane acts as a
capacitor, in which the inner of the membrane is a dielectric [1].

3.3 Membrane Potential

The resistor properties of the membrane allow the existence and maintenance of an electro-
chemical potential, which is necessary for the propagation of an electrical signal. By having a
membrane potential that is able to change very quickly it is possible to rapidly conduct a signal
along the cell membrane. The cell membrane separates the intracellular and the extracellular so-
lutions and due to different ion concentrations on both sides of the membrane an electrochemical
gradient arises through the membrane.

3.3.1 Nernst Equilibrium Potential

The Nernst equilibrium potential describes the potential difference that results from a concentra-
tion difference between two compartments separated by a semipermeable membrane. In analogy
to the cell we assume to have two compartments separated from each other through a selectively
permeable membrane, one compartment being the intracellular space (cytoplasma) and one com-
partment being the extracellular space. In one compartment the concentration of the K+ and A-

ions is much higher than in the other and the membrane is selectively permeable for K+ ions
(see Figure 3.1). Initially, each compartment is assumed to be electrically neutral, which implies
that each K+ is compensated by an A- ion. Since the membrane is permeable to K+ and due to
the concentration gradient, K+ ions tend to diffuse through the membrane from the side with
the higher concentration to the side with the lower concentration (see Figure 3.1a). Despite the
tendency of the K+ ions to pass through the membrane in direction of the concentration gradient,
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(a) Before diffusion through the membrane (b) After diffusion through the membrane

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the dynamics of a membrane potential in a 2-ion-system with two
compartments.

the equalization of the concentrations of K+ on both sides is not reached. This is due to the fact
that the membrane is not permeable for A- ions. When K+ ions diffuse through the membrane
charges are build up across the membrane, which cause the rising of an electrical field across
the membrane (see Figure 3.1b). When the equilibrium is achieved, a concentration gradient still
exists between the two compartments. The reason for this is the electrical potential gradient,
which counteracts the concentration gradient. The flux of K+ ions becomes zero, when the sys-
tem is in equilibrium. This occurs when the potential gradient is exactly equal to the opposite
concentration gradient. A zero flux does not mean that no ions pass through the membrane, but
rather that the number of ions leaving the cell is the same as the number of ions entering the cell.
The potential at which the equilibrium occurs is called the equilibrium potential. At equilibrium
the number of K+ ions is indifferent to the number of A- ions in each of both compartments.
This means that each compartment is not electrically neutral anymore. However, approximately
one could say the concentrations remain unchanged, since only a small amount of ions is able
to diffuse through the membrane due to the build up of a strong electrical field. Imbalance of
charges occur only near the membrane. This small region of imbalance is called a Debye layer
[186].

We can write the electrochemical potential (Equation (3.5)) for the substrate k that is able to
diffuse through the membrane on the interior i and the exterior e of the cell as

µ̃ik = µik + zFΦ = Gi
k +RT ln(cik) + zFΦi

µ̃ek = µek + zFΦ = Ge
k +RT ln(cek) + zFΦe . (3.11)

At the equilibrium the difference between the interior and the exterior potential should be zero,
such that

0 = µ̃ik − µ̃ek
= Gi

k +RT ln(cik) + zFΦi −Ge
k −RT ln(cek)− zFΦe . (3.12)

The terms Gi
k = Ge

k are equal since they are independent of the concentration and, thus, cancel
out. Additionally, we define the membrane potential u as the difference between interior and
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3.3 Membrane Potential

Ion Plasma [mmol] Cytoplasma [mmol] ΦN [mV]
Na+ 145 10 67
K+ 4 150 −94
Ca2+ 1.8 10−4 130
Mg2+ 1.5 0.8 8
Cl- 120 20 −4.7

Table 3.1: Extra- and intracellular concentrations of ions and equilibrium potential Eion in mam-
malian cardiac cells [61]. The concentrations of cytoplasmic Ca2+ ions refer to the free
Ca2+ ions in the cytoplasma without the Ca2+ stores in the sarcoplasmatic reticulum.

exterior electrical potential u = Φi−Φe. Thus, the equilibrium potential can be calculated as the
Nernst potential ΦN

ΦN =
RT

zF
ln

(
cik
cek

)
, (3.13)

with cik and cek the concentration of substance k in the interior and in the exterior space, respec-
tively.

Equations (3.13) is the Nernst equation. Typical concentrations and equilibrium potentials
for cardiac cells are shown in Table 3.1. In cardiac cells the membrane is highly permeable for
potassium (K+) ions and less permeable for other ion types. Hence, the equilibrium potential of
the cardiac cell membrane is near the equilibrium potential of K+ ions. However, in case that
different ions types are present and the membrane is permeable for various ion types the Nernst
equation cannot be applied to calculate the equilibrium potential anymore. If the membrane has
zero net current it does not necessary mean that the current of each individual ion type is also
zero. The influx of positive ions could be compensated by an influx of negative ions. Hence, for
a membrane permeable to different ion types the equilibrium is more complicated to calculate.

3.3.2 Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz Equation
The membrane potential of the cell depends not only on K+ ions but also on other ion types.
For example sodium (Na+), calcium (Ca2+) and chloride (Cl-) ions are also permeable through
the membrane and therefore together with K+ responsible for the membrane potential. Every
type of ion has a different concentration gradient (see Table 3.1). These gradients are maintained
by a multitude of passive channels and active transporters through the membrane. Because of
unequal concentration proportion, e.g. [Ke]

[Ki]
6= [Nae]

[Nai]
, it is not possible to reach an equilibrium.

If an equilibrium for K+ ions is reached, Na+ ions are still not yet in equilibrium. The real
membrane potential lies between the different individual Nernst equilibrium potentials.

Due to the first Fick’s law we get the flux density of the diffusive part Jkdiff for the ion type k
as

Jkdiff = −Dk∇ck (3.14)

and the flux density of the electrical part Jkel

Jkel = −Dk
ckzkF

RT
∇ϕ . (3.15)
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Combining the diffusive part and the electric part of the flux, we obtain the Nernst-Planck equa-
tion as

Jk = Jkdiff + Jkel = −Dk

(
∇ck +

ckzkF

RT
∇ϕ
)

. (3.16)

From the Nernst-Planck equations the Nernst equations can be obtained when setting the flux to
zero and integrating over the cell membrane from the inside i to the outside e.

For the calculation over a cell membrane the Nernst-Planck equations can be written as a
one-dimensional equations such as

Jk = −Dk

(
dck
dx

+
ckzkF

RT

dϕ

dx

)
. (3.17)

Hereby the one-dimension direction x describes the direction through the membrane with x = 0
and x = L being the beginning and the end of the membrane. For now we assume a constant elec-
trical field through the membrane which means that although ions pass through the membrane
the electrical field does not change. Thus, we can write dϕ

dx
= −Φi−Φe

L
= −Φ

L
with L the thickness

of the membrane. Additionally, we define the concentrations ck(0) = cik and ck(L) = [cek] to be
on each side of the membrane. With this assumptions and boundary conditions the Nernst-Planck
equation can be solved as

Jk =
DkzkFΦ

LRT

(
cik − cek exp

(−zkΦF
RT

)
1− exp

(−zkΦF
RT

) )
. (3.18)

With the constant permeability of the substance k through the membrane defined asGk = Dk

L
and

multiplied with the amount of charge carried by mole zF we derive to the Goldman-Hodgkin-
Katz equation for the current density Ik

Ik =
Gkz

2
kF

2Φ

RT

(
cik − cek exp

(−zkΦF
RT

)
1− exp

(−zkΦF
RT

) )
. (3.19)

Summing over all ion species which are present in the interior and exterior of the cell we get to
the current density I for all substances

I =
∑
k

Ik . (3.20)

Since in general there does not exist any potential at which all individual currents are zero, we
can only calculate the potential at which the net electrical current is zero, i.e. I = 0, hence,

I =
∑
k

Gkz
2
k

(
cik − cek exp

(−zkΦF
RT

)
1− exp

(−zkΦF
RT

) )
= 0 . (3.21)

The Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz potential ΦGHK is defined as the solution to Equations (3.21). Con-
sidering only substances with valance zk = 1 or zk = −1, we can solve Equation (3.21) for
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Φe

Φi

IionCm

Figure 3.2: Electric Circuit model of the cell membrane

ΦGHK as

ΦGHK = −RT
F

ln


∑
k
z=1

Gkc
i
k +

∑
k

z=−1

Gkc
e
k∑

k
z=1

Gkcek +
∑
k

z=−1

Gkcik

 . (3.22)

For the cardiac cell with the ions K+ , Na+ and Cl- we get the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz potential

ΦGHK = −RT
F

ln

(
PNa+ [Na+]i + PK+ [K+]i + PCl- [Cl-]e
PNa+ [Na+]e + PK+ [K+]e + PCl- [Cl-]i

)
. (3.23)

The Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation is in a way the general form of the Nernst equation, where
the concentrations of the ions are weighted with the permeability coefficient. In case of higher
K+-ion permeability compared to Na+ and Cl- ions, i.e. PK+ � PNa+ and PK+ � PCl- , Equation
(3.23) leads to the Nernst equation (Equation (3.13)).

At the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz potential the individual ions are not in equilibrium and, thus,
fluxes of the ions through the membrane occur. Hence, the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz potential is
not a thermodynamic equilibrium potential. In the long term the fluxes over the membrane would
cause a change of the concentrations in the interior and exterior of the cell and therefore lead to
a change in the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz potential. However, due to active transporter proteins
in the cell membrane the concentration stays at a constant level. This potential is a stationary
potential and only valid if concentrations and permeabilities do not change over time. Thus, the
Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz potential is the resting membrane potential and occurs during the time
when the action potential is back at the resting state and the arrival of a new stimulus, i.e. phase
4 of the action potential cycle (see Chapter 2) [1, 61, 186, 228].

3.4 Electrical Circuit Model of the Cell Membrane

The cell membrane can be modeled as a capacitor. The capacitance C can be described as

C =
Q

ϕ
(3.24)
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withQ the charge across the membrane andϕ the voltage potential. Since the current I is I = dQ
dt

,
the capacitive current Icap is

Icap = Cm
dϕ

dt
, (3.25)

if Cm is constant. In the particular case of a membrane with ion channels and a potential differ-
ence between interior and exterior of the cell a simple electrical circuit model can be derived.
The idea is to model the membrane as a capacitor in parallel with a resistor (see Figure 3.2).
Thus, the transmembrane current Im across the membrane is the sum of the capacitive current
and the ionic current Iion given by

Im = Cm
du

dt
+ Iion , (3.26)

with the transmembrane voltage potential u = Φi − Φe and the membrane capacitance Cm.

3.4.1 Ionic Current Models

The ionic current Iion describes the fluxes of ions into the cell and out of the cell. There exist
many different models to describe Iion. At the resting membrane potential, i.e. the Goldman-
Hodgkin-Katz potential, the fluxes of the individual substances are not zero. They are only zero
at the equilibrium potential of the substance itself. Assuming the ion channel is ohmic, it is nec-
essary to adapt Ohm’s law to also take into account the chemical potential. Thus, the pathways
of the substances through the membrane can be described by a resistance in series with a battery
(see Figure 3.3). This results in a linear model for the ionic flux Ik for one substance k at a
potential V as

Ik = Gk(u− ΦNk) (3.27)

with ΦNk the Nernst potential of the substance k and Gk as the membrane conductance for
the substance k. Thus, at resting membrane potential ΦGHK Equation (3.27) can be written as
Ik = Gk(ΦGHK − ΦNk). Another model describing the fluxes of the substances is defined in
Equation (3.19). Both models can be generalized as

Ik = Gkψk(u) , (3.28)

with a function ψk describing the voltage-current relationship. In both definitions, Equations
(3.28) and (3.19), the current is zero when the potential is equal the Nernst potential, i.e. u =
ΦNk . In squid giant axon the channels are almost linear and, thus, the linear model (Equation
(3.27)) is a good choice. In vertebrate the fluxes are better described by the Goldman-Hodgkin-
Katz equation (Equation (3.19)) [188].

3.4.2 Gating

The ion current through the membrane is depends on the membrane channels. To be more pre-
cise, the number of individual channels, the distribution and density, the permeability and the
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Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of the electrical circuit through the membrane with the ionic
fluxes

channel kinetics are all of great importance when describing the ionic current through a specific
type of ion channel. Hence, more general the current Ik of ions k through the membrane can be
described as

Ik = gk(u, t)ψk(u) (3.29)

with gk the variable permeability of the membrane at potential u and time t depending on the state
of the channel, e.g. open or closed. ψk is a function defining the relationship between voltage
and current of an individual open channel (see Section 3.4.1). Generally, the permeability gk of
a substance k through the membrane can be written as

gk(u, t) = ḡk
∏
p

mq
p (3.30)

with ḡk the maximum conductance, q an integer exponent and mp the state of a given channel.
As described in Chapter 2, the membrane channels, a, can be in different states, for example

in an open, closed or inactive state. To model this behavior, independent gates are assumed to
control the channels. The flow of ions through the channel depends on these gates. In a two state
model the gates can be in two different states, i.e. either open (O) or closed (C). The transition
between open and closed states is voltage dependent. Hence, there exist voltage dependent rate
constants α(Φ) and β(Φ), which govern the transition

C
α(u)−−⇀↽−−
β(u)

O . (3.31)

For this simple model, we can write the net rate change of open states as

dmp

dt
= α(u)(1−mp)− β(u)mp (3.32)

and the equilibrium m∞p can be calculated as

m∞p =
α(u)

α(u) + β(u)
. (3.33)

The rate constants depends on the membrane potential and so does the equilibrium [61, 187,
188].
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3.4.3 Review of Ionic Current Models

In 1952, Hodgkin and Huxley were the first to develop a model for the propagation of an elec-
trical signal along a squid giant axon [165]. Although the original model describes the action
potential of a squid nerve cell, through the years it was extended and adapted to describe ac-
tion potential and propagation in various types of cells. FitzHugh (1961) and Nagumo (1962)
developed, independent from each other, a simpler model, which is of great importance to the
mathematical aspect, since mathematical analysis can be performed with it [121, 242]. The first
one to describe cardiac cells was Noble in 1962, when he proposed a model for the purkinje fiber
[253]. However, due to the lack of measurements of the ionic current at that time, the model pro-
posed by Noble is from a physiological point of view, not correct. A revised version of the model
was proposed by McAllister, Noble, and Tsien in 1975 [229]. In 1980, Yanagihara et al. devel-
oped a model for the sinoatrial node cells which is also based on the Hodgkin and Huxley model
[375]. Beeler and Reuter developed the first model for ventricular cells in 1977 [28]. Adapta-
tions to all this models are continuously published [34, 99, 107, 180, 222–224, 254, 288, 334].
Courtemanche et al. developed the first model for human atrial myocytes in 1998 [91]. In 2008,
Bueno-Orovio developed a phenomenological model for the human ventricular action potential
reducing the necessary parameters to four [52]. Other models need 17 [334], 22 [288], or even
67 [180] parameter to model the ventricular action potential. With the minimal model it is still
possible to reproduce the correct action potential curve with only four parameter. An adaptation
of this model was done by Lenk et al. [212] to describe the action potential of atrial cells.

3.5 Conduction

Cardiac tissue can be seen as a fiber network composed of cardiac cells and an extracellular
matrix. An electrical stimulus initiated in one region of the heart travels along specialized con-
duction cells and the normal working myocardium throughout the whole heart (see Chapter 2). A
model describing propagation of an electrical signal is the cable equation. Obviously, using the
cable equation to describe the propagation through the heart is a simplification since the cable
theory assumes an ideal infinitely long one dimensional cable. However, the cable theory can be
extended to three dimensions and together with the gap junctions acting as cell to cell connec-
tions, the fiber network of the heart can be described very well with this model. This model is
also referred to as bidomain model.

Assume that the cell is a cylinder with the interior being the cytoplasm, which is electrically
connected to neighboring cells (see Figure 3.4). The exterior of the cable is the extracellular
space and the membrane, which separates both spaces, acts as an imperfect insulator. The interior
and the exterior are electrically conducting, which can be described by Ohm’s law, such as{

Ji = −Di∇Φi,
Je = −De∇Φe,

(3.34)

where i denotes the interior space and e denotes the exterior space.Di andDe are the intra- and
extracellular conductivities, Ji and Je are the fluxes, and Φi and Φe the potentials. Through the
cell membrane some charge can move from the interior to the exterior space or from the exterior
to the interior space. However, the decrease of charge on one side should result in an increase
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3.5 Conduction

Figure 3.4: Schematic drawing of a cable

of charge on the other side by the same amount. Thus, due to Kirchhoff’s law we can write the
current conservation as follows{ ∫

∂B
JidV +

∫
B
χIm = 0,∫

∂B
JedV −

∫
B
χIm = 0,

(3.35)

with χ the surface-to-volume ratio, B ⊂ Ω an arbitrary region, and ∂B the boundary of the
region B. Applying the divergence theorem and assuming an arbitrary region B ⊂ Ω, we can
write {

∇ · Ji − χIm = 0,
∇ · Je + χIm = 0,

(3.36)

which together with with Equation (3.34) leads to{
∇ ·Di∇Φi + χIm = 0,
−∇ ·De∇Φe + χIm = 0 . (3.37)

The bidomain equations describe the coupling of the interior and exterior cellular space taking
into account different conduction properties in each space. With the transmembrane potential
(actin potential) u = Φi − Φe, we derive the bidomain equations{

χ
(
Cm

du
dt

+ Iion (u,w)
)
−∇ · (Di∇u)−∇ · (Di∇Φe) = 0,

−∇ · (Di∇u)−∇ · ((Di + De)∇Φe) = 0
. (3.38)

The monodomain equation is a simplification of the bidomain equations, assuming that the ex-
tracellular space has the same longitudinal to transversal conductivity ratio as the intracellular
space, i.e. Di = λDe. By inserting this into the bidomain equations we get the monodomain
equation as follows

χCm
du

dt
−∇ · (D∇u) = χIion (u,w) . (3.39)

with D = λ
1+λ

Di [61, 189].
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4 Multiphysics Modeling of the Atrial
Systole under Standard Ablation
Strategies

The aim of this chapter is to develop a computational framework to investigate in-silico the
performance of the heart, especially the atria, under different conditions. There exit various pos-
sibilities to use our framework. In particular, it can be used as a tool to improve the understanding
and influence of different cardiac functions. Additionally, as pre-operative tool it can be used to
investigate and compare different treatment options either generally or for an individual patient
with patient-specific assumptions. In any case the goal is to develop a framework, which can be
used to provide additional information for clinicians to decide for the best treatment.

In this chapter we demonstrate the benefit of our computational framework for the aspect of
atrial fibrillation and ablation therapy. Different ablation line combinations cannot be applied
in practice to the same patient. Thus, the aim of this chapter is to explain our computational
framework and to apply it on various ablation pattern to compare the impact of the ablation con-
cepts on the mechanical performance of the atria. For this purpuse, we couple electro-mechano-
hemodynamic mathematical models based on biophysical principles and simulate the contractile
performance of the atria. We compute systolic pressures and volumes in two patient-specific
atrial geometries (one of normal size and one hypertrophied) with various ablation concepts. We
found that our computational model is able to detect the differences in the left atrial contraction
and ejection fraction for various electrical activation sequences resulting from different ablation
line combinations. We show that multiphysics modeling has the potential to quantify the hemo-
dynamic performance of left atria for different ablation lines, which could be used as additional
pre-operative clinical information for the choice of the ablation concept in the future.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First a general overview of the disease
of cardiac arrhythmia is provided in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 we describe the geometrical and
computational model that we used. We first explain the process how we get from the imaging data
to the geometry of the atria with fiber orientation and ablation patterns. Secondly, we describe
shortly the electrophysiological model and in more detail the mechanical model together with
the basics of continuum mechanics. Finally, the hemodynamical model is explained. Section 4.3
contains the results, including the results of perfect ablation lines, imperfect ablation lines and
reduced conduction velocity. Section 4.4 comprises the discussion, the clinical significance of
our model and the limitations and perspectives. The chapter ends with some concluding remarks
in Section 4.5.
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4.1 Cardiac Arrhythmia

The propagation of the electrical signal through the heart muscle takes place in a regular fashion.
Variations and modifications of this propagation sequence are called heart rhythm disorders or
arrhythmia. Abnormal activation of the heart muscle can occur in various ways. They can be
divided into two major categories: abnormal slow propagation (bradyarrhythmia) and abnormal
fast propagation (tachyarrhythmia). Tachyarrhythmia are distinguished between supraventricular
tachyarrhythmia, regarding the atria, and ventricular tachyarrhythmia, regarding the ventricles.
In the course of this chapter we will focus on atrial arrhythmia.

Arrhythmia are caused from abnormal impulse initiation, abnormal impulse propagation, or
both [169, 369]. Abnormal impulse initiation include three main types: altered automaticity
of the pacemaker cells, abnormal automaticity of non pacemaker cells and triggered activity
through afterdepolarizations. The activation of the sinus node is regulated through neurotrans-
mitter and depends on the autonomic nervous system (see Section 2.6.3). Modification of the
effects of neurotransmitter for example through pharmacologic agents can lead to increased or
decreased node firing. The second type is abnormal automaticity of non pacemaker cells describ-
ing ectopic beats arising from myocardial cells, which normally do not spontaneous depolarize.
The reason for this abnormal firing in non pacemaker cells is not yet fully understood, but ec-
topic impulses in the pulmonary veins of the left atrium are often recognized in atrial arrhythmia.
The last type are triggered activity. These can arise through an action potential, which triggers an
abnormal afterdepolarization. In a myocardial cell an abnormal rise of the action potential could
occur during repolarization phase (early afterdepolarization) or shortly after repolarization (de-
layed afterdepolarization), which could lead to an additional action potential propagation [214].

Arrhythmia can also be caused by abnormal impulse propagation and reentry. It is possible
that an impulse, which propagates through the heart, does not die out after one activation cycle,
but returns. This can occur under special conditions, however, certain conditions favor the devel-
opment of reentrant waves such as a large size of the myocardial tissue, a decreased conduction
velocity, and a shortened refractory period. The development of an reentrant wave can be due
to an conduction block in one part, a slowed propagation, and a reentrant circuit that is large
enough to allow repolarization before the new depolarization wave arrives.

Long lasting and frequently recurring arrhythmic disorders lead to electrical and structural
remodeling, which increase the possibility for further arrhythmia: Arrhythmia promotes arrhyth-
mia [244, 245]. Many different types of cardiac arrhythmia exist. Supraventricular arrhythmia
can be divided into regular and irregular arrhythmia. Atrial flutter belongs to the regular arrhyth-
mia consisting of an large reentry circuit, which is mostly fixed. Atrial fibrillation belongs to the
irregular arrhythmia consisting of a chaotic activation. Mostly atrial fibrillation is sustained by
rapid firing of ectopic beats and multiple wandering reentrant circuits [214]. Supraventricular
arrhythmia are not immediately life-threatening, however, sustained supraventricular arrhythmia
are a leading cause of thromboembolic cerebral insults, increased risk of stroke, cardiac fail-
ure and mortality [370]. Ventricular arrhythmia can be divided into ventricular tachycardia and
ventricular fibrillation. Ventricular tachycardia consists of ectopic foci firing additional action
potentials. This is most common for patients with structural heart diseases. Ventricular tachy-
cardia could lead to ventricular fibrillation, which is immediately life-threatening if not treated.
Many of the sudden deaths are caused by a ventricular rhythm disorder [214].
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4.2 Materials and Methods

Two options exist to treat arrhythmia. The first is antiarrhythmic drug therapy and the second
is catheter ablation. Many studies show the efficiency of catheter ablation compared with drug
therapy [194]. The goal of catheter ablation is to generate lesion. This ablation lesions should
isolate ectopic foci so that their activation wave does not coincide and disturb the sinus rhythm
activation. Additionally, ablation lesions change the arrhytmiogenic substrate, and thus, prevent
reentry of the activation wave. Since most catheter use radiofrequency energy this ablation pro-
cess is also called radiofrequency catheter ablation. The minimal invasive procedure of catheter
ablation is performed with a catheter inserted into a blood vessel in the ingunial region and
guided through the vessel to the atria [10]. The tip of the catheter is placed on myocardial wall
that should be ablated and activating the catheter produces an alternating electrical current flow-
ing through the tip. Myocardial tissue acting as a conductor possesses also a resistance which
transforms radiofrequency energy into heat. If tissue is exposed for a certain time to heat, it be-
comes necrotic and turns into scar, and thus, it is not anymore able to propagate the activation
wave. The heat evolved from the radiofrequency energy is conducted through the myocardial
wall and necrotizes surrounding tissue. Important for a successful catheter ablation are lesions
that are transmural, i.e. going through the whole atrial wall [60]. Many different ablation lesion
are used in the clinic to treat atrial arrhythmia. However, it is not verified which ablation lesion
leads to the most promising outcome.

Atrial fibrillation is the most common sustained cardiac arrhythmia [148]. Hence, we decided
to demonstrate the profitableness and the good performance of our computational framework
by the investigation of interventional treatment options for atrial fibrillation, which are radiofre-
quency catheter ablation. In clinical studies it is not possible to compare different ablation lesions
on the same patient. However, with our computational model we can show the difference of di-
verse ablation lesions regarding activation pattern, contraction, and hemodynamics.

4.2 Materials and Methods

The biophysical model used within this study includes patient-specific geometries with anatom-
ical fiber orientation and is composed from coupled electrophysiological, mechanical and hemo-
dynamic models. In each of these coupled models the ablation lines are defined by different
material properties in comparison to healthy tissue.

The anatomical fiber orientation is very important for a realistic and correct simulation of the
electrophysiology and the contraction of the atria, since both processes take place anisotropi-
cally, with the preference in fiber direction. The integration of the fiber orientation is done for
the examples in this chapter in a mostly manual way. However, since this is quite time consum-
ing throughout the thesis the process is improved such that the fiber definition is now done in an
almost automatic way. This automatication is described in Chapter 6. Additionally, the compu-
tation of the electrophysiology, which is numerically challenging, is optimized. The improved
numerical method is described in Chapter 5.

4.2.1 Starting Image Data

We develop biophysical computational models from two patients: Model 1 is obtained from a
cardiac computed tomography (CT) with a resolution of 0.4 mm× 0.4 mm× 0.8 mm from a 71-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.1: Segmented biatrial geometries for Model 1, (a) and (b), and Model 2, (c) and (d),
with the different ablation lesions PVI, AL, MIL, CFAE, RL and BL. WACA is not
shown in this figure for the sake of clarity, since it consists of a “wider PVI” lesion. Its
spatial extension can be appreciated through the electrically inactive area in Figure
4.6c.

old individual without known cardiac pathological findings. Model 2 is obtained from cardiac
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with a resolution of 1.4 mm× 1.4 mm× 1.5 mm from di-
lated atria of a 62-old individual with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (AF), prior to this study. We
use different image data to verify that both medical imaging techniques, CT and CMRT, can be
processed with our methodology to simulate, with a patient-specific geometry, the performance
of the atria.

4.2.2 Geometrical and Fiber Models

Starting from the respective images of Models 1 and 2, a surface representation of both atria is
generated using the software Mimics (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium). First, the lumina of both
atria are segmented manually, so that the endocardial surfaces of the atrial wall are obtained.
Then, we generate the epicardium by extruding the luminal surfaces by 2 mm. Finally, a volume
mesh is created using Gmsh [129] with a maximal element size of 0.9 mm, resulting in around
3.7× 105 and 5.1× 105 linear tetrahedral elements for Models 1 and 2, respectively. The size
of 0.9 mm is chosen to ensure that the thin atrial wall has in every case at least two elements
throughout the wall thickness. The segmented geometries are presented in Figure 4.1, including
visualization of the ablation lines.

To both geometries, local fiber directions are assigned semi-automatically using reported
knowledge of atrial fiber structure [160] and harmonic interpolation techniques [239] see Figure
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Assigned fiber orientation for Model 1 (a) and Model 2 (b).

4.2. The process of defining the fiber bundles on the geometry semi-automatically or using the
improved more automated way is described in more details in Chapter 6. For the following ex-
periments we use the first, less automated, method. Briefly, we integrate the main fiber bundles
in the right and left atrium (crista terminalis, pectinate muscles, circumferential vestibule fibers
and Bachmann bundle), which run through the whole atrial wall thickness. In the remaining part
of the tissue, we define different fiber directions on each epi- and endocardial surface of each
section. The fibers are interpolated into the whole thickness using a Poisson operator.

4.2.3 Geometrical Model of Ablation Patterns

We include the following ablation lesions in both models: pulmonary vein (PVI), wide area
circumferential ablation (WACA), anterior line (AL), mitral isthmus line (MIL), roofline (RL),
posterior box lesion (BL), and complex fractionated atrial electrograms on both sites (CFAE),
CFAE on the anterior site (CFAE-ant), CFAE on the posterior site (CFAE-post). All ablation lines
are placed on a three-dimensional representation of the epicardial surface, using the software 3-
matic (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium). This virtual ablation procedure is performed by a trained
clinical electrophysiologist, based on the individual anatomy of the two atrial geometries. Hence,
the ablations lines are comparable with the ones during a real surgical procedure. The ablation
lines have an averaged width of 5 mm and penetrate the atrial wall entirely to the endocardial
surface. Besides the study on imperfect ablation lines, we assume an ablation procedure without
imperfections, such as gaps and discontinuities.

We integrate the described ablation lines as different sub-regions of the atrial domain for both
models. The performed computational simulations include these specific ablation lines and all
medically feasible combinations of them (denoted with a “+”).
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Main diffusivity Off diffusivity
[mm2/ms] [mm2/ms]

0.6 0.06

Table 4.1: Parameters for the electrophysiology equations

4.2.4 Electrophysiological Model

We assume that all ablation concepts lead to a termination of atrial fibrillation, restoring normal
sinus rhythm, i.e., an activation current applied solely at the sinus node.

The propagation of the electrophysiological wave is computed using the monodomain equa-
tions for the transmembrane potential and gating membrane variable [87] and the Bueno-Orovio
cellular model [52]. For more details about the derivation of the electrophysiological model refer
to Chapter 3. The model parameters of the cellular model are adapted to reproduce atrial excita-
tion properties, according to Weber et al. [358]. The diffusivity is assumed transverse isotropic
with a diffusivity of 0.6 mm2/ms in fiber direction and 0.06 mm2/ms perpendicular to it. These
values are chosen to obtain a physiological propagation velocity and activation time for the stan-
dard atrial geometry (Model 1) without ablation lines [167]. The same diffusivity values are then
used for the dilated geometry (Model 2), naturally leading to a larger activation time. We model
the ablated necrotic tissue as a perfect isolator, i.e. with zero diffusivity. This implies that the
necrotic tissue is no longer electrically activated and hence it does not contract.

Concerning the numerical methods, the spatial semi-discretization is performed via a linear
continuous Galerkin approach, with the ionic currents computed at the element center. The time
semi-discretization is fully implicit, meaning that a Newton approach has to be applied in order to
solve for the nonlinearity of the reaction term. That enables working with a time step of 0.1 ms.
Since numerical computation of the electrophysiology are challenging and require the usage
of a very fine discretization to compute correct propagation velocity, in Chapter 5 an efficient
numerical method is described to solve electrophysiology problems.

The activation wave is plotted in Figure 4.5 for both models without any ablation and with
ablation concept PVI + AL + BL.

4.2.5 Mechanical Model

To describe the mechanical model of the heart contraction a short introduction into continuum
mechanics is given. The heart can be seen as a structure under forces. The deformation of the
heart, in case of the cardiac muscle the deformation is called contraction, is described with the
principles of the continuum mechanic theory. Thus, this chapter reviews shortly the concepts of
continuum mechanics. More detailed description of the continuum mechanics can be found in
[8, 26, 27, 44, 140, 171, 208, 265].

4.2.5.1 Continuum Mechanics

Continuum mechanics deals with the kinematics of deformable bodies under the effect of forces.
Additionally, in continuum mechanics the body is seen as continuous in space, i.e., the micro-
scopic or nuclear structure is not modeled in detail. Instead the body is seen as a continuum. To
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describe the deformation and kinematic of the bodies three main aspects need to be considered,
including kinematics, balance equations and constitutive equations.

4.2.5.1.1 Kinematics The kinematic describes the deformation of a body. Assuming we
have a body which occupies at time t the region Ω(t) ⊂ R3 and a time interval T = [0, T ], then
we can define the mapping φ as

φ :

{
Ω0 × T → R3

(X, t) 7→ x = φ(X, t)
, (4.1)

with Ω0 the reference configuration,X is the position of a point in reference configuration, and x
the position of a point in current configuration at time t. The displacement field which is defined
as the difference between reference and current configuration can be written as

d(X, t) = x−X . (4.2)

The deformation gradient F is defined as

F (X, t) = I +∇Xd , (4.3)

such that an infinitesimal line element for the reference configuration dX is transformed in the
infinitesimal line element of the current configuration dx and backwards

dx = FdX and dX = F−1dx , (4.4)

where∇X is the gradient operator with respect to the reference configuration and I is the second
order identity tensor. The deformation gradient describes the rigid body rotation and deforma-
tion. Since F is invertible and real-valued, a unique polar decomposition of F can be performed
as

F = R ·U (4.5)

in an orthogonal matrix R and a positive semi-definite symmetric matrix U . The matrix R
describes the rotation and the matrix U describes the stretching of the space along orthogonal
axes relating to the reference configuration. Rigid body translations are not contained in the
deformation gradient. The right Cauchy-Green tensor C can be defined as

C = F TF = (RU )TRU = UTRTRU = UTU , (4.6)

where additionally also the rigid body rotations are removed since C = UTU . The last step
of the equation can be performed since R is orthogonal, i.e. RTR = I . The right Cauchy-
Green tensor transforms the quadratic infinitesimal line element in reference configuration into
the quadratic infinitesimal line element in the current configuration as

dxT · dx = dXT ·C · dX . (4.7)

The Cauchy-Green tensor is a strain measure with the property that it is zero if no deformation
occurs is defined as

E =
1

2
(C − I) , (4.8)
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where E is called the Green-Lagrange strain. The Green-Lagrange strain is a strain measure
(with basis vectors) in reference configuration. A strain measure defined in current configuration
is the Euler-Almansi strain e defined as

e =
1

2
(I − F−TF−1) . (4.9)

4.2.5.1.2 Balance equations

Stress measures The stress is defined as the interaction, more precise as forces, between
neighboring material points in a continuum. The resultant force f is defined as the interaction
at the interface area dA between two volumes of a body. In the assumption of a continuum the
decrease of the interface area results in a convergence to the traction vector t, as

t(x,n, t) = lim
∆A→0

∆f

∆A
, (4.10)

where n is the normal vector of the interface area dA. With the theorem of Cauchy the traction
vector can be transformed into the Cauchy stress tensor σ, as

t(x,n, t) = σ · n , (4.11)

where σ(x, t) is defined on the current configuration. As for the strains, there exist different
definitions of the stress tensor. The Cauchy stress tensor is defined in the current configuration.
A stress measure defined purely in the reference configuration is the so called second Piola-
Kirchoff stress tensor S. It can be calculated from the Cauchy stress tensor as follows

S = JF−1σF−T , (4.12)

with J = det(F ).

Balance of mass The balance of mass can be derived as follows. ρ(x, t) and ρ0(X, t)
are the mass densities in current and reference configuration, respectively. Integrating over the
domains B and B0 leads to the mass

m(t) =

∫
B
ρ (x, t) dv =

∫
B0
ρ0 (X) dV . (4.13)

With dv = JdV holds that ρ0 (x)J = ρ (X). Since the mass of a region over time does not
change, i.e. m (B, t) = const., the time derivative is zero and, thus,

0 =
dm (B, t)

dt
=

d

dt

∫
B
ρ (x, t) dv =

∂

∂t

∫
B0
ρ0 (X, t) dV =

∫
B0

∂

∂t
ρ0 (X, t) dV (4.14)

where in the last step is possible since B0 = const. over time. Furthermore, it holds∫
B
ρ (x, t) dv =

∫
B0
ρ (X, t)J dV (4.15)
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and, thus,

0 =
dm (B, t)

dt
=

∫
B0

∂ρ (X, t)

∂t
J + ρ (X, t)

∂

∂t
J dV (4.16)

With ∂
∂t
J = Jdiv(v) with v as the current velocity field and ∂ρ(X,t)

∂t
= dρ(X,t)

dt
it follows

dm (B, t)
dt

=

∫
B0

(
∂ρ (X, t)

∂t
+ ρ (X, t) div(v)

)
J dV

=

∫
B

Dρ (x, t)

Dt
+ ρ (x, t) div(v) dv

(4.17)

This is valid for all arbitrary but fixed regions B and can therefore be written as

0 = ρ̇ (x) + ρdiv(v) . (4.18)

Balance of linear momentum The balance of momentum of a body in current material
configuration can be formulated as the rate of change of the momentum equal to the sum of all
forces acting on the body. This can be written as

d

dt

∫
B
ρv dv =

∫
B
ρb dv +

∫
∂B
t da , (4.19)

where ρt(x, t) is the mass density, b(x, t) is the body force, and t(x, t) is the surface traction.
Using the divergence theorem and the mass balance the balance of linear momentum can be
written for the current configuration as

div (σ) + ρb = ρd̈ . (4.20)

By changing the integration domain to the reference configuration it can be formulated as

div (F · S) + ρ0b0 = ρ0d̈ , (4.21)

with the mass density b0 in reference configuration.

4.2.5.2 Constitutive equations

Constitutive equations describe the relation between strains and stresses. Thus, they characterize
the material property. To describe the myocard material in continuum mechanical theory we
need to make some assumptions and simplifications. The first simplification is to describe the
material as a continuum without taking into account the microscopical structuring. With this
simplification, concerning the investigations we assume that all relevant material properties are
considered and we are not forgetting any significant aspects arising from microscopical structure.

The material behavior can be represented by rheological models, where the behavior is de-
scribed by a combination of constitutive elements arranged in serial and parallel fashion analo-
gous to an electrical circuit. However, non-linear materials and large deformations cause more
complicated combining laws. We used a simplified model for the myocardial tissue described in
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[67]. Thus, we assume that deformations remain small enough that the simple natural rules of
parallel and series connection apply.

In this work the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor in myocardial tissue S is composed by
two main components, an passive component Sp and an active component Sτ

S = Sp + Sτ . (4.22)

The passive component Sp describes the passive material of the myocard, i.e. the collagen and the
elastin matrix. The passive component is represented by and elastic element, a volume penalty
term, and a viscous element

Sp =
∂Ψelast

∂E
+
∂Ψvol

∂E
+
∂Ψvisco

∂Ė
(4.23)

where Ψelast is a hyperelastic potential, Ψvol is the volume penalty term, and Ψvisco a viscous
pseudo-potential. For the elastic part the Mooney-Rivlin material is used which can be mathe-
matically described as

Ψelast(I1, I2) = c1

(
I1 − 3

)
+ c2

(
I2 − 3

)
, (4.24)

with c1 and c2 the material stiffness parameters. I1 = J−
2
3I1 and I2 = J−

4
3I2 are the modified

invariants based on the invariants of the Cauchy-Green tensor defined as

I1 = tr (C) and I2 =
1

2

(
tr2 (C)− tr

(
C2
))

. (4.25)

The volume penalty term Ψvol, which enforces quasi-incompressibility, is defined as

Ψvol(J) = ε

(
Jγ +

1

Jγ
− 2

)
, (4.26)

with penalty parameters ε and γ. The third term of the passive part of the Piola-Kirchhoff stress
tensor is the viscous part Ψvisco which is defined as as

Ψvisco(Ė) =
η

2
tr(Ė2) , (4.27)

with the viscous damping η.
The active part Sτ of the stress tensor is defined as

Sτ (t) = τ(t)f0 ⊗ f0 , (4.28)

where τ(t) is the stress and f0 is the vector pointing in fiber direction, since contraction take
place only in direction of the fibers (see Chapter 2). The stress is time dependent and depending
on the transmembrane potential u computed with the electrophysiology equations. If the trans-
membrane potential reaches a certain threshold, which corresponds to a threshold for releasing
Ca2+ ions from the sarcoplasmatic reticulum into the cell, contraction is initiated. The stress
increases asymptotically towards the stress value σ0. Decreasing the transmembrane potential
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underneath the threshold, the active stress decreases asymptotically to 0. This relation can be
written as

τ̇(t) = −|z|τ(t) + σ0|z|+
z(t) = |z(t)|+ − |z(t)|−with

{
|z(t)|+ = αmax1u>C
|z(t)|− = αmin1u<C

(4.29)

with the control variable z pending on the transmembrane potential u and the threshold C. 1 is
the indicator function.

In this chapter we additionally assign different materials for the ablation lines, the valves and
the ring around the valves. For the ablation lines and the ring around the valves the material is
almost the same as the myocard material beside the active component, which is missing in the
ablation lines and the valve rings. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor in ablation lines Sabl

and the valve rings Sring is defined as

Sabl = Sring =
∂Ψelast

∂E
+
∂Ψvol

∂E
+
∂Ψvisco

∂Ė
. (4.30)

The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor in the valves Svalve is

Svalve =
∂Ψelast

∂E
+
∂Ψvisco

∂Ė
. (4.31)

4.2.5.3 Governing Equations

To describe the deformation of the heart caused by the contraction of the myocytes, we choose
the balance of momentum in reference configuration to describe the model (Equation 4.21).
Since the body forces b are not considered, due to their marginal influence on cardiac contraction,
the equation simply reads as

div (F · S) = ρ0d̈ in Ω0, (4.32)

with Ω0 the myocardial tissue domain.
The heart is situated inside the pericardium in the thorax (see Chapter 2). The pericardium,

neighboring organs and the rib cage prevent the heart from moving freely and exert forces on
the epicardial surface of the heart. Atria and ventricles are both attached to the heart skeleton.
Thus, the skeleton acts as connector between atria and ventricles allowing interaction between
them. Therefore, simulating only the atria or the ventricle by themselves the forces exerted by
the other part have to be taken into account. Finally, the cut surfaces of the veins of the right and
left atrium and the cut surfaces of the aorta and the pulmonary artery need also to be considered.
They have an effect on the displacement of the heart, since they are connected with the rest of
the circulatory system. All external traction acting on the epicardium Γepi

0 , forces of the ventricle
acting at the atrioventricular plane between atria and ventricle Γavp

0 and the forces of the vessels
acting on the veins and arteries Γves

0 , are modeled as a spring and a dashpot in parallel. The spring
and dashpot is assumed to act always normal to the reference epicardium (see [285] for more
details). In the tangential direction no traction is assumed, since the pericardial fluid reduces
friction. In reference configuration the spring and dashpot boundary condition can be written as

tepi = N (kid ·N + ciḋ ·N ) on Γspring,i
0 ∈ {Γepi

0 ,Γavp
0 ,Γves

0 }, (4.33)
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where N is the reference surface normal, ki the spring stiffness, and ci the damping viscosity
for each surface i. In this chapter we used an extended formulation, where the spring stiffness
is divided into two different parameters for tension kten

i and compression kcom
i such that the

equation can be written as

tepi = N (kten
i d ·N1d·N>0 +Nkcom

i d ·N1d·N<0 + ciḋ ·N ) on Γspring,i
0 ∈ {Γepi

0 ,Γavp
0 ,Γves

0 }.
(4.34)

Inside the heart the blood pressure pA,j acts on the cardiac walls. The varying blood pressure
is computed with the Windkessel model (see Section 4.2.7) for the right (j = r) and left (j = l)
atrium. The blood acts normal onto the endocardial wall in the deformed state, which leads to

tpA,j = pA,jJF
−TN on Γendo,j

0 for j ∈ {r, l}, (4.35)

in reference configuration.
Combining all equations (Equations (4.32),(4.33) and (4.35)) the strong form of the elastody-

namic boundary value problem in reference configuration can be formulated as

div (P ) = ρ0d̈ in Ω0,
PN = pA,jJF

−TN on Γendo,j
0 for j ∈ {r, l},

PN = N (kidN + ciḋN ) on Γspring,i
0 for i ∈ {epi, avp, ves},

(4.36)

with the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P = FS.

4.2.5.4 Prestress

Medical imaging techniques can only capture the organs inside the body under the mechanical
impact of the surrounding tissue and blood. For the heart this means for example, that during
imaging blood inside the cardiac chambers is acting as pressure onto the cardiac walls. Thus,
the segmented geometry of the heart in reference configuration is not stress-free. To consider
the stress in the mechanical simulation a we use a modified updated Lagrangian formulation
presented in [128]. Therefore, we use a multiplicative split of the deformation gradient to com-
pute a displacement free configuration which is in equilibrium with external loads. With this
technique we take into account the blood pressure acting onto the endocardial wall. However,
residual stresses of the cardiac muscle are not considered, since the identification of these stress
values in patient-specific hearts is extremely challenging and imprecise.

4.2.5.5 Mechanical Model Parameters

The mechanical behavior of myocardial tissue of both atria is characterized by both its passive
stiffness and its ability to contract, triggered by the electrical signal. The tissue mechanical model
is based on the nonlinear elastodynamic equations, with the passive part represented as a nearly
incompressible Mooney–Rivlin material, plus an active stress component [67]. We use a sim-
plified version of an excitation contraction model [39] retaining three parameters: the maximal
active tension, the myosin attachment and detachment rate. The activation function for the Bestel
model at each structural element is equal to 1 once the element center is electrically activated.
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Table 4.2: Parameters for the mechanical equations

ρ0[kg/m3] c1[Pa] c2[Pa] η[Pa s] ε[Pa] γ σ0[Pa] αmax[1
s
] αmin[1

s
] C

103 2× 104 2× 101 0 107 1 105 20 −30 1
(a) Myocard

ρ0[kg/m3] c1[Pa] c2[Pa] η[Pa s] ε[Pa] γ
103 2× 104 2× 101 0 107 1

(b) Ablation lines and valve rings

ρ0[kg/m3] c1[Pa] c2[Pa] η[Pa s]
10−1 2.02× 106 2× 101 0

(c) Valves

kten
epi [

kPa
mm

] kcom
epi [kPa

mm
] cepi[

kPa s
mm

]
5× 10−2 5× 101 0

kten
avp[kPa

mm
] kcom

avp [kPa
mm

] cavp[kPa s
mm

]
5× 10−1 5× 10−1 0

kten
ves [kPa

mm
] kcom

avp [kPa
mm

] cves[
kPa s
mm

]
5 5 0

(d) Boundary conditions

A similar coupling strategy was performed by Corrado et al. [88] through a scaled electrical
potential obtaining realistic electromechanical physiological response.

The maximal active tension (or contractility) is fixed as 10× 105 Pa for both Models 1 and
2. This values was chosen since it leads to physiological ejection fractions (EF) of 21 % in
the non-dilated atria. Additionally, in the non-dilated atria we obtain an ejected volume which
corresponds to an atrial contribution to the end-diastolic ventricular volume of 38 % of Model
1 as reported in a clinical study [6]. The myosin attachment and detachment rate is set to 20
and −30 s−1, respectively, in order to assure pressures in physiological range. At each spatial
point the model independently converts the electrical activation into an active tension, which
is applied in the local fiber direction. We remark that, since the ablated tissue is not activated,
it does not contract, as we assume that contraction is solely induced by the electrical signal as
routinely observed in clinical practice, i.e. no stretch-activated channels are modeled. Moreover,
we consider the interaction with the pericardium and external tissue by including an elastic model
in the surface normal direction on the epicardium [234]. As the title of this chapter suggests, since
we are interested in the systolic performance of the atria only, the ventricle is considered as a
passive stiffness on the heart base. All parameters of the mechanical model are summarized in
Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: Original 2-element windkessel model

4.2.6 Numerical discretization of the Mechanical Model

The numerical solution of the solid model is performed using linear continuous finite elements
for the space-semidiscretization, while the time semi-discretization is backward Euler with im-
plicit treatment of the elastic forces.

4.2.7 Hemodynamical Model

The blood flow in human is defined by the circulatory system, which is composed of a closed
loop containing two main circulations, the pulmonary circulation and the systemic circulation
(see Chapter 2). Both circulations are maintained by the periodic contraction and relaxation
of heart chambers. However, they are very different in terms of volume and pressure. The left
heart is responsible for the systemic circulation and needs to pump the blood through the whole
body, while the right heart pumps the blood only to the lung. Thus, the pressures are higher
in the systemic circulation and the left heart than in the pulmonary circulation and right heart.
During one heartbeat the pressure in the ventricle changes due to myocardial contraction and
heart valves preventing backflow of blood. The heartbeats induce a pulsatile blood flow in the
aorta and arteries, which changes the further it goes. This change arises due to the elasticity of
the blood vessels.

To model realistic contraction of the heart it is necessary to take into account the blood flow
and pressure and the circulatory system. However, a fully 3D model of the circulatory system
with fluid-structure interaction would increase model complexity and computational time to a
unreasonable extend. Hence, lumped models are used to simulate the blood and its impact on the
contraction. In 1733 Stephan Haas was the first who presented a windkessel model to describe
blood flow and blood pressure and later in 1899 Otto Frank extended the model [267]. A wind-
kessel is a physically-based mathematical representation of the relation between mean pressures
and flow rates in a certain geometry [319]. The windkessel is an analogy to the windkessel used
in fire engines, where the air chamber transforms the periodic high pressure inflow to a steady
outflow. In the circulatory system the blood vessels can be seen as windkessel, due to their elas-
ticity. The original windkessel model uses two elements to describe the blood pressure, one is
the vessel compliance and the other is the vessel resistance (see Figure 4.3).

The blood flow and blood pressure in the heart chamber and the vessels can be described with
the full non-linear Navier-Stokes equations with a non-Newtonian constitutive relation of the
blood. However, to decrease system complexity the model can be reduced to one-dimensional
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models by modeling blood as an incompressible Newtonian fluid, assuming axisymmetry of the
blood vessels and integrating over the cross-sectional area [267, 268].

There exist an analogy of the models to the electrical circuit and since representation is simpler
with an electrical circuit this is used in most cases. In the analogy blood volume represents
electrical charge, pressure difference represents electrical potential and blood flow represents
current. Thus, we can write the equivalent of Ohm’s law for the blood flow as

q(t) =
p(t)

R
, (4.37)

with current density q(t), pressure p(t), and vessel resistance R. The vessel elasticity can be
interpreted as a capacitor and, thus, the flow through the elastic blood vessel can be written as

q(t) = C
dp(t)

dt
, (4.38)

with compliance C of the vessel in analogy to the electrical capacitance.
An extension of the two-element windkessel model with a capacitor and a resistance in parallel

is the three-element windkessel model which has an additional resistance upstream (see Figure
4.4). While the two-element windkessel model takes into account the ventricular compliance
and peripheral resistance the additional resistance in the three-element windkessel model This
additional resistance For the derivation of the equation for the three-element windkessel model
we use Kirchhoff’s current law

q(t) =
pV (t)− p0(t)

R2

+ C
d(pV (t)− p0(t))

dt
(4.39)

together with Ohm’s law

q(t) =
pA(t)− pV (t)

R1

. (4.40)

Substituting the second equation into the first leads to

(1 +
R1

R2

)q(t) +R1C
dq(t)

dt
=
p(t)

R2

+ C
dp(t)

dt
(4.41)

which is the three-element windkessel equation.
We use the three-element windkessel model to simulate blood in the atria and blood flow into

the ventricle. To couple the windkessel model with the contraction of the atrium we use

q(t) = −dV

dt
(4.42)

with V the volume of the atrium. The hemodynamical model parameters used are summarized
in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: 3-element windkessel model

C[m4s2/kg] R1[kg/m4s] R2[kg/m4s]
18.7548× 106 3.3423× 10−9 10

Table 4.3: Parameters for the hemodynamical model

4.2.7.1 Hemodynamical Model Parameter and Numerical Methods

The interaction of the atrial wall with the blood is considered through monolithically coupling
a windkessel model with the elastic myocardial wall. In our case, we assign a single pressure
degree-of-freedom per cardiac chamber. The left ventricle is modeled as constant capacitance
of 1.88× 108 m3/Pa acting as a passive elastic component. We use the same ventricular hemo-
dynamics for both models, Model 1 and Model 2, since we assume that the ventricles are not
influenced by atrial fibrillation and the resulting dilation of the atria. The mitral valve is modeled
as flow resistance between the atrial and ventricular chambers, which took high values when the
ventricular pressure is higher than the atrial pressure (hence restricting the leakage into the atria)
and low values when the atrial pressure exceeds the ventricular one, allowing blood only to flow
in atrial-ventricular direction. This results in variations of the atrial chamber pressure between
8 and 15 mmHg for Model 1 and 8 and 18 mmHg for Model 2 without ablated tissue, for atrial
diastole and systole, respectively.

In our model we assume that no backflow in the pulmonary veins exists, thus all blood leaving
the atrium is flowing into the ventricle.

Both solid and hemodynamic models are coupled implicitly in time, leading to a single system
of equations, which is solved iteratively using block-LU preconditioner with a parallel iterative
GMRES method, allowing an efficient algebraic treatment of the solid-Windkessel coupling.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Perfect Ablation Lines

To illustrate the versatility of the multiphysics modeling framework, we compare 15 different
ablation concepts representing current clinical ablation standards on the two bi-atrial models
presented above. We analyze the simulation results in terms of activation sequence and duration,
volume over time and the correlation of the amount of inactive and ablated tissue with EF.

Figure 4.5 shows the activation map for Model 1 without any ablation lines (top left). The
activation map corresponds well with an experimentally gained activation map [94] and the ac-
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Table 4.4: Ejection fraction (EF) of left atria with different ablation concepts for Model 1 and
Model 2.

Ablation lines
Max. atrial

output
[ml]

EF
[%]

∆EF
pp

Ablated
tissue
[%]

Inactive
tissue
[%]

Time max
contraction

[s]
Model 1
No Ablation 18.7 20.68 0 0 0 0.2588
PVI 15.7 17.31 3.37 10.0 14.7 0.2582
PVI+AL 14.6 16.20 4.48 14.3 19.0 0.2632
PVI+MIL 15.1 16.69 3.99 12.1 16.9 0.257
PVI+CFAE 14.6 16.13 4.54 13.9 18.6 0.2586
PVI+BL 13.6 15.02 5.66 13.5 21.7 0.2568
PVI+RL 15.1 16.72 3.96 11.8 16.6 0.258
PVI+CFAE posterior 15.1 16.71 3.97 11.6 16.3 0.2576
PVI+CFAE anterior 15.1 16.74 3.94 12.2 17.0 0.2588
PVI+AL+RL 14.1 15.63 5.05 16.2 20.9 0.2636
PVI+MIL+RL 14.5 16.08 4.60 14.0 18.8 0.257
PVI+AL+BL 12.7 14.02 6.66 17.9 26.0 0.263
PVI+MIL+BL 13.5 14.95 5.73 15.7 23.9 0.2572
PVI+AL+CFAE+RL 13.1 14.44 6.24 20.1 24.8 0.2638
PVI+MIL+CFAE+RL 13.5 14.95 5.73 17.9 22.7 0.2572
WACA 13.8 15.24 5.44 13.0 21.6 0.2586
Model 2
No Ablation 25.4 15.77 0 0 0 0.2716
PVI 22.9 14.24 1.53 7.9 12.7 0.2718
PVI+AL 21.1 13.14 2.63 11.0 15.8 0.279
PVI+MIL 21.9 13.59 2.18 9.4 14.2 0.2706
PVI+CFAE 20.8 12.95 2.82 13.3 18.1 0.2744
PVI+BL 21.4 13.30 2.47 10.8 19.6 0.2714
PVI+RL 22.7 14.08 1.69 9.4 14.1 0.2712
PVI+CFAE posterior 21.7 13.46 2.31 10.4 15.2 0.2722
PVI+CFAE anterior 22.1 13.74 2.03 10.9 15.6 0.2736
PVI+AL+RL 20.9 12.97 2.80 12.5 17.2 0.2786
PVI+MIL+RL 21.6 13.42 2.34 10.8 15.6 0.2704
PVI+AL+BL 19.6 12.19 3.58 13.9 22.7 0.279
PVI+MIL+BL 20.3 12.63 3.14 12.2 21.1 0.2706
PVI+AL+CFAE+RL 18.8 11.71 4.06 17.9 22.6 0.2832
PVI+MIL+CFAE+RL 19.6 12.17 3.60 16.2 21.0 0.2732
WACA 21.6 13.45 2.31 8.9 17.1 0.2724
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(a)
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Figure 4.5: Isochrones of the propagation wave for Model 1 (top) and Model 2 (bottom) without,
(a)-(d), and with, (e)-(h), ablation concepts including PVI + AL + BL. We include a
scheme of the LA and the LA appendage (LAA) with the ablation concept (red) for
sake of clarity.

tivation times lay in the same range as atria in clinical surgery [211]. For Model 2 the activation
pattern is similar, besides the fact that the overall activation takes longer. In Model 1 the activa-
tion of the complete atria takes around 120 ms and in Model 2 around 150 ms .

Figure 4.6 shows isochrones of the propagation wave of Model 1 with the simulated sinus
rhythm and different ablation lesions, while Figure 4.7 presents the atrial time–volume curves.
Circumferential PVI does not significantly alter the excitation sequence in the left atrium, since
only the orifices of the PVs are not activated anymore (see Figures 4.6a and 4.6b). The WACA
ablation procedure disables a larger amount of contractile tissue compared to standard PVI,
which has a significant impact on maximal atrial output (see Table 1), although the activation
pattern is not altered (see Figure 4.6c). A considerably different activation pattern is observable
when comparing PVI + AL and PVI + MIL. The combination PVI + MIL does not alter the
excitation sequence compared to only PVI, whereas PVI + AL has a significant impact. AL
blocks the activation on the anterior side of the left atrium. The left appendage is thus only
activated from the posterior side, resulting in a significant increase in activation time (around
50 ms in both models) (see Figures 4.6d and 4.6e). The ablation PVI + BL does not significantly
alter the excitation sequence but inactivates a large portion of left atrial tissue on the roof (see
Figure 4.6f and Table 4.4). The ablation lesion PVI + CFAE leads to small inhomogeneities
in the activation on the anterior and posterior side and a slight increase in activation time (see
Figure 4.6g). For Model 2, the results of the activation sequence are similar apart from the natural
prolongation of the activation time due to the increased size of the atria.

Figure 4.7 shows the computed time-volume curves of the left atrium until left atrial peak
systole for both Models 1 and 2 with the basic ablation line combinations. The plots show that
for all ablation lines the time from the onset of contraction to peak systole are identical except
for the combination PVI + AL. Additionally to the already stated delay at peak systole for PVI +
AL (see also Table 4.4, the descent of the volume curve is less steep, i.e. in comparison to other
ablation lines the ejected blood volume is at all time points lower. These observations can be
seen in the volume curves for both Model 1 and Model 2.
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

Figure 4.6: Isochrones of the propagation wave in sinus rhythm for Model 1 without ablation
and with generic ablation lesions. A schematic representation of the ablation lesions
is given at the top of each model, which shows the left atrium with the left atrial
appendage (LAA) and the four pulmonary veins (circles) from an epicardial latero-
dorsal view. The red lines represent the ablation lesions. (a) Activation without abla-
tion lesions; (b) PVI; (c) WACA procedure; (d) PVI + AL; (e) PVI + MIL; (f) PVI
+BL; (g) PVI + CFAE ablation. 69
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Figure 4.7: Computed volume curve for (a) Model 1 and (b) Model 2. The curves end at their
peaks systole, i.e. maximal contraction of the atria. Shown in the plots are the volume
curves for no ablation (blue), PVI (red), PVI + AL (green), PVI + MIL (black), PVI
+ CFAE (purple) and PVI + RL (yellow).

Table 4.4 summarizes the results for all ablation approaches in terms of the change (∆) in EF
due to ablation lesions is compared to the baseline model without ablation and a healthy sinus
rhythm.

Figure 4.8 depicts the results for all ablation concepts ordered by ∆EF. It shows that the
more extensive the ablation approach, thus electrically isolating more tissue, the greater is the
reduction of left atrial output. In both models the ablation pattern including AL inactivated a
larger portion of tissue and decreased left atrium (LA) EF more than the combination with MIL.

In Figure 4.9 the amounts of ablated tissue and inactive tissue are plotted against ∆EF. Model
1 shows a strong correlation (correlation coefficient R2 = 0.98) between inactive tissue and
∆EF and a weaker correlation (R2 = 0.75) between ablated tissue and ∆EF. The correlations
for Model 2 show similar behavior for inactive tissue and ∆EF (R2 = 0.85), and ablated tissue
and ∆EF (R2 = 0.88).

4.3.2 Imperfect Ablation Lines

To study the effect of imperfect ablation lines, we perform additional simulations with gaps at
different locations in the AL and MIL.

In the AL we include gaps in the upper part, in the middle part and in the lower part of the
line and in the MIL we include a gap in the middle of the line (see Figure 4.10). Figure 4.11
shows the activation pattern of the PVI and the PVI + AL ablation concept in comparison to
a PVI + AL ablation with gaps on different locations. Figure 4.12 shows the activation pattern
of the ablation concepts PVI, PVI + MIL without a gap and PVI + MIL with a gap. The gaps
have an average thickness of 3 mm and go through the entire thickness of the wall. They are
modeled as healthy tissue. A complete AL slows the activation of the LAA significantly, while
a gap in the line reduces the activation time to a certain level, depending on the location of the
gap. The gap in the middle part of the AL reduces the activation time of the LAA the most; the
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Figure 4.8: Plot for all combinations of ablation lines for (a) Model 1 and (b) Model 2 including
the change of EF percentage points (pp), the ablated volume (%) and the inactive
volume (%). From left to right ∆ EF increases.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Plot of ablated tissue (%) against ∆EF percentage points (pp) for Model 1 (blue
rectangle) and Model 2 (purple diamond) for all combinations of ablation lines. (b)
Plot of inactive tissue (%) against ∆EF pp for Model 1 (blue rectangle) and Model 2
(purple diamond) for all combinations of ablation lines.

Figure 4.10: Gaps in the ablation lines. For Model 1 (top) and Model 2 (bottom) three gaps in
the anterior line (a, b, c) and one gap in the mitral isthmus line (d) are tested. The
gaps are situated in the upper part of the AL (a); the middle part of the AL (b) and
the lower part of the AL (c); and in the mitral isthmus line (d).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 4.11: Activation time for the atria with PVI ablation (a) and PVI + AL ablation (b) in
comparison with the activation times for the PVI + AL ablation concept with gaps
in the AL. (c) gap in the upper part of the AL, (d) gap in the middle part of the AL
and (e) gap lower part of the AL.

gap in the upper part of the AL reduces the least. This behavior is also visible in the atrial output
curves (see Figures 4.13a and 4.14a). The volume curve for the PVI + AL ablation with a gap
in the middle part is steeper than the curve of the ablation with a continuous AL. A gap in the
MIL does not significantly alter the activation pattern, since the MIL itself does not change the
activation pattern. However, an impact on the ejection fraction is visible. Since more contractile
tissue exists, the atrial output is bigger when including a gap in the MIL (see Figures 4.13b and
4.14b and Table 4.5). The results obtained with Model 1 are analogous as with Model 2.

4.3.3 Reduced Conduction Velocity

In diseased atria it may appear that the conduction velocity is reduced due to, for example, the
presence of fibrosis. To investigate the influence of a reduced conduction velocity on the con-
tractility of the left atria we perform additional simulations with different diffusion coefficients.
We apply a homogeneous reduction of the diffusion coefficient in all atrial tissue, see e.g., Ref-
erence [204] for taking into account uniform gap junction remodeling. As there exist many types
of atrial remodeling [313] we study three different reductions of the diffusion coefficient, i.e.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.12: Activation time for PVI ablation concept (right), PVI + MIL (middle) and PVI +
MIL with a gap in the mitral isthmus line.

Table 4.5: Ejection fraction (EF) of left atria with a gap in the ablation lines for different ablation
concepts for Model 1 and Model 2.

Ablation lines
Max. atrial
output [ml] EF [%] ∆EF pp

Time max
contraction [s]

Model 1
No Ablation 18.7 20.68 0 0.2588
PVI+MIL 15.2605 16.871 45 3.806 677 0.2576
PVI+AL gap top 14.8486 16.416 07 4.262 058 0.262
PVI+AL gap middle 14.9819 16.563 44 4.114 687 0.2586
PVI+AL gap bottom 14.8366 16.402 81 4.275 325 0.2598
Model 2
No Ablation 25.4 15.77 0 0.2716
PVI+MIL 22.109 13.743 57 2.023 398 0.2708
PVI+AL gap top 21.269 13.2214 2.545 565 0.278
PVI+AL gap middle 21.594 13.423 43 2.343 536 0.274
PVI+AL gap bottom 21.52 13.377 43 2.389 537 0.2766
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Figure 4.13: Volume curves for Model 1. (a) AL with gaps on top t, middle m and bottom b of
the line. (b) MIL with a gap.
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Figure 4.14: Volume curves for Model 2. (a) AL with gaps on top t, middle m and bottom b of
the line. (b) MIL with a gap.

75, 50, and 25 %. Figure 4.15 shows the activation map for Model 1 for the ablation concepts
PVI, PVI + AL, and PVI + MIL for the different diffusion coefficients. Decreasing the diffusion
coefficient leads to a prolongation of the activation time, which is more clearly visible in the
ablation strategy PVI + AL (Figure 4.15 (middle row)). In Figure 4.16 the volume over time is
plotted for the ablation concept PVI + AL for different diffusion coefficients until the moment of
maximal contraction. One can see that the time of maximal contraction is delayed, additionally
also the minimal volume is bigger. Thus with decreasing conduction velocity the ejection frac-
tion decreases too, see Figure 4.16a. Note that the result with a reduced diffusion coefficient is
qualitatively the same as for the result with the larger diffusion coefficient besides the fact that
the differences between the ablation concepts are bigger. The detailed results for all diffusivities
and ablation lines for both models are summarized in Table 4.6.
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Figure 4.15: Activation time for Model 1 for the left atria with the diffusivities 0.6 mm2/ms,
0.45 mm2/ms, 0.3 mm2/ms and 0.15 mm2/ms (form left to right) and the ablation
concepts PVI, PVI + AL and PVI + MIL (from top to bottom).

4.4 Discussion

We developed a coupled electro-mechano-hemodynamic model of atria which could be used pre-
operatively to gain additional information about atrial function and possible clinical outcomes
for several options of radiofrequency ablation. While previous computational models of atrial
ablation investigated electrical propagation, this study focuses on left atrial ejection performance
depending on the activation pattern. With our model we calculated the electrical, mechanical and
hemodynamic response of two patient-specific atrial geometries with different ablation lines.
This multiphysical coupling allows to investigate influences of the electrical activation on the
succeeding myocardial contraction and pressure development. A prolonged activation time for
AL ablation is noticeable due to the delayed activation of the left atrial appendage (see Figure
4.6). This time delay is reflected in a delayed peak systole (see Figure 4.7). In the aspect of
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Figure 4.16: Volume curves for Model 2 for the AL with gaps (a) and MIL with a gap (b).

successful therapy outcome this time delay of peak systole is important since delayed left atrial
contraction is a known cause of poor left-sided atrio-ventricular coupling. If the time delay is
too large it could happen that the start of LA appendage outflow occurs after the beginning of
ventricular contraction. This on the other hand may lead to adversely affected left atrial transport
function and to electrical and mechanical remodeling [312, 323, 324].

Our model is able to verify that ablation concepts which isolate larger portions of the left atrial
tissue lead to a stronger decrease in the active contraction of the atrium. In the non-dilated model
the LA EF decrease has as strong correlation with the percentage of inactive tissue, while in the
dilated model the correlation is slightly less distinctive.

The results indicate a linear correlation between the change in EF and the amount of inactive
tissue (see Figure 4.9). In the non-dilated atrium the strong linear correlation of the decrease of
EF with the amount of inactive tissue indicates that rather the spatial extension than the location
of the ablation line is the key aspect impacting the mechanical performance of the atria after
ablation. A recent clinical study [83] based on magnetic resonance imaging, demonstrated the
correlation between the extent of scar tissue after radiofrequency ablation and decrease in LA
EF, consistent with our findings. The difference between Model 1 and Model 2 in the reduction
of EF can be explained by the fixed width of the ablation line used in the simulations. This results
in a lager percentage of ablated tissue in small atria, see Model 1.

Investigating the differences in the atrial mechanical output with simulations of imperfect lines
confirms that atrial EF is mainly proportional to the amount of remaining contractile tissue after
ablation.

The results in diseased atria are qualitatively the same as in atria with normal conduction
velocity. However, in the case of a reduced conduction velocity the contractility of the chamber
is also reduced and moreover the differences between the ablation concepts are more relevant.
This motivates further studies about the proper choice of the ablation strategy taking also into
account mechanical and hemodynamical criteria.
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Table 4.6: Ejection fraction (EF) of left atria with different diffusion coefficients for the basic
ablation concepts PVI, PVI + AL and PVI + MIL for Model 1 and Model 2.

Diffusivity
[mm s−1]

Ablation
lines

Max. atrial
output [ml] EF [%] ∆EF pp

Time max.
contraction [s]

Time
activation [s]

Model 1
0.6 No ablation 18.70 20.68 0 0.26 0.12

PVI 15.66 17.31 3.36 0.26 0.12
PVI + AL 14.65 16.20 4.48 0.26 0.17

PVI + MIL 15.09 16.69 3.99 0.26 0.12
0.45 PVI 15.60 17.25 3.43 0.27 0.14

PVI + AL 14.50 16.03 4.65 0.27 0.19
PVI + MIL 15.04 16.63 4.05 0.27 0.14

0.3 PVI 15.49 17.12 3.55 0.28 0.16
PVI + AL 14.20 15.70 4.98 0.29 0.23

PVI + MIL 14.94 16.51 4.17 0.28 0.16
0.15 PVI 15.18 16.78 3.90 0.31 0.21

PVI + AL 13.29 14.69 5.99 0.32 0.31
PVI + MIL 14.65 16.20 4.48 0.31 0.21

Model 2
0.6 No ablation 25.36 15.77 0 0.27 0.15

PVI 22.91 14.24 1.52 0.27 0.15
PVI + AL 21.14 13.14 2.63 0.28 0.2

PVI + MIL 21.86 13.59 2.18 0.27 0.15
0.45 PVI 22.78 14.16 1.61 0.28 0.17

PVI + AL 20.81 12.93 2.83 0.29 0.23
PVI + MIL 21.73 13.51 2.26 0.28 0.17

0.3 PVI 22.53 14.01 1.76 0.30 0.2
PVI + AL 20.15 12.52 3.24 0.31 0.27

PVI + MIL 21.50 13.37 2.40 0.30 0.2
0.15 PVI 21.84 13.58 2.19 0.34 0.26

PVI + AL 18.20 11.31 4.45 0.36 0.36
PVI + MIL 20.86 12.97 2.80 0.33 0.26

pp percentage points

4.4.1 Clinical Significance

For the aspect of atrial arrhythmia this chapter demonstrated that the computational framework
can be used for investigating the difference between various ablation concepts. From the clin-
ical point of view there is currently no general evidence that favors particular ablation lines
[49, 77, 175]. The impact on the hemodynamic performance predicted by multiphysics model-
ing could be used as additional pre-operative criteria for choosing the ablation concept. However,
the computational framework can also be used, besides atrial arrhythmia, for other cardiac in-
silico studies. The model is able to compute electrophysiology coupled with cardiac mechanics
and hemodynamics. Thus, the model is perfectly suited to investigate cardiac disease and treat-
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ment that are based on electrophysiological propagation. Besides common cardiac arrhythmia,
left bundle branch block (LBBB) is a cardiac disease originating from an abnormality in the
electrical conduction. The computational framework described in this chapter can also be used
to investigate and validate cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT), for example on the place-
ment of the device. CRT is the treatment option for LBBB and other dissynchronized ventricular
contraction.

Using electrical remodeled cell model parameters with the computational framework we can
investigate the occurrence of arrhythmia in the presence of fibrosis, the termination with certain
ablation lines, and the effects on the mechanical and hemodynamical performance. Is the contrac-
tion performance of the atria reduced, for example during atrial arrhythmia or after an extensive
ablation procedure, thrombus formation is possible. Mostly thrombosis occurs in the left atrial
appendage (LAA). With our computational framework we can investigate the mechanical per-
formance of the LAA and evaluate the ejection of the LAA under different electrophysiological
conditions.

4.4.2 Limitations and Perspectives
This study considered the three main aspects of the atrial physiology, namely the electrical prop-
agation, the tissue contractility and the hemodynamic feedback. The blood pressure was repre-
sented using a lumped parameter model and hence spatial variations of the flow behavior inside
each chamber are neglected. Further investigations could analyze the effect of different ablation
lines on the flow behavior of the blood in the left atria, the left atrial appendage and the mitral
valve to study possible clot formation for minimizing stroke risk in AF [370].

Since the focus of this study was to evaluate the hemodynamic performance of the left atria
under different ablation concepts where only the geometry was taken patient-specific, all other
model parameter are chosen from the literature, what allowed to obtain activation patterns and
atrial pressures in a physiological range. However, to use our model for predictive purposes
it is necessary to adapt the parameter to patient-specific atrial properties and future work may
also include the estimation of constitutive tissue properties using clinical measurements and data
[37, 64, 206, 207, 234, 240] assimilation approaches. In any case, the sensitivity of the model’s
output to the physical parameters (constitutive constants, fiber directions, wall thickness vari-
ability, etc.) should be estimated using uncertainty quantification techniques as it was done for
example for abdominal aortic aneurysm [40]. An effective probabilistic framework used in car-
diac electrophysiology was developed and applied for estimation patient-specific parameter in
[201]. An important work has of course to be later carried out in investigating if these uncertain-
ties may influence the clinical decision associated to the model’s output.

In this study we did not take into account the role of fibrotic tissue and fibrosis in dilated
atria and around ablation lesions. Fibrosis could lead to a slowed propagation of the electrical
signal and to different propagation patterns if the distribution of the fibrosis is not homogeneous.
Fibrosis would also influence contractile properties of the atria and thus deviating hemodynamic
performance is expected.

Additionally, remodeling of the atrial myocytes after long-lasting fibrillation would lead to
changes in the electrical and contractile properties of the atria. The impact of atrial myocyte re-
modeling on the electrophysiology and the mechanical performance of the atria was investigated
by Adeniran et al. [2] but without taking into account the effect of ablation lines. In this study, we
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assumed that after the ablation procedure all remodeling of the myocytes is reversed after some
time. Since the focus of this study was at long-term performance, we did not investigate the
hemodynamic performance immediately after the surgical intervention where remodeled atrial
myocytes are still present. Investigating the influence of partially remodeled atria could be an
aspect of further studies.

A further interesting and clinically relevant application of our sophisticated multiphysics
framework is to study the effect of incomplete ablation lines on mechanical performance, which
is known to lead to complicated electrical propagation patterns and reentrant waves.

Two improvements of the computation model to make it more suitable for clinical practice
are described in the following chapters. First, since the electrophysiology computation are nu-
merically challenging and require the usage of very fine discretization we implemented a new
numerical discretization method, which allows the usage of adaptive high-order polynomial or-
ders and thereby a reduction of degrees of freedom (see Chapter 5). Additionally, to reduce
manual work for the creation of the patient-specific geometry we build a framework to equip the
geometry with fibers in an automated way (see Chapter 6).

4.5 Closure
This chapter described the computational model developed. To demonstrate the importance and
the benefit of our model for clinical practice, we investigated the impact of standard ablation
strategies on the mechanical performance of the atria. We showed that our model can be used
pre-operatively to supply the surgeon with additional information. All possible radiofrequency
ablation strategies can be applied, tested and evaluated with our computational model. The out-
come of the simulation provides insights in atrial function, namely the electrical propagation,
mechanical performance and hemodynamical feedback, when using a certain ablation concept.
Additionally, we demonstrated that our model can also be used to investigate and compare ab-
lation concepts in terms of the existence of a correlation between tissue and ejection fraction.
Thus, we could show a strong linear correlation between inactive tissue and ejection fraction and
a less strong correlation between ablated tissue and ejection fraction.
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5 An Adaptive Hybridizable
Discontinuous Galerkin Approach
for Cardiac Electrophysiology

Cardiac electrophysiology simulations are numerically challenging due to the propagation of a
steep electrochemical wave front and thus require discretizations with small mesh sizes to obtain
accurate results. In this chapter, we present an approach based on the Hybridizable Discontinuous
Galerkin method (HDG), which is an efficient approach to high-order accuracy. HDG allows to
reduce the overall degrees of freedom in the final linear system to those only on the element
interfaces. Additionally, we propose a rule for a suitable integration accuracy for the ionic current
term depending on the polynomial order and the cell model to handle high-order polynomials.
Our results show that for the same number of degrees of freedom coarse high-order elements
provide more accurate results than fine low-order elements. The discontinuous function space of
the HDG method has additionally the advantage of the simple usage of p-adaptive methods, thus,
we present an efficient p-adaptive strategy for accurately tracking the wave front. Introducing p-
adaptivity further reduces computational costs while maintaining accuracy by restricting the use
of high-order elements to resolve the wave front. For a patient-specific simulation of a cardiac
cycle p-adaptivity reduces the average number of degrees of freedom by 95% compared to the
non-adaptive model. In addition to reducing computational costs, using coarse meshes with our
p-adaptive high-order HDG method also simplifies practical aspects of mesh generation and
postprocessing.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1 we summarize the elec-
trophysiology model problem and recall the CG and HDG discretization approaches. We then
discuss the strategies used for the calculation of the ionic current term with focus on high poly-
nomial degrees of the function spaces. In Section 5.2 we detail the setups of the numerical exper-
iments and the cell model we use, and exemplify the ionic current integration rule for a specific
cell model. We also determine a practical choice for the stabilization parameter in HDG. The
numerical results comprise an academic geometry for benchmarking purposes and a simulation
on a patient-specific heart, where both CG and (p-adaptive) HDG methods are assessed.

5.1 Theory

5.1.1 Electrophysiology Equations

The classical monodomain model for the domain Ω ⊂ Rd is given in the following way (see
Section 3.5): Find the transmembrane potential u : Ω × (0, T ] → R and the gating variables
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w : Ω× (0, T ]→ Rm such that
χ(Cm∂tu− Iion(u,w)− Istim(t)) = ∇ · (D∇u) in Ω× (0, T ],

∂tw − g(u,w) = 0 in Ω× (0, T ],
n · (D∇u) = 0 on ∂Ω× (0, T ],

u(x, 0) = u0(x) in Ω,
w(x, 0) = w0(x) in Ω.

(5.1)

The physical (given) constants are: the ratio of membrane area per tissue volume χ, the local
membrane capacitance Cm, the electrical conductivity tensor D, the initial conditions u0 and w0,
the outward pointing unit normal vector n to ∂Ω. The given non-linear functions Iion : Rm+1 →
R and g : Rm+1 → Rm describe the total ionic current flow through the membrane of the
myocyte and the kinetics of the gating variables as defined by the cell model, respectively. Istim :
Ω × (0, T ] → R denotes the applied external stimulus current. Note that the stimulus current
Istim is ignored throughout the derivation of the discretization methods to improve readability,
since it has no influence on it.

5.1.2 Continuous Galerkin Approximation
In this section we describe the spatial discretization of Equation (5.1) by a Continuous Galerkin
approximation. As a first step towards the Continuous Galerkin formulation, we multiply the
equation with a test function ϕ ∈ V , with V ⊆ H1(Ω) a subset of the Sobolev space H1(Ω) =
W 1,2(Ω) := {v ∈ L2(Ω) : Dαv ∈ L2(Ω), |α| ≤ 1}, and integrate over the bounded domain
Ω ⊂ Rd

Cm

∫
Ω

∂tuϕ dx−
∫

Ω

Iion ϕ dx =
1

χ

∫
Ω

∇ · (D∇u)ϕ dx , (5.2)

where in the definition of the Sobolev space α = (α1, ..., αn) ∈ Nn is a multi-index and Dαv is
defined as Dαv = ∂|α|v

∂x
α1
1 ,...,∂xαnn

.
Let us assume a domain Ω and a triangulation Th of this domain with elements of characteristic

size h. We will denote each of these elements asK. Discretization with regard to the triangulation
equipped with piecewise continuous polynomials of degree p leads to the finite dimensional
space V p

h ⊂ V , defined as

V p
h = {v ∈ H1(Ω) : v|K ∈ Pp(K) for element K ∈ Th} , (5.3)

where Pp(K) is the set of polynomials of maximal degree p on a domainK. Integrating the right
hand side of Equation (5.2) by parts leads to the spatial approximation: find an approximation
uh(t) ∈ V p

h such that

Cm

∫
Th
∂tuh ϕh dx +

1

χ

∫
Th

D∇uh · ∇ϕh dx =

∫
Th
Iion(uh,w)ϕh dx , (5.4)

for all ϕh ∈ V p
h . This approximation is conforming. Note that, the gating variables w are not yet

discretized in this formulation. There exist different methods to approximate the ionic current
term Iion and to discretize the gating variables w. They are explained in detail in Section 5.1.5.
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5.1.3 Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin Approximation
The Discontinuous Galerkin approximation is non-conforming as opposed to the Continuous
Galerkin approximation. The finite dimensional solution space is not contained in the infinite
dimensional space V . The starting point for the DG method is the mixed formulation for the
diffusion term of Equation (5.1), i.e., Cm∂tu−

1

χ
∇ · q = Iion(u,w)

q−D∇u = 0
. (5.5)

The derivation of the HDG approximation is based on the work of Nguyen et al. [247] for the
linear convection-diffusion equation. For the spatial discretization, we define the finite element
spaces of piecewise discontinuous polynomials on the element’s volume

W p
h = {v ∈ L2(Ω) : v|K ∈ Pp(K)∀K ∈ Th} (5.6)

and on the element’s edges

Mp
h = {µ ∈ L2(Eh) : µ|e ∈ Pp(e) for face γ ∈ Eh} , (5.7)

with Eh the set of all interior and boundary faces e. An interior face between the two elements
K1 and K2 is defined as e = ∂K1 ∩ ∂K2 and a boundary face is defined as e = ∂K ∩ ∂Ω. With
these definitions we multiply the first and the second line of Equation (5.5) with test functions
ϕh ∈ W p

h and ψh ∈ [W p
h ]d, respectively. Integration over the element K and an additional

integration by parts leads to the weak formulation: find (uh,qh) ∈ W p
h × [W p

h ]d such that for all
elements K ∈ Th it holds

Cm

∫
K

∂tuh ϕ dx +
1

χ

∫
K

qh · ∇ϕ dx− 1

χ

∫
∂K

n · q̂h ϕ dx = IK ,∫
K

D−1qhψ dx +

∫
K

uh∇ ·ψ dx−
∫
∂K

λhn ·ψ dx = 0 ,
(5.8)

with IK(uh,w, ϕ) =
∫
K
Iion(uh,w)ϕ dx. Here, λh and q̂h are the so called numerical traces

over ∂K and n is the outward unit normal vector of ∂K. The trace variable λh ∈ Mp
h is single

valued on each face.

Note For the Local Discontinuous Galerkin (LDG) method the traces q̂h and λh are defined
explicitly using for example a central or upwind flux as

Central flux: λh = {{uh}}, q̂h = {{qh}}
Upwind flux: λh = {{uh}}+ β

2
JuhK, q̂h = {{qh}} − β

2
Jqh · nK (5.9)

where the vector β is mostly chosen as β = n or β = −n. The mean values and jumps are
defined as

{{u}} = u1+u2
2

, JuK = n1u1 + n2u2,
{{q}} = q1+q2

2
, Jq · nK = n1 · q1 + n2·q2,

(5.10)
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at the face γ = ∂K1 ∩ ∂K2 between the two elements K1 and K2.
For the HDG method we introduce a consistent penalization of the difference of uh and λh at

each face and thus consider numerical traces q̂h of the form

q̂h = qh − τ(uh − λh)n , on ∂K (5.11)

with the stabilization parameter τ . To close the system, we need an additional equation for the
trace variable, which consists in enforcing the jump across of the numerical trace of the flux q̂
along each edge e to be zero, i.e.,

Jq̂ · nK = 0, on all γ ∈ Eh . (5.12)

The extended system of equations corresponding to the HDG method can be written as: Find
(uh(t),qh(t), λh(t)) ∈ W p

h × [W p
h ]d ×Mp

h such that,

∑
K

(∫
K

Cm∂tuhϕ dx +
1

χ

∫
K

qh∇ϕ dx− 1

χ

∫
∂K

qh · nϕ− τ(uh − λh)ϕ dx

)
=∑

K

IK(uh,wh, ϕ)∑
K

(∫
K

D−1qhψ dx +

∫
K

uh∇ ·ψ dx−
∫
∂K

λhn ·ψ dx

)
= 0∑

K

(∫
∂K

qh · nµ dx−
∫
∂K

τ(uh − λh)µ dx

)
= 0

(5.13)

for all (ϕ,ψ, µ) ∈ W p
h × [W p

h ]d×Mp
h . The positive stabilization parameter τ has to be set by the

user and we will analyze its impact on the results in the numerical experiments. We can write
the system of equations after some simple manipulations as follows

m(∂tuh, ϕ)− b(ϕ,q) + a(uh, ϕ)− c(λh, ϕ) = f(uh,w, ϕh)
d(qh,ψ) + b(uh,ψ)− e(λh,ψ) = 0
e(µ,qh)− c(µ, uh) + h(λh, µ) = 0

(5.14)

with the bilinear forms and the non-linear functional f given by

m(u, ϕ) =
∑

K

∫
K
Cmχuϕ dx, d(q,ψ) =

∑
K

∫
K

D−1qψ dx,
a(u, ϕ) =

∑
K

∫
∂K
τuϕ dx, e(λ,ψ) =

∑
K

∫
∂K
λψ · n dx,

b(u,ψ) =
∑

K

∫
K
u∇ ·ψ dx, f(u,w, ϕ) = χ

∑
K IK (u,w, ϕ) ,

c(λ, ϕ) =
∑

K

∫
∂K
ϕτλ dx, h(λ, µ) =

∑
K

∫
∂K
τλµ dx,

(5.15)

for all (u,q, λ) and (ϕ,ψ, µ) in W p
h × [W p

h ]d ×Mp
h . Denoting the degrees of freedom U,Q,Λ

associated to the unknown discrete functions uh,qh, λh, respectively, we can write the resulting
system in matrix form as:M 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

∂tU∂tQ
∂tΛ

+

 A B −C
−BT D −E
−CT ET H

UQ
Λ

 =

F (U)
0
0

 (5.16)
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After time discretization, we use static condensation (Schur complements) on the element level
to reduce the global system size as it is usual in HDG [84]. For that purpose, we eliminate the
interior variables U and Q in an element-by-element fashion, so that the remaining degrees of
freedom are those of the trace variable Λ on the faces of Eh. The final matrix system looks then
as follows

KΛ = L (5.17)

with

K = H −
[
−CT ET

] [ A B
−BT D

]−1 [−C
−E

]
(5.18)

and

L = −
[
−CT ET

] [ A B
−BT D

]−1 [
F (U)−M∂tU

0

]
. (5.19)

5.1.4 Time Discretization
For both CG and HDG we use a semi-implicit method for the time discretization [115, 363],
which is very popular in computational electrophysiology. This method splits the system into
two steps. In a first step a backward Euler for the diffusive term, i.e. the first equation in Eq.
(5.1), is solved for tn+1, whereby the spacial derivative is evaluated at a time tn+1 and the ionic
current term Iion is evaluated at a time tn. In a second step the values Ũn+1 are used to solve the
system of ordinary differential equations (second equations in Eq. (5.1)) for the gating variables
w with a backward difference scheme.

• Step 1: Linear backward Euler for Ũn+1 with known Ũn and wn

M
Ũn+1 − Ũn

∆t
+

1

χCm
AŨn+1 − 1

Cm
Iion(Un,wn) = 0 . (5.20)

• Step 2: Linear backward Euler for wn+1 with known Ũn+1 and wn

wn+1 −wn

∆t
− g(Ũn+1,wn+1) = 0 . (5.21)

The value Ũ is depends on the discretization method, either it is simply U or it is defined in a
more complex way (see the following paragraph).

For the CG and the HDG methods the matrices M and A are defined differently. For the CG
method they are defined as

Mji =
∫
Th
ϕihϕ

j
h dx and Aji =

∫
Th

D∇ϕih · ∇ϕ
j
h dx (5.22)

for ϕih, ϕ
j
h ∈ {ϕkh : k = 1 . . .mCG} basis of V p

h and mCG = dim(V p
h ). Additionally, the term

Ũ = U in the CG case is defined as U = (U1, . . . , Un)T with uh =
∑
Ukϕk ∈ V p

h . For the HDG
method the matrix M is defined as

M =
[
M 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

]
, Mji =

∑
K

∫
K
Cmχϕ

iϕj dx, (5.23)
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for ϕi, ϕj ∈ {ϕk : k = 1 . . .mHDG1} basis of W p
h and mHDG1 = dim(W p

h ). The matrix A is
defined as

A =

[
A B −C
−BT D −E
−CT ET H

]
. (5.24)

The matrix entries of A are given in relation to Equation (5.15) by

Aji =
∑

K

∫
∂K
τϕiϕj dx, Dji =

∑
K

∫
K

D−1ψiψj dx,
Bji =

∑
K

∫
K
ϕi∇ ·ψj dx, Eji =

∑
K

∫
∂K
µiψj · n,

Cji =
∑

K

∫
∂K
ϕiτµj dx, Hji =

∑
K

∫
∂K
τµiµj dx,

(5.25)

for ψi,ψj ∈ {ψk : k = 1 . . .mHDG2} basis of [W p
h ]d and mHDG2 = dim([W p

h ]d) and µi, µj ∈
{µk : k = 1 . . .mHDG3} basis of Mp

h and mHDG3 = dim(Mp
h). The term Ũ is defined as Ũ =

(U,Q,Λ)T in the HDG case with

uh =
∑
Ukϕk ∈ W p

h , U = (U1, . . . , UmHDG1
)T

qh =
∑
Qi=1,...,3
k ψki=1,...,3 ∈ W

p
h , Q = (Q1, . . . , QmHDG2

)T

λh =
∑

Λkµk ∈Mp
h , Λ = (Λ1, . . . ,ΛmHDG3

)T
(5.26)

with Qk = (Q1
k, Q

2
k, Q

3
k)
T and ψ = (ψ1, ψ2, ψ3)T , for d = 3.

5.1.5 Ionic Current Approximation
Due to its non-linearity, there exist several methods to approximate the element integral of the
ionic current term Iion in Galerkin formulations for cardiac electrophysiology

IK =

∫
K

Iion(u,w)ϕ dx (5.27)

with both u and ϕ given through spatial polynomial functions of degree p, see e.g. [131, 203, 280]
and references therein. In the CG approximation we have u, ϕ ∈ V p

h and in the HDG case
u, ϕ ∈ W p

h . In both discretization methods it holds u|K ∈ Pp(K) and, thus, the ionic current
term IK over one element K can be approximated using the same methods for both, CG and
HDG.

For the approximation of the ionic current term there exist two different approaches. The first
one projects the non-linear ionic current term Iion into a suitable space V p̃

h , so that the term can
be written as

Iion(u,w) ≈
∑

Iiθ
i , (5.28)

with θi ∈ {θk : k = 1 . . .mp̃1} basis of V p̃
h , mp̃1 = dim(V p̃

h ), and Ii ∈ R. Since it holds that
Ii ∈ R the values Ii can be factored out of the integral and additionally the integral and the
sum can be interchanged. To do so, this approach leads to a computationally efficient matrix
multiplication of the form

IK = N(I1, . . . , Im)T , (5.29)
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and is thus referred to as matrix-based assembly. The matrix N is defined as

Nji =

∫
K

θiϕj dx , (5.30)

with ϕj ∈ {ϕk : k = 1 . . .mp̃2} the basis of V p
h and mp̃2 = dim(V p

h ). When using this approach
the order of the polynomials p̃ is mostly chosen the same as p̃ = p the order of the approximation
of the potential u or the gating variables w, which will be defined later in this section. To increase
computational speed an additional option is to lump the matrix N , so that only diagonal entries
remain.

The second approach approximates the integral of the ionic current term Iion using integration
rules as

IK ≈
bK∑
`=1

α`Iion(u(q`),w(q`))ϕ(q`) , (5.31)

with α` the quadrature weights and bK the number of integration points on the element K.

Approximation of the Gating variables For the gating variables w different approxima-
tions are possible. For an polynomial order p̂ the gating variables can be approximated using
w ≈

∑
wiϑi with ϑi ∈ {ϑk : k = 1 . . .mp̂} basis of V p̂

h , mp̂ = dim(V p̂
h ). However, the

gating variables are non-diffusing approximations which avoid spacial interpolation. For both
approaches, the matrix-based assembly and the approach using integration rules, holds, if the
non-diffusing gating variables w are defined on appropriate points and no spacial interpolation
is needed. For the first one, using a nodal basis {θi : i = 1, . . . ,mp̃1} for V p̃

h , for which holds
θi(xj) = δij ∀i, j for set of associated nodes {xi : i = 1, . . . ,mp̃1} [46], w needs to be defined
on the nodes xi. Thus, the gating variables w are approximated with the the same polynomial
order as the ionic current term. For the second approach w needs to be defined on the integration
points ql. However, it is also possible to approximate the gating variables with its own polyno-
mial order p̂ different than the polynomial order of the ionic current term p̃ and the order of
the action potential p. This makes an interpolation or a suitable projection necessary, but it can
reduce computational cost since the gating variables have to be solved only on the nodes and
not on every integration points. Note that according to [16] the polynomial order of the gating
variables and the ionic current term needs to be high enough, i.e. p̂, p̃ ≥ p, to assure the full
convergence rate for high-order polynomials.

In this work, the number of quadrature points bK is chosen depending on the polynomial de-
gree p of the finite element spaces on elementK. Concretely, assuming that Iion has the potential
u involving polynomial expressions in u of degree up to kion, we propose to choose the quadra-
ture order to integrate exactly polynomials of degree p(kion + 1), since the integral in the weak
form comprises not only Iion(u) but also the test function. For the integration rule we do not take
into account the additional non-polynomial terms in the model, e.g. the Heaviside function. Note
that for high-order curved geometry descriptions there could still be a small integration error, but
it is expected to be of higher order than the discretization error. For the numerical examples we
use hexahedral and tetrahedral elements with appropriate intergration rules. An example will
be shown in Section 5.2.2. Note that keeping track of w` and Iion in quadrature points can be
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interpreted as a polynomial approximation of at least degree d((kion + 1)p + 1)/2e − 1 in the
discontinuous setting by Lagrange polynomials through the integration points.

We want to remark that other ionic current approximations could also be used, e.g. where the
gating variables are stored at the degrees of freedom of the finite element approximation of the
potential. However, additionally investigating the effect of the type of ionic current approxima-
tion is out of the scope of this work.

5.1.6 p-Adaptivity for HDG

The HDG method allows for a straightforward adaption of the degree of the polynomial basis
functions since different polynomial degrees between neighboring elements can be indepen-
dently chosen. A key ingredient is to apply a proper error indicator for selecting the local poly-
nomial order. In this work we choose a simplified version of the error indicator presented in [17]
based on the jump of the gradient of the potential across the face γ. Therefore, on each element
K the error indicator for the time step n is defined via the numerical gradient on the faces q̂ as

enK =
∑
γ∈∂K

‖q̂nγ · n‖2
L2(γ)

1

Aγ
(5.32)

with Aγ the surface area of the face. Then the new degree on the element is calculated via

pnK = pn−1
K + d 1

ω
ln

(
eK
etol

n−1
)
e (5.33)

for a constant ω = 1.66 according to [17], which is estimated from convergence rates of high-
order CG elements, and a given error tolerance etol. This value leads to satisfactory results, that
were also quite insensitive to slight variations.

The adaption of the polynomial degree is calculated for each element independently, while
the polynomial degree of the face is defined by the higher of the two polynomial degrees of the
elements sharing this face.

5.2 Numerical Experiments

5.2.1 Academic Problem Setup

In our test we use a modified version of the problem setup from [248]. The geometry corresponds
to a myocardial tissue cuboid of size 12 mm × 4 mm × 2 mm, see Figure 5.1a. To start the
propagation of the electrochemical wave we use the initial condition

u(x, 0) = 0.5(1− tanh(1000(x− 2))), (5.34)

shown in Figure 5.1b.
Given that our study focuses on the investigation of different spatial approximations of the

problem, we restrict the cardiac electrophysiology problem to the model of Bueno-Orovio et al.
[52], which is able to reproduce important physiological properties, e.g. action potential curves
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x
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y

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Myocardial tissue slab. (a) Rectangular domain (12 mm× 4 mm× 2 mm). The time
difference in activation is measured between the two red points P1 and P2 (x1 =
6 mm, y1 = 2 mm, z1 = 2 mm and x2 = 10 mm, y2 = 2 mm, z2 = 2 mm). (b) Initial
condition.

and upstroke velocities, with only three gating variables and three ionic currents. The model is
given as

∂tũ = ∇ · (σ∇v)− Iion(ũ,w),
∂tw1 = (1−H(ũ− θw1))(w1,∞ − w1)/τ−w1

−H(ũ− θw1)w1/τ
+
w1

,
∂tw2 = (1−H(ũ− θw2))(w2,∞ − w2)/τ−w2

−H(ũ− θw2)w2/τ
+
w2

,
∂tw3 = ((1 + tanh(kw3(ũ− uw3)))/2− w3)/τw3 ,

(5.35)

with H(·) the Heaviside function. The transmembrane potential u is related with the dimension-
less variable ũ as u = 85.7ũ− 84. The computation of the ionic current Iion is as follows

Iion(ũ,w) = Ifi + Iso + Isi,
Ifi = −w1H(ũ− θw1)(ũ− θw1)(uu − ũ)/τfi,
Iso = (ũ− u0)(1−H(ũ− θw2))/τ0 +H(ũ− θw2)τso,
Isi = −H(ũ− θw2)w2w3/τsi.

(5.36)

and with the definitions of the functions

τ−v = (1−H(ũ− θ−v ))τ−v1 +H(ũ− θ−v )τ−v2 ,
τ−w = τ−w1

+ (τ−w2
− τ−w1

)(1− tanh(k−w (ũ− u−w)))/2,
τso = τso1 + (τso2 − τso1)(1− tanh(kso(ũ− uso)))/2,
τs = (1−H(ũ− θw))τs1 +H(ũ− θw)τs2,
τs = (1−H(ũ− θo))τo1 +H(ũ− θo)τo2,

w∞ = (1−H(ũ− θo))(1− ũ/τw∞ +H(ũ− θo)w∗∞,

v∞ =

{
1 u < θ−v
0 ũ > θ−v

.

The parameter values, which can be adapted to model different cell types, can be found in the
original work [52]. In the present study we choose the epicardial parameter values (see Table
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uo uu θv θw θ−v θo τ−v1

0 1.55 0.3 0.13 0.006 0.006 60
τ−v2 τ+

v τ−w1 τ−w1 K−w uw− τ+
w

1150 1.4506 60 15 65 0.03 200
τfi τo1 τo2 τso1 τso2 kso uso

0.11 400 6 30.0181 0.9957 2.0458 0.65
τs1 τs2 ks us τsi τw∞ w∗∞

2.7342 16 2.0994 0.9087 1.8875 0.07 0.94

Table 5.1: Epicardial model parameter values.

5.1). If not indicated otherwise, the diffusion coefficient is chosen as σ = 0.1 mm2/ms. The
time step is chosen as ∆t = 0.1 ms, and different mesh sizes are used as indicated for each
experiment.

To compare the results we calculate the conduction velocity cv in all simulations by mea-
suring the activation times (acttime(·)) of point P1(6, 2, 2) and point P2(10, 2, 2) (see Figure
5.1a) and with the distance between the two points obtain the conduction velocity via cv =
‖P2−P1‖/(acttime(P2)−acttime(P1)). We define the activation time as the time when the volt-
age is larger than 1.7 mV, which is equivalent to the value of 1 for the dimensionless variable u in
the chosen cellular model. The converged conduction velocity amounts to around 0.73 mm ms−1.

5.2.2 Choice of the Ionic Current Integration Formula
Here we briefly describe the application of the rule defined in Section 5.1.5 to the ionic model
[52]. We identify the maximal polynomial degree of u in the model as kion = 2 through Ifi.
Therefore, we choose the number of quadrature points bK such that polynomials of degree d

d = (kion + 1)p = 3p (5.37)

are exactly integrated.
We need a definition of an integration rule for the ionic current term that varies with the

polynomial order. This necessity is visualized in Figure 5.2 for σ = 0.1 mm ms−2 and τ =
1 mm ms−1 and h = 1 mm. We observe, in general, two types of issues arising when a fixed
number of integration points is chosen. The first issue is a propagation block, which means that
no propagation takes place. This could happen if the ionic flow from the neighboring element
is not sufficient to reach the threshold for the self depolarization in an element. It occurs in
our examples when the polynomial degree is increased above a certain value, see e.g. the case
bK = 1, 8, 27 in Figure 5.2a. For one integration point (bK = 1) only at polynomial degrees zero
and one the propagation takes place. For bK = 8 propagation takes place until degree three and
for bK = 27 no propagation occurs for degree six, eight, nine, twelve and thirteen. The second
issue is observed with bK = 27 where the interaction between different computational errors,
for example the insufficient integration of the ionic current term and coarse meshes, could lead
to a propagation for some polynomial degrees (6,10 and 11) but with incorrect results. This is
the second issue. In the above mentioned cases for bK = 27 and every time for bK = 64 for high
polynomial degrees a propagation takes place but the computed conduction velocity is incorrect,
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Figure 5.2: Conduction velocity plotted over the polynomial degree p for varying number of inte-
gration points bK . (a) Comparison between different constant numbers of integration
points. (b) Comparison between adapted number of integration points and a large
constant number.

since the error in the computation of the ionic current dominates. This can be observed in the
oscillating behavior of the computed conduction velocity for increasing polynomial degree (see
Figure 5.2a).

Note that considerably increasing the number of integration points (e.g. bK = 8000) leads to a
smooth convergence curve with respect to an increase of the polynomial order. However, using
too many integration points results in an increased computational cost without a significant gain
in the accuracy of the results. Finally, the adaptation of bK in dependence of the polynomial
order as defined in Equation (5.37) is able to give convergence at a much lower cost (see Figure
5.2b). However, for polynomial degree one for the adapted integration points, the conduction
velocity is lower than expected. This is due to the additional non-polynomial terms in the model
in the calculation of the ionic current term. For low order p = 1, we experimentally determined
that using integration exact to degree 3 is not accurate enough. Thus, we tested a stricter rule for
the integration points so that polynomials of degree d

d = (kion + 2)p = 4p (5.38)

are exactly integrated. This stricter rule (Equations (5.38)) solves the problem with low polyno-
mial degrees but it has almost no influence for the computation with higher polynomial degrees
(see Figure 5.2b). Hence, to reduce the computational cost for high polynomial degrees we de-
cided to use the rule from Equation (5.37) for high order polynomials, but for p = 1 we use the
rule defined in Equation (5.38) so that in any case at least polynomials of degree 4 are exactly
integrated, i.e.

d =

{
3p , p > 1

4p , p ≤ 1
. (5.39)
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Figure 5.3: Conduction velocity (cv) plotted over the element size h for σ = 0.1 mm2/ms. The
HDG solution for large τ is the same as the CG solution.

5.2.3 Choice of the Stabilization Parameter

In this section we study the influence of the HDG stabilization parameter τ on the solution
quality. First, from Equation (5.11) we can observe that a large stabilization parameter τ → ∞
forces the solution uh to be continuous, therefore reproducing the CG solution. This is verified
in Figure 5.3, where the solutions are almost identical and thus the curves are the same.

Figure 5.4 presents results for different electrical conductivities σ in a wide range of values
of physiological interest [196, 290]. Firstly, we can see that with increasing polynomial order p
the influence of the stabilization parameter decreases. In Figure 5.4a only h = 0.5 mm is plotted
since propagation for h = 2 mm takes place only for larger polynomial degrees. In all plots in
Figure 5.4 it is visible that for larger τ , the conduction velocity is overestimated and for smaller
τ it is underestimated. A small τ could also lead to the case that no propagation takes place.
This propagation block can be seen in the plots, when no value for the conduction velocity is
plotted. Decreasing the element size also leads to a decrease of the influence of the stabilization
parameter. Nevertheless, over- and underestimation is still visible for high and low stabilization
parameters, respectively.

In Figure 5.5 the results for a more detailed range of τ = 0.1 to 1 mm/ms (5.5a) and τ = 1 to
10 mm/ms (5.5b) are plotted. We conclude that a reasonable value for the stabilization parameter
τ for a wide range of physiological diffusivities and element sizes is τ = 1 mm/ms using the
minimal cell model [52]. For other cell models the behavior of the stabilization parameter can
be easily tested in a similar fashion. Note that one should not use too low polynomial degrees to
ensure only a small dependence on τ .

5.2.4 Time Discretization

For the sake of completeness, we briefly present the results of a time step refinement for a
polynomial order of p = 2. In Figure 5.6 one can see the conduction velocity for different
combinations of spatial and temporal refinement. For temporal refinement we consider time
steps of ∆t = 10−1, 10−2, 10−3 and 10−4 ms and for spatial refinement element size of h = 2, 1,
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Figure 5.4: Conduction velocities for different HDG stabilization parameters τ and diffusion
coefficients σ.
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Figure 5.5: Detailed analysis of the influence of the stabilization parameter τ for σ = 0.1.
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Figure 5.6: Conduction velocity plotted over the element size h and the time step ∆t for a poly-
nomial order of p = 2. The range from the element size is h = 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25 and
0.125 mm and the time steps are ∆t = 10−1, 10−2, 10−3 and 10−4 ms.

0.5, 0.25 and 0.125 mm. With a time step of ∆t = 0.1 ms the solution is not yet fully converged
in terms of temporal errors. However, decreasing the time step does not change the convergence
behavior of the general solution. Thus, analyzing different spatial discretization methods can be
done on a coarser time step, without missing important characteristics of the solution. Figure 5.6
shows that with the semi-implicit time discretization, the conduction velocity is overestimated
for a coarse element size, while for a large time step it is underestimated.

5.2.5 Convergence and Efficiency Analysis with h and p
Refinement

Next we analyze the change in conduction velocity when decreasing element size and increasing
polynomial order for the HDG method for both tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes. Additionally,
we compare the HDG discretization method with CG discretizations in more detail. For the HDG
method we use a stabilization parameter τ = 1 mm ms−1 (see Section 5.2.3). For both methods,
HDG and CG, the rule for the integration points for the ionic current is adapted to the polynomial
degree as defined in Sections 5.1.5 and 5.2.2.

To compare the results we record the number of degrees of freedom (ndof) and the number of
non-zeros in the system matrix (nnz), since they can be seen as the key factors for the calculation
time [130]. For the CG method, we consider these quantities directly from the discrete system
for the potential uh. In HDG we do it for the condensed system involving only the trace variables
Λh. We want to point out that for low order, HDG has more degrees of freedom than CG while
for high order, HDG has less degrees of freedom than CG, i.e., the ndof for HDG increases more
slowly with increasing order [130].

First, we compare the HDG and CG methods for hexahedral meshes. Both methods appear
to deliver similar results in terms of precision versus ndof and nnz (see Figure 5.7). It is also
evident that both ways, i.e., to increase the degree or to reduce the mesh size, are valid to better
approximate the conduction velocity.
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Additionally, our results suggest that to achieve a converged conduction velocity for HDG and
CG and independent of the mesh type, approximately the same number of degrees of freedom
and non-zero entries in the system matrix are needed, except for a polynomial order p = 0 in
HDG. For the ndof this can be seen in Figure 5.7a where the polynomial order is kept fixed and
the element size is decreasing, and more clearly in Figure 5.7c, where the element size is kept
fixed and polynomial order is increasing, and similarly for the nnz in Figure 5.7b and Figure
5.7d.

For the same number of degrees of freedom, if the result is approximated with high-order
elements instead of small sized lower order elements, the obtained conduction velocity is closer
to the exact solution (see Figure 5.8a). In terms of number of nnz, increasing the polynomial
order or decreasing the element size leads to the same result (see Figure 5.8b). Thus, the HDG
method becomes increasingly competitive as the polynomial degree is increased. For h = 0.5
the conduction velocity increases slightly at one point, although due to convergence behavior
the conduction velocity should decrease. The slight increase may happen as we measure only a
scalar value to identify the convergence of the solution. A coarse time step, a coarse mesh and the
averaging of the values around the measuring point could lead to small rounding errors, which
cause a slight change in the computed conduction velocity. However, the convergence behavior
of the overall problem does not change.

In Figure 5.9, we compare tetrahedral with hexahedral meshes. Note that for a fixed h, tetrahe-
dral meshes have a larger number of elements than hexahedral meshes. Although for a fixed h in
CG both mesh discretizations, hexahedral and tetrahedral, deliver the same ndof in the structured
mesh, in HDG (and particularly high order) the tetrahedral mesh involves a considerably larger
number of degrees of freedom. However, we can clearly appreciate that we roughly require the
same number of degrees of freedom and nnz with tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes for achiev-
ing similar precision, i.e., the precision is only depending on the ndof and is independent form
the element type. Note that for high-order tetrahedral elements we use optimized nodal sets, the
so called warp and blend points, to avoid ill-conditioned interpolation and negative impact on
linear solvers [153].

5.2.6 Results for p-Adaptivity
The previous results show that increasing the polynomial order in HDG is a very efficient way
to improve accuracy. In order take advantage of the latter fact and move towards more efficient
codes for computing wave propagation, as it has been postulated in previous works, it is obvious
to think about increasing the resolution at the wave front only. And the option of doing this in a
very convenient way, is one of our main motivations for using HDG. Therefore, we now show
the results of HDG using a p-adaptive approach.

We start the simulation with element order of p = 0 everywhere, define a maximal polynomial
order pmax, and apply the adaptivity strategy specified in Section 5.1.6. Figure 5.10 shows the
result of a p-adaptive simulation for element size h = 0.5 mm and pmax = 10. As expected, the
method selects a high polynomial degree at the position of the steep electrochemical wave front,
and after some time, when the wave has passed, the polynomial degree decreases again.

We now present in more detail the results for different values of h, pmax and etol in Table 5.2, by
comparing the error between computed conduction velocity and the exact one. The table shows
the error of the constant polynomial degree, p = pmax everywhere, and the adaptive polynomial
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Figure 5.7: Conduction velocity plotted over ndof and nnz. (a) and (b) show the conduction
velocity for the element sizes h = 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25 and 0.125 mm. (c) and (d) show the
conduction velocity for polynomial order p = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for HDG and p = 1
and 2 for CG.
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Figure 5.8: This is a closeup of the results for HDG from Figures 5.7c and 5.7d. The conduction
velocity for polynomial order p = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 is plotted.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between hexahedral (hex) and tetrahedral (tet) elements. The conduc-
tion velocity is plotted for element sizes of h = 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25 and 0.125 mm. The
difference between different element types is relatively small.
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Figure 5.10: Polynomial degree and action potential at time 6 ms. The element size is 0.5 mm
and the tolerance was chosen as etol = 10−4 (a) Distribution of the adaptively cho-
sen polynomial degree. (b) Action potential of the upper surface. At the steep elec-
trochemical wave front the polynomial degree is high.

degree until degree pmax. Note that the adaptive simulation always utilize the highest polynomial
degree. To identify the influence of the error tolerance we calculated the error indicator without
normalizing for three different element sizes h = 2, 1 and 0.5 mm, i.e., we use Aγ = 1 in
Equation (5.32). The tested error tolerances are etol = 10−2, 10−4 and 10−8 (see Table 5.2).
From Table 5.2 we can see that the error decreases with increasing polynomial degree for the
p-constant method for such a large tolerance. This is not the case for the p-adaptive method with
an error tolerance of etol = 10−2, i.e. p-adaptivity with a large error tolerance is not able to
reproduce the p-constant solution. Only for small element sizes and small polynomial degrees
the method is able to approximate the result of the p-constant method. Decreasing the error
tolerance leads to a better approximation of the p-constant result as it can be seen in Table 5.2
for etol = 10−4 and etol = 10−8. However, a smaller error tolerance increases the number of high-
order elements (Figure 5.11). For a coarse tolerance (e.g. etol = 10−2) the number of elements
with high order over time is small and it also decreases rapidly again. Decreasing the tolerance
increases the number of high-order elements and over time the decrease of the number of high-
order elements is slower (Figure 5.11). A further decrease of the tolerance etol = 10−8 results
in a large number of high-order elements without returning to low order once the wave front
has passed. The elements remain at high order until the action potential is returned to resting
potential (Figure 5.11). This results almost in a constant polynomial degree over time. Thus, the
smaller the error tolerance the more the constant method is approached.

Comparing different error tolerances for different element sizes shows large differences if the
error indicator is not normalized (Figure 5.12). For an error tolerance of etol = 10−4 the element
order does not decrease in the simulation with element size h = 2 mm. Using a normalized
error indicator calculation as stated in Equation (5.32) and an error tolerance of etol = 10−4

we can see that in all cases the polynomial degrees return to low order (Figure 5.12) and also
the difference between constant and adaptive method is small (Table 5.2). Figure 5.13 shows the
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Figure 5.11: Number of elements with polynomial order of p = 0 and p = 10 during a p-adaptive
simulation plotted over time. The element size is h = 0.5 mm.

p-const p-adaptive
etol 10−2 10−4 10−8 10−4 normalized
pmax error=|cv-cvexact| /cvexact

h = 2 mm

2 48.5% 52.62% 48.5% 44.37% 44.37%
4 25.12% 62.25% 22.37% 25.12% 34.75%
5 14.12% 89.75% 16.87% 14.12% 27.87%
7 10% 103.5% 22.37% 10% 10%
10 3.12% 44.37% 37.5% 3.12% 3.12%

h = 1 mm

2 19.62% 19.62% 19.62% 16.87% 19.62%
4 5.87% 1.75% 5.87% 5.87% 5.87%
5 1.75% 2.38% 1.75% 3.12% 1.75%
7 1.75% 7.88% 0.37% 1.75% 0.37%
10 0.37% 7.88% 0.37% 0.37% 0.37%

h = 0.5 mm

2 3.12% 2.38% 3.12% 3.12% 3.12%
4 1.75% 1.75% 0.37% 0.37% 0.37%
5 1.75% 14.12% 0.37% 0.37% 0.37%
7 0.37% 41.62% 0.37% 0.37% 0.37%
10 0.37% 62.25% 2.38% 0.37% 0.37%

Table 5.2: Comparison of the relative error to the exact conduction velocity of standard HDG
method with the p-adaptive method for different polynomial degrees and different
error tolerances etol. pmax is the maximal polynomial order allowed, h is the element
size and cv is the conduction velocity.
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Figure 5.12: Number of elements with polynomial order of p = 10 during a p-adaptive simula-
tion plotted over time for different element sizes h =2, 1 and 0.5 mm until a time
of 50 ms.

distribution of the polynomial degrees at different times for a calculation with a normalized error
indicator for a mesh with h = 0.5 mm element size. Slight differences in the polynomial order
along the width of the geometry are due to rounding errors. This asymmetry in the polynomial
order distribution arises only after many time steps due to accumulated effects of an integer
decision (which degree) from a continuous field that is almost the same (subject to roundoff). The
polynomial degree increases when the electrochemical wave arrives and after around 10 ms the
polynomial degree decreases again. Thus, our results verify that the error indicator calculation
according to Equation (5.32) is a good option for localizing high degrees to the elements close
to the wave front.
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(a) time 10 ms (b) time 17 ms

Figure 5.13: Polynomial degree distribution for two different time steps for a mesh with element
size of 0.5 mm and a normalized error indicator.

5.2.7 Computations on a Real Biventricular Geometry

To show the applicability of our method to real cardiac electrophysiology simulations, we use
our p-adaptive HDG implementation to solve the electrophysiological propagation problem for
a real human ventricle geometry. For this purpose we segmented the left and right ventricle from
magnetic resonance images acquired in a healthy 33 year old female volunteer, with a dual-phase
whole-heart 3D b-SSFP sequence [346] on a 1.5T Philips Achieva MRI scanner, acquisition
matrix 212x209x200, acquired voxel size 2 mm× 2 mm× 2 mm, repetition time 4.5 ms, echo
time 2.2 ms, echo train length 26 and flip angle 90o. The diastasis was used to generate the
computational mesh.

To investigate different levels of mesh refinement we use tetrahedral elements with a maximal
element size of 2 mm, 1 mm and 0.5 mm, which results in three meshes with 59 801, 393 302
and 2 904 351 number of elements, respectively. On real heart geometries mesh refinement leads
inevitably to a slight change of the geometry. Hence, we examined if the differences in the
geometry are strongly influencing the results, or coarser meshes with high-order elements are
able to reproduce the activation propagation accurately.

We initiate the propagation of the electrical wave with a stimulus current on the apex. The
maximal polynomial degree is set to five and at the beginning all polynomial degrees are set to
zero. For computational reasons we use the integration rule defined in Equation (5.37) in this
example for all polynomial degrees . The coarsest mesh shows a slightly faster activation than
the finer ones, while only very small differences are in the activation are visible between the two
finer ones (see Figure 5.14). The activation time of a sample point in the middle of the posterior
wall at the junction between left and right ventricle has been captured for the different levels of
refinement. The activation time of the sample point for the coarsest mesh is measured as about
40.7 ms, for the finer one about 45.4 ms and for the finest mesh about 46.3 ms.

When using non-adaptive HDG elements for the example with a maximal element size of
1 mm one would have during all time steps 17 739 225 ndof. In comparison, with the p-adaptive
HDG method we have between 844 725 minimal and 2 275 660 maximal ndof. The ndof averaged
over the whole simulation are depending of course on the particular case, i.e. the geometry, the
simulation time and the activation sequence influence the ndof over time. In our example for an
element size of 1 mm we show the average ndof until different specifications of the end of the
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specified simulation end time averaged ndof over time
end of activation 0.15 s 1 709 905
end of systole 0.3 s 1 278 179
diastasis 0.5 s 1 107 227
end of heart cycle 1.0 s 988 151

Table 5.3: Ndof averaged from start until given time, for the example with 1 mm maximal ele-
ment size.

simulation, e.g. the end of the activation or the end of the heart cycle. The averaged ndof can
be seen in Table 5.3. The average ndof decrease the longer the simulation lasts since only one
activation cycle is calculated and only around the wave front high polynomial degrees are used.
The decrease of the ndof is very useful, in particular when the calculated activation is coupled to
a mechanical simulation and the whole heart cycle is simulated. In this case the activation takes
place only in a short period of time, while the overall simulation takes much longer.

The electrophysiological simulation can also be coupled to mechanical simulations to calcu-
late electromechanics in the heart. The mechanical simulation is solved using continuous finite
elements, while for the electrophysiological simulation we use p-adaptive HDG discretization,
but both meshes are the same. We couple the mechanical simulation through the action potential,
which is stored for each element a the integration points. For more details about the coupling and
the mechanical simulation we refer to our work described in [172]. In Figure 5.15 the activation
time and the displacement at peak systole is shown for the ventricular geometry with a maximal
element size of 1 mm.

5.3 Closure

In this chapter we proposed and analyzed the use of an adaptive high-order Hybridizable Dis-
continuous Galerkin (HDG) method for efficiently calculating the electric propagation in human
hearts. As compared to classical DG method an HDG discretization reduces the degrees of free-
dom through static condensation on the element level, so that only the degrees of freedom defined
on the faces between the elements show up in the global system of equations. An advantage of
the HDG method (as well as for other DG methods) is the simple usage of spatially varying high-
order elements, due to the discontinuity between the elements that is captured through numerical
fluxes. An approach with high-order elements in turn additionally needs a good approximation
of the integral of the ionic current term. In this work we have defined a rule for a suitable integra-
tion accuracy depending on the polynomial order and the cell model selected by the requirement
to exactly integrate the leading current term. Furthermore we have defined and explained a prac-
tical choice of the stabilization parameter for the HDG discretization for the electrophysiological
problem. Comparing CG and HDG methods, we have seen a similar performance for low-order
elements, but an increase in efficiency for high-order elements.

The electrophysiology calculation is determined by a steep electrochemical wave front, which
travels through cardiac tissue. We proposed a simplification of an error indicator previously re-
ported to localize it and to define an error indicator, which can be used to suggest the appropriate
order of the element and in this way realize a p-adaptive HDG approach for cardiac electrophys-
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2 mm

1 mm

0.5 mm

Figure 5.14: Polynomial degree and action potential at time 0.05 s.
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(a) Activation time (b) Displacement

Figure 5.15: Activation time with isochrones at each 20 ms and the displacement at peak systole
at about 0.3 s for a real heart geometry with an element size of approximately 1 mm.

iology. In summary, HDG shows great potential to efficiently solve large scale electrophysiolog-
ical problems for complex geometries using coarse meshes and p-adaptive high-order elements,
which can be additionally coupled with cardiac mechanical simulations.
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6 Registration and Fiber Generation

Knowledge of appropriate local fiber architecture is necessary to simulate patient-specific elec-
tromechanics in the human heart. However, it is not yet possible to reliably measure in-vivo fiber
directions especially in human atria. Thus, we present in this chapter a method which defines the
fiber architecture in arbitrarily shaped atria using image registration and reorientation methods
based on atlas atria with fibers predefined from detailed histological observations. Thereby, it is
possible to generate detailed fiber families in every new patient-specific geometry in an auto-
mated, time-efficient process. We demonstrate the good performance of the image registration
and fiber definition on ten differently shaped human atria. Additionally, we show that characteris-
tics of the electrophysiological activation pattern which appear in the atlas atria also appear in the
patients’ atria. We arrive to analogous conclusions for coupled electro-mechano-hemodynamical
computations.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 6.1 the theory of reg-
istration and fiber interpolation is explained in detail. In Section 6.2 we first characterize the
method to define the fibers of the atlas atria. Then we describe the process of image registration,
fiber reorientation and fiber lifting to generate the fibers in the patient’s atria. We shortly describe
the electro-mechano-hemodynamical model, with which we simulate the functions of the atria
with defined and mapped fibers. In Section 6.3 we describe the results of the registration and
mapping procedure in comparison to the defined fibers. Additionally, we compare, analyze and
discuss the results of the electromechanical simulation with mapped fiber in all atria.

6.1 Theory

Image registration is important for digital image processing. It consists of aligning two images
of the same object. Image registration is used in many fields and for many different applications.
An important field is the medical sector, where image registration is for example used to fuse
images taken from different imaging modalities or to compare images taken at different time
steps. In the simulation sector it can be used to compare experimental data with simulation re-
sults and to estimate material parameter using inverse analysis [30, 42]. However, registration
can also be used to improve the geometrical model necessary for simulations. Transforming the
geometry of the heart of a patient to match the heart of the other patients is needed to transfer
spatial information available only in one geometry to the new heart automatically. More pre-
cisely, fiber orientation in the atria is not available in-vivo, due to thin structures in the atria and
insufficient image resolution. Additionally, defining fibers manually would increase the effort of
the model creation which would be an issue when doing a big study. Thus, image registration
techniques can overcome this issue while automatically or semi-automatically generating the
fiber orientations.
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6 Registration and Fiber Generation

The whole process of registration and fiber generation can be divided into three main differ-
ent steps. The first step is to compute a rigid or affine transformation using landmarks and the
iterative closest point algorithm, the second step is the registration process, and the last step is
the interpolation and fiber deformation.

6.1.1 Rigid Transformation
Two geometries are aligned by using rigid transformation. Thereby the source geometry is ro-
tated and translated to match the target geometry. Usually the optimization is defined in a least
square sense. Rigid motion as a first step of image registration is used if landmarks or corre-
sponding points are defined on source and target image that should be optimally aligned. The
following derivation is based on [18, 321]. Let S = {s1, s2, ..., snl} and T = {t1, t2, ..., tnl} be
corresponding landmarks in the source and target geometry, respectively, where si, ti ∈ Rd. For
a 3D geometry the dimension is d = 3. A rigid transformation is defined through a rotation R
and a translation b, so that the optimization is defined through

(R, b) = arg min
R∈SO(d), b∈Rd

nl∑
i=1

wi ‖ (Rsi + b)− ti ‖2 , (6.1)

where wi are weights and SO(d) is the group of all rotations in Rd. The translation b can be
neglected if the centroid of geometry is translated to the origin, such that the points are defined
as

xi := si − s̄ yi := ti − t̄ (6.2)

with

s̄ = 1∑nl
i=1 wi

∑nl
i=1wisi t̄ = 1∑nl

i=1 wi

∑nl
i=1witi (6.3)

Proof. To solve the optimization problem to find the optimal translation b, if the rotation R is
fixed, we need to find the roots of the derivative of D(b) =

∑nl
i=1wi ‖ (Rsi + b) − ti ‖2 with

respect to b. Thus,

0 = dD(b)
db

=
∑nl

i=1 2wi(Rsi + b− ti) =
= 2b

∑nl
i=1wi + 2R

∑nl
i=1 wisi − 2

∑nl
i=1witi .

(6.4)

Substituting Equations (6.3) into Equation (6.4) we get

b = t̄−Rs̄ . (6.5)

Using this relation in the objective function and the definition for the translated points (Equation
6.2) the optimization problem changes to

R = arg min
R∈SO(d)

nl∑
i=1

wi ‖ Rxi − yi ‖2 . (6.6)
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The optimal rotation can be computed as

R = V

 1
1

. . .
1

det(V UT )

UT (6.7)

with the covariance matrix S

S = XWY T =

 x1 x2 . . . xn




w1

w2

. . .
wn


 y1 y2 . . . yn

T

(6.8)

and the singular value decomposition S = UΣV T , where U and V are orthogonal matrices
describing rotations and Σ is a diagonal matrix describing scaling.

Proof. The minimization problem can be simplified as

arg min
R∈SO(d)

∑nl
i=1 ‖ Rxi − yi ‖2 = arg min

R∈SO(d)

∑nl
i=1wi

(
xTi xi − 2yTi Rxi + yTi yi

)
=

= arg min
R∈SO(d)

(
−2
∑nl

i=1wiy
T
i Rxi

)
= arg max

R∈SO(d)

(∑nl
i=1wiy

T
i Rxi

)
.

(6.9)

where the second step holds since the removed terms are not depending onR. Note that it holds,
as well

nl∑
i=1

wiy
T
i Rxi = tr

(
WY TRX

)
. (6.10)

Additionally, using the properties of the trace and Equation (6.8) and applying the singular value
decomposition on S = UΣV T this can be written as

tr
(
WY TRX

)
= tr

(
RXWY T

)
= tr (RS) = tr

(
RUΣV T

)
= tr

(
ΣV TRU

)
. (6.11)

Since V , R and U are orthogonal matrices also M = V TRU is orthogonal. The product of
rows or columns mj of the orthogonal matrix M are thus 1 = mT

jmj =
∑

imij
2. Hence, it

follows for all matrix entries |mij| ≤ 1 ∀i, j. To maximize tr (ΣM ) knowing about the orthog-
onality of M it means to set M as the identity matrix, because Σ is a diagonal matrix with
non-negative values and

tr (ΣM ) =
d∑
i=1

σimii ≤
d∑
i=1

σi . (6.12)

Hence, it holds I = M = V TRU ⇒ R = V UT . To prevent R to be a reflection (det(R) =
−1) instead of a rotation (det(R) = 1) the matrixM has to be defined as

M = diag
(
1, 1, . . . , 1, det(V UT )

)
.
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6 Registration and Fiber Generation

With the optimal rotation R, the optimal translation t can be computed with Equation (6.5).
Using the optimal rotation and translation the source geometry is transformed, i.e. all nodes ñi
of the source image are transformed onto the nodes nrg

i

nrt
i = Rñ+ t . (6.13)

6.1.2 Iterative Closest Point
To improve the alignment of the two geometries iterative transformations are performed. There-
for all nodes of the geometry are used for optimization. Since no node to node correspondence
between source and target image exists an adapted iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm is ap-
plied. An ICP algorithm can be divided into two steps: First, for each point of the initial source
geometry I0 the closet point of the target geometry is defined [38, 70]. In case of Finite Element
discretization the points can be associated with the nodes of the discretization. Since beforehand
an rigid transformation already took place the nodes of the source geometry I0 are the nodes nrg

i .
The second step consists of finding parameters which minimize the objective function f(p)

f(p) =
nn∑
i=1

‖ (A(p)x+ s(p))− y ‖2 (6.14)

where nn is the number of source points,

p = (t1, t2, t3, rx, ry, rz, hxy, hxz, hyx, hyz, hzx, hzy, sx, sy, sz)

contains the parameter defining the translation t(·), rotation r·, shear h(·) and resize s(·). The func-
tion s(p) can be defined as a translation vector s and the transformationA(p) as a transformation
matrixA as

s(p) = s =

t1t2
t3

 and A(p) = A = HRxRyRzS (6.15)

with the rotation matrices

Rx =

[
1 0 0
0 cos(rx) − sin(rx)
0 sin(rx) cos(rx)

]
,Ry =

[
cos(ry) 0 sin(ry)

0 1 0
− sin(ry) 0 cos(ry)

]
,Rz =

[
cos(rz) − sin(rz) 0
sin(rz) cos(rz) 0

0 0 1

]
(6.16)

and the shear and resize matrices

H =

[
1 hxy hxz
hyx 1 hyz
hzx hzy 1

]
and S =

[ sx 0 0
0 sy 0
0 0 sz

]
(6.17)

Depending on the requirements the transformation matrix can define a rigid transformation as
a rotation or resize and shear as an affine transformation. The optimization problem is solved
using the limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm [57, 219].
This algorithm is used to solve large scale unconstrained optimization problems, but requires
only limited memory. Using the optimal translation s and transformation A of the kth iteration
step, each node Xk of the source geometry Ik gets transformed via Xk+1 = AXk + s onto the
new node location Xk+1 and a new source geometry Ik+1 of the next step is defined. In a new
iteration the same steps, i.e. finding the closest points and minimizing the objective function, are
performed with Ik+1 as new input. This is done in an iterative way until the error between the
transformed source geometry and the target geometry is sufficiently small.
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6.1.3 Registration
The registration process is divided into two parts. The first one is the difference measure between
the two images and the second is the regularization. The regularization is necessary since the
registration is an ill-posed problem [233].

Image registration is the task to find an optimal transformation ϕ(X) of the source image,
which minimizes the difference to the target image. We denote the source image Is : Ω →
R and the target image as It : Ω → R where Ω ⊂ Rd with d ∈ {2, 3} for a 2D or 3D
image, respectively. To define the optimal transformation a definition of a distance measure is
necessary, which compares the transformed images to the target image. The registration problem
can then be defined as: given a distance measureD and two images Is and It find a transformation
ϕ(X) : Rd → Rd such that D(Is, It,ϕ) = min. However, this problem is ill-posed and needs
an additional regularization to overcome the ill-posedness.

We consider here only non-parametric image registration. A non-parametric transformation
cannot be represented with certain parameter. The transformation is defined as

ϕ(X) = X + u(X) , (6.18)

where u : Rd → Rd is a spatially varying displacement field. Additionally, the regularization S,
which is necessary to compute a stable solution, is considered to be a bilinear form based on the
L2(Ω)-norm, such that

S(u) :=‖ Bu ‖2
L2(Ω) , (6.19)

where B is a differential operator. With this additional definition the registration problem can be
redefined as: given a distance measure D, two images Is and It and a regularization parameter
α > 0 find a displacement u(X) such that

J (u) := D(Is, It,u) + αS(u) = min . (6.20)

In particular, in our registration process we use the sum of squared differences (SSD) as dis-
tance measure given by

D(u) :=
1

2

∫
Ω

(Is (X + u (X))− It)2 dX , (6.21)

and an elastic potential as regularizer given as

S(u) :=

∫
Ω

λ+ µ

2
‖ ∇ · u(X) ‖2 +

µ

2

d∑
i=1

‖ ∇ui(X) ‖2 dX , (6.22)

where λ and µ are the Lamé constants [48]. In contrary to Section 4.2.5 the elastic potential is
based on the linear elasticity theory since for the regularizer the assumption of small deforma-
tions and a linear material is sufficient.

To solve the registration problem we use a Gauss-Newton method [142, 259] together with
a multiresolution approach [213]. For the Gauss-Newton method the gradient of J needs to
be computed. Image registration deals with 2D or 3D images, which are defined on discrete
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cells and can be pixels or voxels. Thus, two ways exist for solving the optimization problem:
solve the optimization and then discretize or discretize the objective function and then solve the
optimization. The first approach leads to a nonlinear system of partial differential equations with
appropriate boundary conditions, which is then solved using discretization methods [118]. We
use the second approach, which follows the ideas of Haber et al. [141, 142]. Hence, the objective
function or more precise the differential operators of the function are discretized and then an
optimization problem is solved. The discrete version of the displacement uh is defined using a
collocated grid, i.e. everything is stored at the cell centers. The discretized form of the regularizer
S is defined as follows

Sh(uh) :=
λ+ µ

2
‖ ∇h · uh ‖2 +

µ

2

d∑
i=1

‖ ∇huhi ‖2 , (6.23)

with the discretized differential operators of the gradient∇h and divergence∇h· defined as

∇huhi = (∂h1u
h
i , . . . , ∂

h
du

h
i )
T and ∇h · uh =

d∑
i=1

∂hi u
h
i , (6.24)

where ∂hd is a finite difference defined between neighboring cells. The derivative of the regular-
izer is then the Navier-Lamé operator as

Shu(uh) = (λ+ µ)(∇h·)∇h · uh − µ∆huh =: Buh , (6.25)

with the standard discrete Laplace operator ∆h. The discretization of the SSD is as follows

D(uh) :=
1

2
‖ Is(uh)− It ‖2 (6.26)

with the derivative

Du(u
h) := Isu(uh)T (Is(u

h)− It) . (6.27)

Hence, the discrete objective function is defined as

Jh(uh) := D(uh) + αS(uh) (6.28)

The optimization problem is solved with a Gauss-Newton method [142, 259]. Therefore, in each
iteration step the gradient of the objective function (6.28) has to be computed as

Jhu(uh) = Isu (u)T (Is (X + u)− It (X)) + αBu . (6.29)

Afterwards, the system of linear equations has to be solved for ∆u

H∆u = −Jhu (6.30)

with the Hessian H = Isu (u)T Isu (u) + αB. Until the solution is below a tolerance the same
steps are performed with an updated value for uhk+1 = uhk + ∆u.
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Figure 6.1: Multigrid approach for the solution of the minimization problem.

6.1.3.1 Multiresolution approach

To improve the optimization method an additional usage of a multiresolution approach is advis-
able [213, 216]. From the binary images several levels of coarse grids are consecutively created
using convolution with a Gaussian smoothing function. The smoothed image is hereby resam-
pled to an image at a coarser scale with doubled voxelsize (see Figure 6.1. The minimization
starts at the coarsest level. The result of the minimization at level n is then linearly interpo-
lated to the grid at level n − 1 and this result is used as a starting point at the new level. This
minimization-interpolation steps are performed at each level until at the finest level, the original
binary image, the final transformation u∗ is determined.

6.1.4 Interpolation and Fiber Reorientation
The last step in the fiber estimation process is to transfer the fiber orientations from one geometry
to the new geometry. To do this, first the mesh is transformed with the initially computed rigid
R and affineA transformation with the corresponding translation t and s as

n = A(Rñ+ t) + s , (6.31)

where ñ are the original mesh nodes.
Then, the transformation ũ of each mesh node n is computed from the optimal transformation

u∗. This is done using inverse distance weighting for a certain number num of nearest voxel
centersXi for i = 1, . . . , num such as

ũ(n) =
1

w

num∑
i=1

wiu
∗(Xi) , (6.32)

with the weight wi of the ith neighbor defined as wi = 1
|n−Xi|2 and the sum of all weights

w =
∑num

i=1 wi.
Additionally, the deformation gradient F is calculated at each node using the rigidR and the

affineA transformation matrix and the Jacobian of the displacement field u∗ as

F = AR(I +∇u∗) . (6.33)

There exist two strategies to reorient the fiber direction, the first is the finite strain (FS) method
and the second is the preservation of principal directions (PPD) method [5]. The first strategy
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reorients the fiber direction using the rotational component R of the deformation gradient F =
RU , which is computed as

R = F (F TF )−
1
2 . (6.34)

The fiber f is then reoriented as

f ′ = Rf , (6.35)

with the new fiber orientation f ′.
In the FS strategy only the rotation is considered for the reorientation of the fiber direction,

while the shearing, stretching and non-affine deformations are not taken into account. For these
reasons we use the PPD principle, where the fiber direction is reoriented using the total defor-
mation gradient as

f ′ =
Ff

| Ff |
. (6.36)

When mapping not only one fiber direction but orientational information in form of a second
order tensor D, consisting of three directions f , n, and s and corresponding values λi defined
asD = λ1f ⊗f +λ2n⊗n+λ3s⊗s, the PPD strategy is more complex. The rotation matrix is
defined so that the principal direction is rotated using Equation (6.36), while the second direction
n is rotated so that it is perpendicular to the rotated principal direction f ′ and lays in the plane
spanned by f ′ and n′ = Fn

|Fn| (see [5]).
To map the fiber orientation of the deformed geometry to the new geometry again an inverse

distance weighting of the mesh nodes of the geometries is used (see Equation 6.32)

f̃ =
1

w

num∑
i=1

wif
′ . (6.37)

A last optional step to improve the result of the fiber orientation is to use harmonic lifting.
This means, that only on the surface of the geometry the fiber orientations are registered. The
surface fiber orientation of each node is then projected onto the tangential plane of this node as

f̃tan = (n× f̃)× n , (6.38)

with n the normal of the node.

6.1.5 Harmonic Lifting
Harmonic lifting is performed for each of the three components of the fiber vector f̃tan [239].
Thus, solve the partial differential equations to compute the fiber field

g(x) = (g1(x), . . . , gd(x))

for each component i = 1, . . . , d

∆gi(x) = 0 for x ∈ Ω

gi(x) = f̃ itan(x) for x ∈ ∂Ω ,
(6.39)

with Ω and ∂Ω the domain and the surface of the target geometry, respectively. Afterwards,
normalize the fiber directions using g̃ = g

‖g‖ .
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Figure 6.2: Processing pipeline for the registration and fiber estimation for the patients’ atria

6.2 Methods

In this section the methods are described to generate the atlas atria and based on the theory
of Section 6.1 the process of registration and fiber interpolation is explained. Additionally the
electro-mechano-hemodynamical model that is used for computation is explained shortly.

Several steps are necessary for the estimation of the fiber architecture in patient’s atria. Firstly,
an atlas atria with a physiologically detailed fiber architecture has to be created. This is done
once at the beginning and the atlas is then used for fiber estimation for all atrial geometries. For
each patient the following procedure is performed, see Figure 6.2. From medical imaging data,
a geometry is created, which is registered to the atlas. Then, the deformed atlas with reoriented
fibers is used to generate the fibers of the patient. Finally, the fibers are realigned so that they are
tangential to the surface and at last a harmonic lifting is performed.

At the end of this chapter we will also briefly describe how computations using an electro-
mechano-hemodynamical model are performed with the results of the fiber generation as geo-
metrical input.

6.2.1 Geometry Creation

To construct the geometry of a patient’s atria we use segmentation, design modification and
meshing tools. First, a surface representation is generated using the software Mimics (Materi-
alise, Leuven, Belgium). For this, the lumen of both atria is segmented manually so that the
endocardial surfaces are obtained. To generate the epicardial surface we extrude the endocardial
surface by 2 mm, which corresponds to an average thickness of the atrial wall [29]. Additionally,
we add an interatrial muscular bridge between the right and the left atrium, the Bachmann bun-
dle, to allow a physiological propagation of the electrical signal. Finally, we create a 3D volume
mesh with tetrahedral elements with a maximal element size of 0.9 mm using Gmsh [129]. This
leads to about two to three elements trough the atrial wall. Note that this does not pose accuracy
issues in the computations, since we use higher order spatial discretizations.
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(a) Posterior view (b) Anterior view

Figure 6.3: Fiber direction of atlas atria. The colors represent the regions with different fiber
directions.

6.2.2 Fiber Definition for Atlas Atria

For the atlas atria we define the fiber orientation using reported detailed knowledge of atrial fiber
structure [160]. The geometry of the atlas are the atria of a 71-old individual without known
cardiac pathological findings. The model was obtained from a cardiac CT image with a resolu-
tion of 0.4 mm× 0.4 mm× 0.8 mm. The atlas geometry is then created identically as any other
patients’ atria and as has just been described in Section 6.2.1.

To define the fibers in the atlas atria we divide the epicardial and endocardial wall of the left
and right atrium into regions with a constant fiber direction (see colored regions in Figure 6.3). In
doing so, we manually set the main fiber bundles crista terminalis, pectinate muscles, circumfer-
ential vestibule fibers and the Bachmann bundle. Additionally, also other prominent bundles and
fiber alignment in the right and left atrium are defined. In the right atrium endocardial and epi-
cardial fiber directions coincide, i.e. the fiber bundle direction is constant throughout the whole
thickness of the wall. In contrary, different fiber bundles throughout the thickness of the wall run
in the left atrium at the posterior wall. To model this we assign different fiber directions on the
epicardial and endocardial surface. After defining a fiber direction on each node on the surface,
we interpolate the fibers into the volume using harmonic lifting techniques [239]. The atlas atria
with fiber directions and the different regions can be seen in Figure 6.3.

6.2.3 Atlas Geometry Registration

The deformation of the atlas atria to the shape of the patients’ atria is done in two major steps.
First, an affine transformation is calculated and second the actual elastic registration process is
computed. The registration process is performed in MATLAB (Release 2017a, The MathWorks,
Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States)
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6.2.3.1 Affine Transformation

For the affine transformation, 13 landmarks on the atlas and the patients’ geometry are defined
around the orifices of pulmonary veins and around the valvular orifices to the ventricles and the
Bachmann bridge (Figure 6.4a). First, we compute a rigid motion that aligns optimally in a least
square sense the two sets of landmark points using Singular Value Decomposition (see Section
6.1.1). Note that the landmarks are only used for the rigid transformation, which is needed to
generally align the two geometries. Furthermore, three landmarks are sufficient for a unique
rigid transformation. Second, we perform an Iterative Closest Point affine registration for the
sets of all mesh points of the geometries (see Section 6.1.2). Figure 6.5a shows the atria of
Patient 1 and the atlas atria after calculating and applying the rigid and the affine transformation
to the atlas atria.

6.2.3.2 Registration

For the registration we use an algorithm which we already successfully used for material model-
ing and parameter identification of biological materials [30]. To use the registration methods for
a meshed geometry it is necessary to create a 3D voxel representation of the geometry. There-
fore, for each grid point we identify if it is located close to a mesh node and create a binary 3D
image out of them. The walls in the binary image are slightly thicker than the original walls in
the mesh. Nevertheless, this does not yield a problem, since the interpolation back to the mesh
nodes after the registration is performed with a weighted nearest neighbor principle. This means
that for every mesh node the final transformation is computed as a weighted mean over neigh-
boring voxel centers (see Section 6.1.4), which allows also without pointwise correlation a good
interpolation.

To match the atlas geometry to the patients geometry we create a 3D binary voxel represen-
tation of the atria with a voxel size of 0.6 mm (see Figure 6.4b). This is done for both the atlas
atria and the patient’s atria.

In Section 6.1.3 the theory of the registration is described. Applied to the atlas and the patient’s
atria it can be formulated as follows: We denote the image of the patient’s atria by Ip : Ω →
{0, 1} and the image of the atlas atria by Ia : Ω→ {0, 1}, where Ω ⊂ R3 is the 3D image cube.
We want to find a transformation ϕ such that the deformed atlas Ia is similar to the patient’s atria
Ip. We use the standard distance measure sum of squared differences (SSD), which is given by

D(ϕ) :=
1

2

∫
Ω

(Ia(ϕ(X))− Ip(X))2 dX, (6.40)

with ϕ(X) = X + u(X) and u(X) : R3 → R3 a spatially varying displacement field. To
overcome the inherent ill-posedness of the image registration problem [118], an elastic potential
as regularization S is added [142]. Therefore, we formulate the registration problem as: find a
displacement field u∗ such that

u∗ = arg min [D(u) + αS(u)] (6.41)

with the regularization parameter α > 0. We use a regularization parameter of α = 0.1 in this
work as suggested in [30]. To solve the optimization problem we use a Gauss-Newton method
[142]. Additionally we use a multiresolution approach (see Section 6.1.3.1). In our case we use
n = 4 levels of resolution.
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6 Registration and Fiber Generation

(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: (a) The landmarks defined on the atlas atria. (b) The binary image of the atlas.

6.2.3.3 Interpolation and Atlas Fiber Reorientation

The last step in the fiber estimation process is to transfer the fibers of the atlas atria to the
patient’s atria (see Section 6.1.4). To do this we first calculate the transformation of each mesh
node from the optimal transformation u∗ of the voxels. For each mesh node the nearest voxels
are determined. Using the transformation defined in these voxels, the transformation of the mesh
node is computed using the inverse distance weighting average of the voxel centers. Additionally,
the deformation gradient is calculated at each node using the affine transformation matrix and the
Jacobian of the displacement field u. To reorient the fiber directions, two strategies are possible,
the finite strain strategy and the strategy of principal directions [5]. The finite strain strategy uses
the rotational component of the deformation gradient to reorient the fibers. Whereas, the strategy
of preservation of principal directions takes also into account the deformation component of
the affine transformation. Thus, the whole deformation gradient is used for the reorientation.
We use the strategy of principal direction. To map the fiber orientation of the deformed atlas
atria to the patient’s atria we use again an inverse distance weighting of the mesh nodes of the
geometries. We map only the fiber orientation to the surface of the patient’s atria. Then we
project the fiber orientation to the tangential plane of the surface nodes and perform afterwards
a harmonic lift step to compute the fiber orientation in the interior of the atrial wall (see Section
6.1.5). To improve readability, for now on we will use the keyword mapped for the fibers, which
are generated on the patients’ atria through registration and interpolation techniques.

6.2.4 Electro-mechanico-hemodynamical Computations

The details of the electrophysiological, mechanical and hemodynamical models are described
in previous work [172]. For the electrophysiological part, we calculate the monodomain equa-
tions with the minimal cell model from [52]. The parameter set of the cell model is adapted
to reproduce atrial activation and a physiological action potential curve for the atrial cell ac-
cording to [212]. The diffusivity is assumed transverse isotropic with a diffusion coefficient of
σ1 = 0.1 mm2/ms in fiber direction and a diffusion coefficient of σ2 = 0.01 mm2/ms perpendic-
ular to it. To receive physiological propagation we use high-order Hybridizable Discontinuous
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6.3 Results

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.5: Atlas atria (blue) and patient’s atria (yellow) at different steps of the registration
process: (a) meshed geometry after affine transformation, (b) binary images after
registration and (c) the meshed geometry after the registration and interpolation to
the tetrahedral nodes.

Galerkin (HDG) methods [166] with a maximal order of five. For time discretization we use a
semi-implicit discretization [115, 363], i.e. linear terms implicit and the non-linear parts explicit
in time with at time step of 0.1 ms.

The mechanical model is coupled to the electrical model via the elecrical signal which trig-
gers the contraction. The model is based on nonlinear elastodynamic equations with a passive
and an active part. The passive material is modelled as nearly incompressible Mooney-Rivlin
material, while the active part is described by an active stress component [39, 66]. The maximal
active tension is defined as 100 kPa. The computation of the mechanical model is performed
using tetrahedral quadratic continuous finite elements for space discretization and a generalized-
α method for time discretization [79]. For the hemodynamical model we use a three-element
Windkessel model [319], which is coupled monolithically with the elastic myocardial wall.

6.3 Results

To demonstrate the performance of our method we investigate on one hand the difference be-
tween mapped and defined fibers and on the other hand we demonstrate the functionality of our
method on ten different patients’ atria. We enumerate the atria of the patients by Patient 1 to
Patient 10.

In the following part A, we show a comparison between mapped fibers and defined fibers. For
that, we manually define for Patient 1 the fiber orientation, performing the same steps as for the
atlas atria described in Section 6.2.2. Then, we first map the atlas fibers to Patient 1 and second,
we map the fibers of Patient 1 to the atlas atria. Afterwards, we compare the fiber orientations, the
electrophysiological activation and the mechanical contraction between the two pairs of mapped
fibers and manually defined fibers.

In the second part, the fiber orientation for ten differently shaped atria are generated and the
electrophysiological activation pattern and the contractions are computed.
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6 Registration and Fiber Generation

6.3.1 Comparison of Defined and Mapped Fibers

6.3.1.1 Fibers

The results of the fiber estimation in Patient 1 and the atlas are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7,
respectively. The mapped fibers are overall arranged in quite a similar way as the defined fibers
(Figures 6.6a and 6.6b). Between the superior vena cava and the inferior vena cava the fibers
in the crista terminalis are aligned longitudinally, while the pectinate muscles lay perpendicular
to them. Around the vestibulum and the orifices of the veins, the fibers run in circumferential
direction. Although the atlas atria has three pulmonary veins compared to four pulmonary veins
of Patient 1, the mapped fibers in this area run in circumferential direction around the orifices
in both cases (i.e. in case of the atlas registered to Patient 1 as well as in case of the Patient 1
registered to the atlas atria).

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.6: Patient 1 fibers. (a) Defined fiber orientations in Patient 1. (b) Mapped fiber orienta-
tion in Patient 1. (c) Difference in fiber direction between defined and mapped fiber
orientation. The difference is calculated as err = 1− |fTmappedfdefined|.
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Figure 6.6c shows that the error between mapped and manually defined fibers is small in
general (blue color), where larger differences are concentrated at the boundaries between differ-
ent fiber bundles. For example, the fiber bundle of the crista terminalis is shifted, i.e. it runs
a few millimeters further to the left in the mapped case (see Figures 6.6a and 6.6b), caus-
ing big differences in the error calculation (see Figures 6.6c, 6.7). The error is calculated as
err = 1 − |fTmappedfdefined|. Some differences are also visible at the boarders of the circumferen-
tial fibers around the veins.

Figure 6.7: Atlas fibers. Difference in fiber direction between defined and mapped fiber orienta-
tion.

6.3.1.2 Electrophysiology

In Figure 6.8 the results of the electrophysiological simulations are shown for the atlas atria and
Patient 1 atria. Here, the activation times obtained from mapped fibers and manually defined
fibers are compared. The overall activation pattern is very similar for both fiber architectures:
the signal travels fast along the crista terminalis, at the same spots the activation travels from the
right atrium to the left atrium, and the tip of the left appendage is activated at last. Moreover, in
both cases it is clearly visible that the activation of the left atrium occurs through the Bachmann
bundle. Differences in the activation can be seen at the borders of the fiber bundles (compare with
Figures 6.3 and 6.6), as expected due to the aforementioned differences in the fiber orientation.
Characteristics in the activation pattern which appear in the atria with defined fibers also appear
in the atria with fibers mapped from it. This can be seen for Patient 1, where the activation
sequence is analogous to the atlas atria with defined fibers (compare Figures 6.8a and 6.8e).

The transfer of the activation characteristics from the defined to the registered atria are also
visible in the activation time. The atlas atria with defined fibers and the Patient 1 atria with
mapped fibers take both longer to activate than the Patient 1 atria with defined fibers and the atlas
with mapped fibers (see Table 6.1). The maximal difference in activation time is for the atlas atria
around 18 % and for Patient 1 16 %. In the atlas atria the region with the biggest difference is the
tip of the right appendage, while for Patient 1 it is around the left appendage (see Figure 6.8).
These differences are acceptable due to the fact that they appear in the appendages of the atria,
which are less important for the ejection fraction (see next paragraph and Table 6.1).
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(a) Patient 1 mapped fibers (b) Patient 1 defined fibers

(c) Patient 1 activation time difference

(d) Atlas mapped fibers (e) Atlas defined fibers

(f) Atlas activation time difference

Figure 6.8: Results of electrophysiology simulations. Activation times of Patient 1 atria and at-
las atria with mapped fibers and defined fibers and activation time differences. The
difference is calculated as diff = |(activation time)mapped − (activation time)defined|.
(a) Activation time with mapped fibers for Patient 1. (b) Activation time with defined
fibers for Patient 1. (c) Difference between the activation times with mapped fibers
to defined fibers of Patient 1. (d) Activation time with mapped fibers for the atlas. (e)
Activation time with defined fibers for the atlas. (f) Difference between the activation
times with mapped fibers to defined fibers of the atlas atria.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1.3 Mechanical Contraction

The mechanical contraction is coupled with the electrophysiology via the transmembrane po-
tential. The results of the contraction between mapped and defined fibers for the atlas atria and
Patient 1 are shown in Figures 6.10-6.11. At the top of each figure the displacements are shown
at the time of maximal contraction of the right and left atrium, respectively. The contour plots in
the bottom of each figure show the contour of the atria at differently positioned slices through
the atria. Figure 6.9 shows the position of the slices. Slice 1, visualized in Figure 6.9a, cuts the
atria in the plane of the standard 4-chamber-view and Slice 2 (see Figure 6.9b) cuts the atria in
a plane parallel to the heart skeleton. We analyzed also the volume curves of the left and right
atrium over time until maximal contraction of each chamber (see Figure 6.12). Additionally, in
Figure 6.12 also the pressures in the right and left atrium are plotted. Only small differences in
the volume curves for the atlas atria with mapped and defined fibers are visible. The contraction
of the atlas with defined fibers is slightly faster than the contraction of the atlas with mapped
fibers due to the difference in electrical propagation speed.

To investigate the influence of the different activation we plotted the volume of actively con-
tracting tissue, i.e. the tissue where the action potential is above a threshold, over time. In the plot
the active tissue is compared for the atlas atria with defined fibers to the atlas atria with mapped
fibers. Figure 6.13a shows the right atrium and Figure 6.13b left atrium. It is visible in the plot
that for the right atrium slightly more tissue is active in the atrium with defined fibers than with
mapped fibers at the same time. This is consistent with the faster decrease in the volume curve
(see Figure 6.12a). The slight shift of the fibers of the crista terminalis on the posterior side of
the right atrium (see Paragraph 6.3.1.1) in the mapped case, leads to fibers in the thickened wall
of the crest not running along the crest. This is the reason for the folding near the terminal crest
during contraction of the right atrium (see Figure 6.11). Especially in Figure 6.11d the folding of
the terminal crest is visible. However, both mapped and defined fibers fold in the regions of fiber
orientation change. Differences in the displacement of the left atrial wall of the atlas atria during
contraction exist near characteristic shapes, which only exist in individual atria, for example, the
pronounced buckle in the inferior wall of the right appendage and the distinctive shape of the
tip of the right appendage. Since these characteristics are different and only present in individ-
ual atria, the registration process, especially the fiber interpolation, cannot map the correct fiber
directions in this regions. However, they are also not known from anatomical studies. In Patient
1 we have a very smooth shaped atria. The difference in displacements during contraction is
smaller between mapped and defined fibers (see Figures 6.10 and 6.11). Also the volume and
pressure curves, the ejection fraction and the time of maximal contraction are similar. Only the
displacement of the pulmonary veins, the caval veins and the left appendage, differ slightly. For
the atlas atria and the atria of Patient 1 characteristic values of the activation and contraction are
listed in Table 6.1.

6.3.2 Performance Study

In Figure 6.15 all patient’s atria with mapped fibers are shown. Although, the geometry of the
atria has a different shape in every patient, the registration is able to deform the atlas shape
to the correct patient’s shape. Additionally, the fiber architecture of the atria is well defined,
i.e. every atria has the same fibers bundles which run in the same directions, for example the
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(a) Slice 1

(b) Slice 2

Figure 6.9: Illustrating the slices through the atria which are used to show the contraction. (a)
Slice through the atria in the plane of the 4-chamber-view. (b) Slice through the atria
in a plane parallel to the heart skeleton.

crista terminalis, the pectinate muscles, the circumferential vestibule fibers etc. Unusual shapes
as in Patient 9 are handled well (see Figure 6.15h). Although the geometry has a bump on the
left atrium the fiber direction around it is smooth and also the pump is equipped with fibers.
Patient 5, which has an additional right pulmonary vein orifice has physiological fiber orientation
in the region of the pulmonary orifices (see Figure 6.15d). It is important to remark that no
unphysiological fiber orientations were detected.

The results of the electrophysiological simulations are shown in Figure 6.16, where the acti-
vation patterns of all patients’ atria are shown. It is visible, that the characteristics of the elec-
trophysiological activation pattern which appear in the atlas atria also appear in the patients’
atria. One example is the increased propagation speed due to circumferential vestibule fibers in
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(a) Mapped fibers (b) Defined fibers (c) View 1 (d) View 2

Figure 6.10: Deformation difference between mapped and defined fibers in the atria for Patient
1 at the time of maximal contraction of the left atrium (time = 0.31 s). (a) and (b)
Displacement of the atria for mapped and defined fibers. (c) and (d) Slices through
the right and left atrium in the plane shown in Figure 6.9a and Figure 6.9b, respec-
tively. The black contour shows the atrium in the relaxed state, the green contour
the contracted atria with defined fibers and the red contour line the contracted atria
with mapped fibers.

(a) Mapped fibers (b) Defined fibers (c) View 1 (d) View 2

Figure 6.11: Deformation difference between mapped and defined fibers in the atria for the atlas
atria at the time of maximal contraction of the left atrium (time = 0.35 s). (a) and (b)
Displacement of the atria for mapped and defined fibers. (c) and (d) Slices through
the right and left atrium in the plane shown in Figure 6.9a and Figure 6.9b, respec-
tively. The black contour shows the atrium in the relaxed state, the green contour
the contracted atria with defined fibers and the red contour line the contracted atria
with mapped fibers.

the posterior wall of the left atrium. When the signal reaches the fibers around the vestibule on
the posterior left atrial wall, the activation in circumferential direction around the vestibule in-
creases, which is recognizable due to a more or less distinct triangular shape of the activation
pattern in this region in each patient’s atria (see Figure 6.16). The signal travels from the right
atrium to the left atrium through the Bachmann bundle if the septum is small and the distance
between Bachmann bundle and other interatrial connections is big (see Figures 6.16a, 6.16d, and
6.16i). In other atria, the activation through the Bachmann bundle is less important, since other
interatrial connections are nearby (see e.g. Figure 6.16e, 6.16g, and 6.16h). Both scenarios are
physiological [226]. The region which is activated last is the left atrial appendage. However, the
overall activation time depends of course on the size and shape of the atria.
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Figure 6.12: Volume (V) and pressure (p) curves plotted over time of the right (R) and left (L)
atrium of Patient 1 and the atlas geometry for mapped fibers (map) and defined
fibers (def).

Figure 6.17 shows the contour lines of the atria of Patient 2-10 at end-systole. All atria per-
form a physiologically reasonable contraction. The volume and pressure curves until maximal
contraction are plotted in Figure 6.14. Despite the differences in volume of the atria, all atria
show physiological volume and pressure curves over time. The atrial geometries have been ob-
tained from patients receiving treatment for atrial arrhythmia, thus, some of the geometries are
dilated due to sustained atrial arrhythmia and atrial volume is high in some of the patients’ atria
(see Figure 6.14 and Table 6.2). Hence, these cases are a good test for our approach. However,
our method is able to register the atria and to transfer the fiber orientations although the volume
of atlas and patient’s atria varies significantly. Additionally, also with such dilated geometry, me-
chanical contraction can be computed without problems. The ejected volume increases slightly
with increasing atrial volume, but the ejection fraction decreases in dilated atria due to a high
initial volume (see Table 6.2).
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(b) Left Atrium

Figure 6.13: Volume of active contracting tissue over time for the atlas atria with defined and
mapped fibers

Table 6.1: Summary of electrophysiology and contraction outputs for defined and mapped fiber
orientations in atlas and Patient 1 geometries.

Activation

Time

[s]

Start

Activation

[s]

Max/Min

Volume

[ml]

EF

[%]

Max

Pressure

[mmHg]

Time Min.

Volume

[s]

Left

Atlas map. 0.338 0.098 90.2 / 65.7 27.6 17.8 0.349

Atlas def. 0.376 0.090 90.2 / 62.7 30.9 19.0 0.352

Patient 1 map. 0.317 0.076 43.1 / 26.3 39.5 14.7 0.313

Patient 1 def. 0.288 0.062 43.1 / 26.8 38.3 14.5 0.303

Right

Atlas map. 0.262 0 92.2 / 64.1 31.0 6.4 0.277

Atlas def. 0.277 0 92.2 / 62.3 33.2 6.5 0.274

Patient 1 map. 0.212 0 52.3 / 33.7 36.0 5.9 0.242

Patient 1 def. 0.212 0 52.3 / 33.3 36.7 5.9 0.236

6.4 Discussion

The proposed approach is able to register differently shaped atria to each other and to create
physiological reasonable fiber architecture for patient-specific geometries. We show this using
ten different human atria with various shapes. Geometric differences in the shape of the atria,
as for example the number of pulmonary veins, are handled well. The fibers can be reoriented
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Figure 6.14: Volume (V) and pressure (p) curves plotted over time of the right (R) and left (L)
atrium for Patient 2-10.

according to the deformation calculated in the registration process and applied to the patient’s
atria.

The activation sequence in the patient’s atria is similar to the sequence in the atlas atria, thus,
it is very important to have an exact fiber definition in the atlas atria.

Using the proposed pipeline to define the fiber orientation on the atria, an exact atlas atria
is needed. As the shape of the atria in patients varies very much, an atlas atria should be used
which itself is similar to the patient’s atria. Although, the method was able to handle a varying
number of pulmonary veins, for a better accuracy of the fiber definition at the pulmonary orifices
it is suggested to use an atlas with the common number of pulmonary orifices. As for atrial
arrhythmia simulations the pulmonary veins play an important role, it could be more convenient
to use different atlases with the appropriate number of pulmonary orifices.

Small differences in fiber orientation lead to small differences in the electrical activation pat-
tern. However, the mechanical contraction showed to be more sensitive to the fiber orientation.
Individual shapes of the atria, for example additional bulges, cause the registration to deform the
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Table 6.2: Maximal and minimal volume and ejection fraction for Patient 2-10
Left Right

Max/Min Volume [ml] EF [%] Max/Min Volume [ml] EF [%]
Patient 2 114.6 / 83.5 27.4 126.6 / 96.7 24.2

Patient 3 128.0 / 95.7 25.6 161.7 / 119.4 26.5

Patient 4 157.0 / 121.4 23.0 108.0 / 76.8 29.4

Patient 5 191.0 / 153.1 20.1 118.8 / 85.4 28.5

Patient 6 145.9 / 114.0 22.1 146.6 / 107.1 27.4

Patient 7 136.2 / 103.5 24.2 150.2 / 112.8 25.6

Patient 8 128.0 / 96.5 24.9 176.4 / 136.6 23.2

Patient 9 96.8 / 69.5 28.8 147.9 / 110.3 25.9

Patient 10 158.2 / 126.5 20.4 136.9 / 100.2 27.4

(a) Patient 2 (b) Patient 3 (c) Patient 4 (d) Patient 5 (e) Patient 6

(f) Patient 7 (g) Patient 8 (h) Patient 9 (i) Patient 10

Figure 6.15: Mapped fiber orientation for Patient 2-10.
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(a) Patient 2 (b) Patient 3 (c) Patient 4 (d) Patient 5 (e) Patient 6

(f) Patient 7 (g) Patient 8 (h) Patient 9 (i) Patient 10

Figure 6.16: Activation times for the patients’ atria Patient 2 to Patient 10 with mapped fiber
orientation.

(a) Patient 2 (b) Patient 3 (c) Patient 4 (d) Patient 5 (e) Patient 6 (f) Patient 7

(g) Patient 8 (h) Patient 9 (i) Patient 10

Figure 6.17: Displacements at maximal contraction of the left ventricle for Patient 2-10 in the
2-chamber-view. The black contour shows the relaxed atria and red contour shows
the contracted atria.
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atlas atria more to match the individual patient atria, which in turn could lead to strongly varying
fiber orientation in the bulges. However, since it is not possible to visualize the fiber orienta-
tion in-vivo in the atria, it is not measurable what is the correct fiber definition in these bulges
and which appear only in single individuals. Our registration algorithm is able to define fiber
orientation everywhere in the atria, i.e. also in bulges. However, to improve the performance of
the registration and fiber reorientation, different atlas atria could be used for different shaped
atria, for example from ex-vivo DTMRI [278]. With a similarity measurement between the atlas
atria and the patients’ atria, for instance the size of the deformation map of the registration, one
could find the most similar atlas to be used along with the proposed approach, which would then
lead to the most physiological results regarding the fiber orientation and, thus, the activation and
contraction.

6.5 Closure
A local fiber definition is important for patient-specific electrophysiological and mechanical
modeling of the atria. We presented a method to automatically define the fiber orientation on
arbitrarily shaped atria. To do so we use a single pair of atlas atria with a detailed predefined
fiber orientation. Using image registration techniques and reorientation methods we are able to
map the fibers to different atria, even if the shape of the atria differ significantly. The method
needs as input only the segmented geometry together with a few landmarks and does not require
additional user interaction. Our method is thus very convenient, especially if a study with many
individual atria is carried out. We compared the result of the fiber mapping with manually defined
fibers. The same fiber bundles were visible in defined and mapped atria and the performed elec-
trophysiology and contraction simulation showed similar results for defined and mapped fibers.
Using our registration method for fiber mapping to patients’ atria, the activation pattern of the
patients showed the same characteristics as the atlas. Thus, with a detailed atlas we have the
same activation properties also in patient’s atria. We demonstrated the good performance of our
method with ten different human atria. Different shapes of the atria are handled very well during
the registration process. The electrophysiological, contraction and hemodynamical simulation
with atria with mapped fibers showed physiologically reasonable results in terms of activation
pattern, spatial contraction, volume and pressure curves, and ejection fraction.
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7 Summary and Outlook

7.1 Summary

Cardiac simulations are becoming an important tool for understanding, diagnosis and clinical
treatment of heart diseases. Thus, the goal was to develop and improve a framework to simulate
the (patho-) physiological function of the heart.

Therefore, a framework was developed that can be used for cardiac simulations to evaluate
electrical, mechanical and hemodynamical performance of the cardiac system for healthy and
pathological cases. This model can be used to investigate different treatment options. To show
the functionality of the model, the focus was laid on the atria and cardiac performance for dif-
ferent treatment options for atrial fibrillation, since atrial fibrillation is the most common cardiac
arrhythmia and morbidity statistics reveal an increasing incidence.

First, a coupled electro-mechano-hemodynamical model to study cardiac performance was
developed. In a study on different treatment options for atrial fibrillation, it was shown that with
the model it is possible to evaluate and compare different ablation strategies under the aspect of
electrical propagation, contracting performance and hemodynamic response. For a patient un-
dergoing atrial ablation the model can be used beforehand to validate the different treatment
options. Using the simulation techniques, all ablation strategies can be tested before surgical in-
tervention utilizing the individual patient-specific shape of the atrial geometry. With the coupled
model it is possible to first investigate the electrical propagation pattern, that varies depending
on the ablation lines, together with the overall activation time. Second, it is possible to simulate
the contraction, which is triggered by the electrical signal, to compute the mechanical perfor-
mance, the ejection fraction but also the intraatrial volume over time. With the simulations it
was shown that the volume curve over time is strongly depending on the activation pattern, and
thus, the ablation process. Improper ablation lines lead to a slowdown of the cardiac output and
a decrease of ejection fraction. Third, the hemodynamical model which is coupled to the struc-
tural deformation of the heart muscle provides additional details about the pressure development.
Thus, with the model it is possible to supply the medical doctors with additional information,
and hence, help to decide for the best treatment option. Additionally, standard ablation concepts
on different patients in the study were investigated, where a strong correlation between inactive
tissue and ejection fraction was verified. Also a tendency of one ablation line to be the worst in
terms of electrical propagation duration and ejection fraction was shown.

To make cardiac computations more valuable for clinical application it is necessary to im-
prove them in terms of efficiency, i.e. to reduce computational time and cost without loss of
accuracy. Electrophysiology simulation, which are numerically challenging due to the propaga-
tion of a steep electrochemical wave front, require very fine spatial discretizations. Therefore,
in this thesis the usage of an adaptive high-order Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method
for an efficient computation of cardiac electrical propagation was presented. The advantage of
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a discontinuous function space is the straight-forward implementation of high-order discretiza-
tions, which can be defined either globally for the whole domain or locally in a region of interest.
Additionally, the Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method allows a reduction of the degrees
of freedom by static condensation on element level to those defined on the faces, compared to
the standard Discontinuous Galerkin method. To investigate the performance of the Hybridiz-
able Discontinuous Galerkin method it was compared against the Continuous Galerkin method.
Thus, a similar performance for low-order elements, but an increase in efficiency for high-order
elements for the Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method was shown. However, when us-
ing high-order elements one faces additional problems came up regarding the ionic current term.
Therefore, a method to solve the ionic current integral with a suitable accuracy depending on the
polynomial order was proposed. The electrophysiology simulation is determined by the steep
wave front, and thus, in this thesis it was shown that high-order elements are only necessary
around the wave front. The same results can be achieved with a global high-order computation
as with a local time varying increase of the polynomial degree around the wave front. There-
fore, in this thesis a method to accurately track the wave front and adapt the polynomial degree
accordingly was presented. Adaptive high-order elements allow a reduction of the number of
degrees of freedom, which is very important for cardiac simulations including a whole heart-
beat. This was shown with a coupled electro-mechanical simulation considering a real human
biventricular geometry.

To improve cardiac simulation for clinical purpose, the patient-specific aspect needs to be
taken into account. An individual patient-specific geometry of the heart muscle can be extracted
from medical imaging devices. However, until now reliably in-vivo visualization of the patient’s
fiber orientations are not possible in human atria. Consequently, a physiological fiber definition
is essential for correct electrophysiology and contraction simulations. Therefore, in this thesis
a method to define fiber orientation on arbitrarily shaped atria was presented. With this method
it is possible to generate detailed fiber families in every new patient-specific geometry in an
automated, time-efficient process. The method is based on image registration and reorientation
methods and needs for input an atlas atria with fibers predefined from detailed histological ob-
servations together with a few landmarks, as well. It was shown in this thesis that the framework
is able to map the fibers to different atria, even if the shape of the atria differ significantly. Com-
puted electrophysiological, contraction and hemodynamical simulations based on this frame-
work showed physiological results. In a comparison between defined and mapped fibers, it was
shown that the same fiber bundles were visible and that the results of electrophysiology and
contraction simulation were quite well comparable. Thus, the automated, time and effort-saving
framework to define fiber orientation is very convenient.

To conclude, in this thesis a framework to compute electro-mechano-hemodynamical simula-
tions was developed, with the main focus on atria. Additionally, a method to improve electro-
physiology simulation due to the usage of p-adaptive high-order elements based on the Hybridiz-
able Discontinuous Galerkin method was proposed. Finally, a method to define fiber orientation
on arbitrarily shaped atria in an automated time-efficient process was developed. Using all the
presented components, it is possible to perform a study with many individual atria by computing
the atrial performance in an accurate and automated way.
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7.2 Outlook

In this thesis a model to compute electro-mechano-hemodynamical simulations in the atria with
mapped fiber definition and accurate computation of the electrophysiology was presented. With
such a model performance of various atria can be computed and investigated, for example with
respect to different clinical treatment options. However, in this thesis pathophysiology were only
taken into account in a limited way. When computing the mechanical performance of atria under
standard ablation concepts, healthy conduction velocity and reduced ones were tested. Long-
lasting fibrillation may lead to changes in the electrical properties, which could influence the
outcome of the ablation surgery. Different studies have investigated the influence of ablation
lines on the termination and non-termination of atrial fibrillation and to find the best possible
treatment [92, 295, 302–304, 336, 356]. However, none of them investigated the effect of atrial
fibrillation on the mechanical contraction performance. A study investigating also the contraction
was performed from Adeniran et al. [2], which did not take into account the hemodynamic
feedback. A future step is to determine the impact of atrial fibrillation on electro-mechanical
performance for different ablation lines, including perfect and incomplete ablation lines. In this
thesis, also incomplete ablation lines were investigated, however, without electrical remodeling
of the myocytes. Incomplete ablation lines can be a source of atrial fibrillation recurrence, which
was tested in [58, 92, 295, 302, 303] with electrophysiological models.

The process of atrial fibrillation occurrence and formation is not fully understood until now
and many questions remain to answer [244]. Arrhythmia leads to electrical and mechanical re-
modeling of myocytes and tissue, which itself promotes arrhythmia [7, 56, 376]. Single cell re-
modeling, which includes alternations in ion channel properties, needs to be included into tissue
models, where on the other hand structural remodeling takes place, which consists of integration
of fibrosis into atrial tissue. Computational models of electrical and mechanical remodeling can
help to understand the process and to improve clinical treatment.

Although, atrial fibrillation is the most common cardiac arrhythmia, other cardiac diseases
exist, which are worth simulating. Arrhythmia can occur also in the ventricle, which leads to
death if untreated [182]. Additionally, structural remodeling in the ventricle, which could lead
to heart failure, is an interesting aspect to model. Structural remodeling in the ventricle can oc-
cur after myocardial infarction, pressure or volume overload and myocarditis [85]. Computer
simulations of cardiac remodeling could predict structural remodeling and help patients to re-
ceive optimal treatment. Cardiac resynchronization therapy is an established therapy to treat
heart failure. However, the non-responder rate is high , and thus, an identification of patients that
are promising for a successful treatment, is necessary [22, 93, 289]. This is precisely the point
where computer simulations can help to improve the performance of the therapy. Simulation can
be used to predict the outcome of the treatment, optimize the placement of the pacing lead and
identify non-responders.

For investigating the mechanical contraction and the ejection fraction of the heart muscle a
lumped model for the blood flow is sufficient. However, to examine blood flow and to study the
effect of cardiovascular diseases regarding blood movement a full model of the fluid is necessary.
An interesting aspect when investigating blood flow and pathological processes are thrombus for-
mations. Thrombosis is a vascular disease where blood clots that could occlude the blood vessel,
are formed inside the vessels. Thrombosis could lead to myocardial infarction and stroke and
thus is a serious disease [125]. Atrial fibrillation is a leading cause of thromboembolic cerebral
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insults, since in patients with atrial fibrillation it is common that left atrial thrombus formation
occurs [148, 328]. A study suggesting that the shape of the left atrial appendage might influence
the formation of a thrombus during atrial fibrillation can be found in [374]. First computational
fluid dynamics simulations investigating the blood flow in the atrial appendage used previously
estimated motion of the atrial wall from medical images [273]. Fluid-structure interaction, where
the contraction of the atrial wall is triggered by the electrical stimulation, which is computed with
an electrophysiology model, is the next step. With this model different arrhythmia settings can
be tested and compared with respect to blood flow and thrombus formation and also the influence
of ablation lines on the blood dynamics can be analyzed.

The computational model, which was developed in this thesis incorporates the state of the art
understanding about cardiac function and behavior. However, experimental work and new studies
need to be carried out to increase the knowledge. This knowledge needs to be included into the
computational model. For example, experiments on the material behavior of cardiac muscular
tissue at different locations, e.g. left ventricle, right ventricle, atria, etc., and with fibrotic and
remodeled tissue, can improve the material model used in the simulation. Additionally, increased
knowledge about the pericardium and the pericardial sac would facilitate the understanding of
the bearing of the heart, which would be necessary to improve the boundary condition in the
computational model. Hence, computational modeling and experimental work have to go hand in
hand, influencing each other to provide a thorough understanding of the heart and its pathologies.

To improve the computational model not only general experiments are necessary, but also an
adaption of the model to take into account patient-specific requirements. The patient-specific
aspect is of highest priority, when considering the usage of the computational model to com-
pare treatment options. Throughout this thesis already individual patient-specific geometries of
the patient’s hearts were used. However accurate segmentation of the atrial geometry was done
thoroughout this thesis with major human involvement. Using more automated methods which
reduce user-workload but still can get accurate results for complex atrial geometries with decent
human interaction can be used to improve efficiency for the model generation as described in
[152]. With more detailed imaging devices in future also the information about patient-specific
fiber alignment could be incorporated into the model. Additionally, location of scar and fibrotic
tissue in remodeled and diseased hearts could be identified with contrast-enhanced cardiac mag-
netic resonance imaging [9]. Furthermore, using aspects of image-based modeling can create a
better foundation for the computational model. Thus, images of different medical image modali-
ties at different stages, e.g. before, during and after the ablation, provide additional information,
which could be used first to validate the model and later to improve the personalization of the
model [231, 232]. Including this information into the model would increase the accuracy of
the model, in particular when modeling arrhythmia and contraction. Of course, in addition an
accurate material model of the fibrotic tissue is necessary or a homogenized model for the fi-
brosis included uniformly between myocardial cells. During clinical examinations and surgical
treatment many patient data is created, for example blood pressures, electrical activity using
electrocardiography, etc. Using inverse analysis and the measured values the model parameter
can be adapted accordingly to create a patient-specific model.

Experiments and clinical measurements can not only improve the model and adapt it to the
patient, but also be used for validation. Validation is a mandatory requirement for a model that is
to be used for clinical diagnosis. Since a comprehensive validation of the computational model
is not possible, single steps towards this goal have to be made. These steps include verifica-
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tion of the numerical model, parameter identification, sensitivity analysis and validation against
experiments [354].
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